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‘‘

’’

I will no longer be made to feel  

ashamed of existing.   

I will have my voice… 

I will have my serpent’s tongue —  

my woman’s voice,

my sexual voice, my poet’s voice.

I will overcome the tradition of silence.

G loria Anzaldúa
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PREFACE_______________

What you are about to read is tough.  Sometimes very tough.   

You wouldn’t be the first to want to hurl this book across the room.   

Before you do though, please be sure to take proper aim — children, 

pets, and antique vases have a way of being in the wrong place at 

the wrong time.  And you don’t need more guilt to carry.

At the outset I will tell you that I don’t like writing books 

that trigger such fierce reactions.  I like having a head and intend 

to hold on to it, despite readers that want to lop it off.  However, 

I understand their anger.   When I came to a catastrophic crossroad 

in my life — that do-or-die moment —when I knew it was time to 

confront what I did not want to confront, when I had to find the 

courage to see what I did not want to see and acknowledge what 

I did not want to acknowledge, my anger could have exploded the 

earth into teeny, tiny, satisfying bits.  

The tender, intrepid soul guiding, tugging, encouraging, 

leading, and pulling me through the process of breaking through  

my calcified silence was my husband, Phil.  Never once did he let go 

of my hand.  Never once did he chastise me for my fury, even when 

I spewed the F word at him and every deity I could think of daring 

all of them to cast me into hell where I would gladly burn with a 

smile on my face just for spite.  Nor did Phil ever wince when my 

anger blew off his limbs — he simply kept limping along beside me, 

holding my hand.   And never once, no matter how much he was 

hurting for my hurt, did Phil spare me the truth.
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That, I have come to understand, is the highest order of love, 

the authentic purpose of the soul:  To discover the truth.  To bear the 

truth.  To know the truth.   To speak the truth.   To live the truth.  The 

soul’s yearning for truth, for knowledge, for evolution far beyond 

what we — in our physical embodiment—think we know, rises from 

the divine; from profound, timeless love; from the deepest spiritual 

respect; and from the soul’s sacred longing to be liberated from dis-

abling fear and to be united with its true expression of its eternal, 

divine self.  As we learn to listen to our soul’s deepest whispers and 

brave the hardest truths, we are transformed in a way that we — that 

I — could never have predicted or anticipated.  

Yeah, yeah, yeah… Nice words, but really, soul whispers? Forget it! 

That, and a few eye rolls for drama, would’ve been my reaction 

many years ago at the start of a journey I did not want to take.  A 

whispering soul had no chance of getting my attention.  Neither did 

a shouting and yelling soul.  I didn’t even spot the extreme antics 

my spirit was staging as warnings.  Had I summoned the courage to 

heed those alerts, the catastrophic emotional explosion that forever 

changed the course of my life and the dynamics of our family 

would have been avoided.  But I was completely blinded by terror, 

totally immersed in deep-rooted shame, and utterly convinced of an 

unforgivable sin buried far in my past.  I absolutely believed that I 

knew the truth about myself and that I deserved condemnation for 

“what I had done.”  It turns out I was wrong.  Dreadfully wrong.

When Phil first took my hand to begin that long, long battle 

to unlearn the lies and misteachings that had so crippled my life,  

I could not see beyond my anger.  My fury would spike whenever I 
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encountered something I did not want to look at, something I did 

not want revealed to me.  But those were also times of acute aware-

ness.  I knew that what I did not want to look at was exactly what I 

needed to confront in my struggle toward emotional and spiritual 

freedom I wasn’t even convinced was available for me.  (It was.  As it 

is for you.) 

Should Breaking Through Silence generate a visceral reaction  

within you, there is a reason beyond what is written in its pages.  

Something within yourself is pleading for your compassionate 

attention. If a particular chapter unleashes recolletions that pose hard  

questions about matters you have always chosen to ignore, your 

honesty will lead you to greater knowledge and onto the path to 

undreamed of freedom.  If certain phrases or perspectives trigger 

fundamental, inner conflict, know that this presents an opportunity  

for exploration and growth. Maybe the tension represents a critical  

disharmony between your spirit and an entrenched belief system. 

Perhaps you are being called to see in a new, more open way.  

Rather than imagining you hurling this book across the room, 

I envision you embracing and taking advantage of whatever arises as 

an opportunity to illuminate the path that will ultimately connect 

you to the fullness of your beautiful soul.  It is your choice.  All your 

answers, all the resolutions dwell within you.  

Yes, what you are about to read is tough.  Sometimes very 

tough.  But the process of confronting what was hidden deep 

within, of questioning and challenging what I thought I knew, of 

seeing and acknowledging what I did not want to know, is what 

saved my life — saved my life.  I am passing it on.



 You 
Beautiful  

 You
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FIRST WORDS_______________________

Dear Sweet and Tender Heart,

Chances are you were abused  —  sexually? physically? emo-

tionally? —  and you suffer still from the unresolved trauma. Does 

this notion shock and offend you? Are your defenses igniting, 

rising up? Are you ready to attack me, a stranger, for making such 

an observation that feels to you like an accusation? Or are you 

frozen inside this insinuation because simply daring to question past 

untoward incidents feels like a monstrous betrayal of someone you 

know?  Of someone you love?  Or do tears rush to your eyes in an 

instantaneous, unexpected ambush? Or did you die long ago from 

the poison of guilt and humiliation, destroyed along with the bad 

memories, and here you are now, detached from all emotional pain, 

quelling your idle curiosity by musing over the odd construct of 

words and disgusting suggestions laid out on this page?

Dearest, take a deep breath, because, yes, you — you — were 

abused.  But who am I to assume the right to make such a harsh 

and contemptible statement?  About you?  About your family? 

About certain unnamed misdeeds committed in private — or worse, 

right in front of unseeing eyes?  I say this, tender heart, because I am 

you.  I say this because you chose this book for a reason.  Because 

something deep within you resonates with this validation of private, 

painful violation — a lingering, unidentified haunting that survives 

despite your insistence on ignoring it even as you mysteriously 

reach for something you deliberately reject.
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While the logical you — the dismissive and unyielding you —  

might balk and argue, your body and emotions have brilliant 

memories. They maintain and tell your story daily — in creatively  

destructive ways, I might add. Dearest, no matter what personal 

nightmare you think you’ve completely erased, no matter when 

the disquieting/harrowing/bruising incident(s) occurred, no matter  

what your age now — maybe you’re the oldest woman on record —  

your spirit still longs for peace, longs for validation and comprehen-

sion, longs to be whole, fully connected to all that is you, including 

experiences you dare not remember, dare not admit, dare not con-

front.  

Yes, I was abused.  Yes, I was raped.  Impregnated by rape.  And 

I never knew it was abuse or rape.  Imagine…I never knew it. For 

over thirty-five years I had no perspective, or factual definition, no 

external comprehension of my “dark years.”    My personal and emo-

tional boundaries lay destroyed by parental, religious, and cultural 

authorities, and I lived resigned to their demands and crumbled 

beneath the power lorded over me and against me.  In the end, the 

abusers enjoyed free reign at my expense while I silently absorbed 

all the chaos, including crippling guilt and crushing blame and  

self-loathing that paralyzed any hope of my becoming the best of 

who I was meant to be.  I split in two.  Half of me plunged into deep 

hiding where all memories were forbidden.  The other half lived a 

good, solid life.  Except for the silent torment — torment that was 

not permitted to reveal its true identity, but instead skulked inside 

me as a nameless darkness, screeching endless accusations.

I am outraged that this lifetime of torment did not have to be 
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for me.  Outraged that this silent torment does not have to be for 

any girl, any woman, but still is.  Outraged that it did not have to 

be for you.  Outraged that this intimate torment is inflicted upon 

victims of abuse, of sexual assault for no other purpose than to 

shield cowards.  

Dearest, rage is a wonderful thing. A magnificent tool.  An  

amazing pathway.  And it just so happens that rage is my middle  

name.  As it should be.  Rage is exactly why I am sitting here 

writing this love letter to you.  Rage at the falsehoods and decep-

tions regarding abuse and sexual violation that we have been 

indoctrinated to believe and uphold.  Rage that those lies and 

vile prejudices deformed my life, my health, my well-being, my  

creative energy.  And yours, as well.  Rage at the silencing of girls 

and women whose bodies and spirits know.  Whose bodies and 

spirits comprehend.  But whose intellect and understanding are 

so successfully propagandized, so extrinsically twisted, that we —  

dismissed victims — accept without question and even defend the 

ignorant, concrete social and religious misteachings imposed upon 

us.  I am enraged that I — that you — that as victims of abuse, of 

sexual violation, we are conditioned through these lies to condemn 

ourselves.  Enraged that we are not even permitted to see ourselves 

as victims.

The restrictive, exacting regulations and attitudes that define 

and govern sexual violence continue to be shaped and created by a 

male-dominated government, a tight patriarchal arrangement that is 

not supposed to be noticed as convenient and unjust.  Especially by 

women.  Most especially by the bootlicking women who fervently 
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support those laws and opinions that refuse victim status to all  

but the most visually physically battered victims of sexual 

crimes.  Bootlicking women who see themselves as warriors but 

have no awareness of their own bondage.  

I am outraged by arbitrary social criteria that must be specifi-

cally met before any traumatized girl or woman is granted even the 

smallest emotional comfort of having the sexual trauma she endured 

validated.  That if her ordeal falls short of these strict, pious mea-

sures — say for instance, she did not scream; or she was drinking; or 

good god!, there’s not a bruise on her; hey, she knew the guy, didn’t 

she?; and oh, come on, it isn’t rape if the rapist is her husband — she 

is immediately convicted of being a willing participant and is  

dismissed, blamed, and savaged.  And even a few simple words of 

consolation — I’m so sorry that happened to you — a balm tending to 

an open wound, are intentionally withheld as added punishment.  

I am outraged that any politician, especially a female, would 

utter the words, “She’ll just have to make lemonade out of 

lemons,” referring to an impregnated rape victim.  I am outraged 

that a grandmother would say of her granddaughter who was gang 

raped, “I wouldn’t mind if she got pregnant.” I am outraged that 

any woman — women I brand Mary Queen of Rapes — would join  

forces against other women and fight for laws that would strip girls  

and women of personal rights to their own bodies including their 

internal organs.  

Oh yes, dearest, I am outraged.  But I am also profoundly sad-

dened.  Saddened that beautiful women like my elderly mother 

nearing the end of their lives will never experience the intense 
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relief of being lifted out of unvoiced suffering into the light of 

comprehension and validation.  Because the vast, punitive power of 

sexual violation is so penetrating and so lethal that it rots a woman 

from the inside out and destroys her ability to truly see and value 

her own loveliness.  So that all she perceives when she looks in 

the mirror is her ugliness.  And unbeknownst to all who surround 

her with love, a silenced woman, no matter how delightful, how 

gentle, is deeply broken and wears the invisible cloak of her personal 

failure.

I am sickened every time I hear a young woman cry,  “Do you 

think I was raped?”  That she even has to pose the question is atro-

cious.  That she is forced to rely on anything other than her own 

suffering to validate her ordeal is in itself criminal.  It is immoral 

that she is banned socially and psychologically from claiming and 

labeling her own ordeal.  Societal and religious compliance is so 

enforced that a girl who is raped in an unsanctioned manner will 

consume her ordeal as her own fault and plunge into lifelong 

silence and emotional death.  And worse.

If you understand the pull of profound despair, if you have ever 

endured humiliation so intense you were unable to rise from your 

own bed, if your spirit has ever been so defeated that all light has  

been obliterated, you then know the dear, sweet girl on the front  

page of every newspaper on this very day I am writing this: 

November 11, 2010.  A young teenager, devastated by rape — the 

violence she suffered cast as a consenting affair by the rapist and 

public officials — silenced her own voice and executed herself.  One 

precious, sweet, innocent girl … and one swinging noose.
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Dearest, a heart can ache in so many ways.  My heart breaks 

that countless women — young, middle-aged, elderly — with sexual 

trauma hidden in their pasts are not even aware of their innocence. 

 It is appalling that these silenced women are permitted no aware-

ness, as I was not, that what they endured — the mauling and 

raiding of their tender bodies — is sexual violence and that they are 

blameless.  My dear, know that a woman who is mute and has firmly 

locked away such nightmares has zero understanding of its signifi-

cance in her present life, even as the hidden unspeakable continues 

to abrade her spirit with acid.

I was a teenager — publicly and privately condemned, voiceless 

and suicidal — and became a silenced woman unable to even fathom 

myself a victim of sexual assault, so indoctrinated was I to absorb all  

blame.  In the world where I was programmed, there existed no 

accurate vocabulary to explain what happened to me; no word-

perfect translation to describe the dreadful incidents I’d endured; no  

social context to even identify as violence the ordeal I’d suffered.  

 And certainly no means to understand that the inflictor of the 

trauma was an abuser, a rapist.

Withheld from me, as it is for all victims of dismissed abuse, was 

the personal understanding that comes with seeing the truth, the 

empowerment to release myself from blame, permission to point the 

finger of responsibility outward, the prospect for the disabling shame 

to dissipate.  What other reasons could there possibly be to deny a  

sexually traumatized girl or woman her humanity, except to uphold 

the demands and fantasies of the spineless and to protect the guilty 

and their defenders? That and, oh yeah, satisfying the bloodlust  
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for punishment.  Vicarious punishment is, after all, still punishment.   

Landing a few hard kicks into a dog’s ribs or into the gut of a girl 

cowering in the corner feels the same as clocking a rapist.  And it’s 

so much easier: the quivering dog and the broken girl won’t fight 

back.

Oh, my dear, how I’d love to strap on a flak jacket and take to 

the streets and battle the mind-set of the cruel and ignorant masses, 

slash their ruthless attitudes to ribbons with my razor-sharp finger-

nails, all the while puffing on a fat Cuban cigar.  Sadly, that would be 

about as productive as kickboxing the wind.  And unfortunately, my 

nails are a hopeless mess and I’ve never smoked a cigar, much less 

an illegal one.  Then there’s the stuffing-myself-because-I’m-really-

pissed problem.  Blink my eye and I’d be 600 pounds of imploding 

fury huddled under a mountain of plush comforters licking potato 

chip grease and chocolate smudges off the remote control, cursing 

at reality TV.  No, my mission is not to brawl with the bloated self-

important.

My concern, dearest, is you and your personal misunder-

standing of abuse, of sexual violence.  And all its covert manifesta-

tions.  My hope is to offer you the structure and perspective that 

saved my life.  Saved my life.  My intention is to clarify for you how 

violence can be veiled and quiet, cunning, confident, perpetrated 

along the edge of perception where definitions and outlines are 

abstract and fluid, inflicted in an abyss where the lifeline of com-

prehension is unavailable to its victims.  Others — the learned, the 

privileged, the astute, the wise — may know this.  I did not.  And I 

could not have — not while I was cowering under a rock for most 
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of my life.

My struggle to recognize this unheeded, concealed brand 

of violence perpetrated against me cannot even carry the noble, 

orderly label of struggle.  No.  It was terrifying, unrelenting emo-

tional warfare — screeching self-blame, frenzied confusion, and 

paralyzing doubt.  It was over a decade of clawing and hammering 

away at the accusations and condemnation forced upon me as a girl 

until I finally saw and began to accept the truth buried beneath the 

noise.  It is not melodrama to admit that I was fighting for the right 

to my life, for my right to dignity, for my right to the truth.  For my 

right to speak.

How could I ever come to see, much less understand, that I 

was not what “they” said I was? That I did not do what “they” con-

demned me for? How could I ever comprehend or prove to myself 

that which is claimed not to exist — that which society refuses to 

name? Dearest, it’s like punching air — like flailing at a disembodied 

cackle.  What possible chance did I have to grasp how my spirit had 

been destroyed? And then to understand why? And then to claim 

and re-create the beauty that was ripped from me?  Me, immobilized 

by shame.  Me, terrified into absolute, impenetrable silence.  And 

then me, in the ultimate irony, speaking publicly of it, of the con-

spirators?  Well, just drag me off to hell.

Dearest, what I didn’t understand when I began the battle was 

the power of truth.  That truth — and sometimes it was only the 

thinnest thread — bolstered my resolve and at last led me to see 

and understand that covert violence is rampant and the damage it 

inflicts is lifelong.   The truth finally revealed to me my innocence 
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and ushered in an unexpected path to emotional strength and 

renewal, empowering me with the courage to demand all rights 

and authority to my own life.  It’s been a long, long way from total,  

petrified silence to speaking out loud.

And now, incredibly, after a lifetime, I am whole.  Not the sani-

tized, fantasy version of adult female demanded both culturally 

and religiously, but a woman reassembled and integrated, gratefully 

united with all my parts, including the shattered fragments that were 

once in deep, deep hiding.

I am learning to own and capitalize on my strengths.  Now 

that my long-lost spirit has reemerged, speaking — not silence — is 

my goal.  I recognize that I am stronger than my fear.  I no longer 

indulge in the passive wishing and desperate praying for healing 

that kept me imprisoned and debilitated emotionally and physi-

cally.  Healing is a fantasy, dear one, perpetuated by the media and 

daydreamers — a gimmick used to tie up loose ends, to furnish the 

tragic saga with the happily-ever-after finale: the leg grows back; the 

cancer is cured; really, no one was harmed in that fatal catastrophe.  I 

am clear in my understanding of my anger and celebrate its power 

for good.  I finally liberated myself from the burden and obligation 

of forgiveness imposed upon all victims of assault.   The responsibility 

to forgive is not mine, and indeed, cannot be mine.  I don’t have the 

power to forgive evil or wholesale destruction.  None of us do.  It 

is always the personal obligation and spiritual life challenge for the 

perpetrators of violence to find their own way out of the darkness 

they created.

The statement That which does not kill you makes you stronger is  
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a lie.  “It” does not make you stronger.  I know too many living  

corpses for this to be true.  It is you who makes yourself stronger.    

You kick.   You scream.  You do the heavy lifting.  It is always you 

and your courage.  Courage you think you do not have.

Yes, it took twelve long, long years for me to finally recog-

nize that a skillful abuser instinctively understands the social liberty 

of inflicting violence at the edge of perception.   And exploits that  

violence ruthlessly.  I never knew that an abuser deliberately traps 

his victim in this nameless void, intentionally immerses her in an 

emotional bait-and-switch game she cannot identify, as he disables 

her with his shrewd rhetoric.  I did not know that the abuser, who 

goes by many names — dad, boyfriend, priest, teacher, neighbor, 

cousin, brother, uncle, mister — but never abuser, is fully aware 

that it is impossible for his victim to point to assault that has no 

name.  Obviously, the abuser never calls his victim a victim; he, of 

course, paints her as a raunchy and enthusiastic participant.  

I didn’t know, as you might not, that predators have a nose 

for sweet blood.  And like all predatory animals, can sense a shiver 

of weakness in a pinch of air.  I didn’t grasp how savvy predators 

operate; how they immediately spot the compliant, the oh-so-easily 

controlled as if   WILL OBEY is stamped in red across a naive girl’s 

forehead.  I was blind to the abilities of abusers, at how adept they 

are at confusing their victims so that we unquestionably blame our-

selves for their actions.

How could a woman, emotionally traumatized and stunted as 

a young girl, ever see the ruse of her abusers, even many decades 

later, when the culture refuses to see? How could any girl possibly 
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recognize that she is trapped in the killing field there at the edge of 

perception when that vague and ghostly space has no accurate name 

or factual description? How can a girl or woman understand that 

the hurt she endured in that concealed void was not self-created but 

was inflicted upon her, when all that is said to exist in that nether 

ground of sweaty sexual conquest is her fault? In truth, a silenced 

woman will never know unless someone tells her.  Unless someone 

shows her.  I didn’t know any of this.  I know it now.  I want you to 

know it, too.  

Dearest, violence — rape, battering, threats, intimidation, 

demoralization — committed so cleverly along this edge of per-

ception is particularly evil.  Because these acts of covert aggres-

sion, these acts of concealed sexual violation, are patently ignored, 

rejected, and as predators have blissfully learned…unprovable.  

Violence that is unrecognized and unclassified by society does not  

count as violence.  But society is dead wrong.   Violence always counts  

to the victim.  Overt.  Covert.   Violence always perverts a victim’s 

life.  And the damage is permanent.

Dear and tender heart, you are one of its victims.  I say this 

because you are still here, still reading, drawn to this truth that has 

been denied you.  As it is denied me and every other woman and 

girl who has suffered the sly, concealed abuse that is deliberately and 

callously labeled mutual desire and forces us silent while drowning 

us in the emotional agony it leaves behind.

Every girl and every woman who is coerced into blaming 

herself for being sexually violated, or who has ever had her inno-

cent demeanor savaged and twisted to accuse her of being guilty, 
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aches for the simple offering of validation of her ordeal.   You, dearest, 

are entitled to this and deserve more — much more.  Validation of  

my innocence unlocked my heart.  Understanding helped me find  

peace of mind and emotional freedom and the confidence to 

embrace the opportunities available to me.

At this very moment you can decide to access your 

courage — courage I know you possess — and confront the secret 

unspeakable hiding in your past.  Or maybe jumping in feet first is  

simply too intense.  But what you can do is allow for possibilities.  

Possibilities do await you.  They awaited me, though in the begin-

ning I could not fathom a concept that looked way too much like 

pigtails braided with sunbeams.

Trapped in the emotional darkness of my past and the real-time  

devastation of my present, I was incapable of envisioning even a  

pinpoint of light, much less summon the strength to consider 

“lovely” possibilities.  Allowing myself to believe in something I 

could not even imagine posed a dangerous risk.  Hope had a bad 

reputation with me.  It had a habit of not living up to its potential  

and could never stand up to my fear.  If I’m hungry, I don’t sit 

around hoping somebody will make me a sandwich.  It seems such 

a precious waste of time and energy, hope does — a stalling tactic 

that only delays the inevitable.  And I get really irritable waiting for 

a chef that never shows up to stroll through the front door with 

my foot-long Italian hoagie.  But over and over again, my husband 

Phil would plead, “Can’t you believe for just one week?” He was 

kidding, right?  Then,  “Can’t you believe for just one day?”  Well…

no, I couldn’t.  Hmm… What I decided, though, was that I could 
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allow myself to believe for a few minutes.  And that’s what I did: 

minutes here, minutes there.  That’s all I could do.  So that’s what I 

did:  I dreamed in minutes.

And perhaps, dearest, that is what you can do.  Perhaps that 

is all you can do: allow yourself a few minutes to believe in pos-

sibilities.  Give yourself permission to enjoy, even briefly, the dream 

that maybe — just maybe — the personal darkness you live in, 

the imposed burden you carry that you believe is yours, can be 

lifted…you can put it down.  What would that be like — to not be  

controlled by fear?  To not live with potent, wholesale anger and 

its lingering bitterness? Do you know what it’s like not to battle 

demons? I didn’t.  I do now.  Perhaps you can dare to allow yourself 

a few short minutes to believe that beyond “the secret unspeakable” 

hidden in the dark cowers someone who has been waiting a very 

long time to be rescued.  It is she — the sweetest part of you, the 

part of you that has been so damaged, yet the same part of you who 

is stronger than you ever imagined — who will usher you into the 

light.  But she needs your outstretched hands.

Yes, dearest, I know you can believe for a few brief minutes. 

And right now, that is enough.  I’d love for you to stay around for 

just a little while longer.   You can do it.   You have the courage.   I 

know you do.  



 You 
Beautiful  

 You
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CHAPTER 1_______________

Me?
A Silenced Woman?  

A Traumatized Woman? 
A Broken Woman?

NEVER!

Dearest, I never knew I was a silenced woman.  No one I ever 

knew would have called me silenced.  Or broken.  What’s with the 

trauma? I was wacky, maybe.  Quirky, definitely.  Given to certain 

moods and obsessions, for sure.   But silenced? Broken? Traumatized? 

Never! How could I be a silenced woman and not even know it? 

How could I not even have the tiniest perception that I was deeply 

traumatized? I laughed hysterically at all things funny.  I had a 

raucous, irreverent bite.  I smoked…well, not in front of my father, 

ever.   I had a mouth and I used it … mostly.  Except in the company 

of the bigger, the stronger, the arrogant, the devout, the blowhards,  

when I would then shrink into a speck of … well … leaden 

silence.  Many times I’ve heard, “It’s like you disappear.  Like you 

become invisible.” It’s true; I vanished right there in plain sight.   

I thought I was invisible.  Hmm…

So, same as you, dearest, I had no hint I was a silenced woman, 

broken in two by trauma.  I had no indication that the vast and crip-

pling agony lurking in my past had any impact on me whatsoever.  I 

believed with absolute conviction that my past was erased.  Gone.   
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As in forever.  And ever.  As in DID NOT HAPPEN.  What did the  

past have to do with anything? It simply did not exist.   And since 

it didn’t exist, I was free of it.   And since I was free, how could I be 

silenced and broken over nothing?

And that’s the subtle and frightening reality about being 

silenced: we swear we’re not.  Oh, we do more than swear — we 

jump up and down, stamp our feet, clap our hands over our ears, 

battle that ridiculous notion with clenched fists.  After all, we have 

proof: our accomplishments! Our successes! Our compliance with 

rules! Our defiance of rules! We speak up for homeless kittens, sick 

children, and poor widows! And give to charity! Or criticize hand-

outs, because who’s ever given us any? We follow the rules and pay 

our taxes! Or we don’t and we protest loudly!  We fight for the 

rights of the underpaid! Or squawk that the underpaid are under-

paid because they’re lazy!  We are very busy, very busy!  We have 

things to do and places to go and people who need us! Or, to hell 

with it, we’ve done enough; we’re old and exhausted, we’re going to 

live out our lives lazing in our heavy-duty recliners hollering at the 

TV until the hearse pulls up!  Either way, leave me the hell alone and 

don’t bother me with stuff I don’t want to think about!

But the stuff I never thought about?  The stuff I believed 

erased? That stuff thought plenty about me.  Only I didn’t know 

it.  Clearly my name was short-listed somewhere for a “Hopelessly 

Unconscious” award because I never even considered the possibility 

that my fixed conviction that my past was eliminated was horribly, 

horribly wrong.  That my absolute certainty about my past was not 

only mistaken but lethal, consigning me to a life half lived, infected 
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by the poisons of persistent fear, free-floating panic, and oh-so-righ-

teous anger.  And self-loathing that I concealed easily with humor.

I know now what I never understood then: that agony — its 

truth suppressed, its words unspoken, its pain unvalidated — never 

goes away.  And, oh, it does speak, but I didn’t know that, 

either.  How could I know that trauma, bound and gagged, simply 

devises its own language? And that it does a whole lot more than 

throw a few tantrums now and then? How could I have known 

that trauma exterminated my ability to even see that I was throwing 

a tantrum when said behavior seemed such a perfectly reasonable 

reaction to an annoying something or other? I didn’t know how 

trauma blinded me in its dust storm; how fluently it spoke in its 

very own ill-tempered tongue that it never bothered to translate.  If 

no one said, how could I recognize that trauma is a dictator that 

only grows more powerful, more commanding, as it swells into all 

the spaces left quiet by a life emptying of its frenetic animation? 

That eventually it angles in and pushes aside a worn-out woman as 

her willpowered ability to civilly white-knuckle it through nerve-

racking events and tense situations without having a meltdown 

takes a natural nosedive and yields its struggle to resist?  Same way 

as aging bones diminish a fine skill for performing cartwheels, and 

fatigue short-circuits benevolence for the 500-pound saintly relation 

who preaches moral sacrifice but can’t pass up a jelly donut.  And 

along with the white-knuckle mastery goes the social polish.  And 

there you are, before you even know it, saying some fool thing that 

you can’t seem to reel back in since your lips are on auto-flap while 

your head’s busy escaping on a foreign road trip.
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Focus, ladies! Focus! That’s what concealed trauma requires. 

Once focus ebbs, you’ve got yourself a fertile playing ground for 

suppressed anger.  For me, all it takes is an unexpected wheeling 

smolder, a swell of helplessness rising from origins unknown 

igniting quickly into thick flames, setting fire to every last nerve I 

possess, to intersect at that exact moment with, say, the one other 

customer in the bookstore who clomps up right next to me while 

snapping bubblegum and yelling into a cell phone! Suddenly I’m 

channeling Miss Manners’ wicked sister.   And it’s not pretty.   Which 

is why I now stay home a lot.  Not to protect the ignorant, but to 

save my own sanity.   Trauma’s trained me too well.  I know how it 

seizes on a good-enough opening to speak its mind.  And lacking 

the vigor of youth to fend off its misdirected spite or the endurance 

to decode its shifty tactics, a person of certain hidden injuries can 

easily end up acting crazy.

So it is that if trauma decides to provoke you into kicking a 

dog, you will kick a dog and never realize that the poor, dopey mutt 

is just a stand-in for the monster you really want to clobber.  But, 

of course, you’re not even permitted to name that person, or what 

he did to you, so you hammer Sparky.  If trauma feels like screwing 

with your head, it screws with your head.  If it feels like nailing 

you to the bed with a migraine or sending you running from a 

phantom no one else can see, or decides to suck all the energy out 

of your legs so you’re left with wet sponges to totter on, well, that’s 

trauma for you.  It likes messing with you.  In the old days, I guess it 

would’ve been called the devil and soon enough there’d be an exorcist 

pressing a crucifix into your forehead.
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Before I knew about trauma and its turbulent, ever-after chaos,  

I bounced about in my pleasant grown-up bubble of primal igno-

rance, disconnected from my secret anguish, because…presto!…

it had vanished like fog whisked away by sunlight.  But guess what! 

All along, that trauma spore was busy germinating, taking up resi-

dence, cementing itself inside every cell in my body, kind of like 

cancer but without the telltale lumps.  There I was, dearest, oblivious 

to my own personal terrorist living and pulsating, planted inside 

my chest like chronic pneumonia I could not shake; its heaviness a 

clot of wadded-up anger and depression lodged there, looking for 

an excuse to explode outward or waiting until nightfall and a soft,  

quiet bed to spew its inexhaustible, bottled-up poison into my  

emotional bedsores as I tried for sleep.

I thought I was just oversensitive, moody, easily cut by the 

peck-and-claw assaults of small-minded women big on dishing out 

hurt by way of cheap shots.  You know the type: My grandmother 

has to wear jeans with stretchy waists too.  Or were you trying to make a 

fool of yourself ?  I’m just asking.  Some women have a meanness that 

breeds in your shadows.  A meanness that multiplies in the night and  

scatters across your heart like unleashed cockroaches piloted by 

papery antennae to sniff out and munch away any kindness you 

might dare offer yourself because … jeez … I guess I am too fat to go 

out of the house in anything but a big brown wrapper.  She’s right — every 

time I open my big mouth, I embarrass myself and everybody else.  What 

the hell is wrong with me?  Trauma latches onto mean and explodes it 

into brutal nighttime bashes for its victims.  

But like any abuser I’ve had the misfortune to know, trauma 
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eventually gets bored with its undercover shenanigans and decides 

to strut its stuff in full daylight, because…oooh, why waste all that 

delicious anger on just salting neurotic bedsores? Mostly, my jet 

blast of saw-toothed combustion stayed put, trolling and pacing 

tight inside my skin, not unlike flab stuffed into a 1950s ladies’ 

rubber girdle.  Mostly.   You’ve missed a real-life adventure if you’ve 

never powdered up in the dense humidity of a Jersey summer and 

squeezed yourself into latex molded specifically to sculpt a woman 

into perfect.  That’s lady rage, right there — concealed, itchy, jammed 

taut against sweaty bone, rage shoved inward like whale blubber 

stuffed inside a corset.  Till it’s going, going, going…to blow.  And 

sure enough, that rage explodes like belly fat blasting out of a panty 

girdle.  Like me, on occasion.  Do you know of that kind of rage, 

dearest? It’s amazing.  Just the opposite of grace.  There’s somber, 

looking-back embarrassment attached to such rage.  But the truth of 

it stands.

Watch out, buddy boy, if you cut me off on my way to squaw 

duty at the Lenox china headquarters in Lawrenceville, New Jersey 

back in the ’80s.  I was safe and fearless encased in steel and metal, 

the gas pedal and steering wheel manly weapons of revenge as I 

floored it and raced passed you, firing obscenities and lewd hand 

gestures out the driver’s side window.  Every day on that 35-mile 

commute to a secretarial job I detested where I had to kowtow to a 

lard-assed big shot, I played wild-woman rodeo at 80 miles an hour 

on back roads and interstates and never batted an eye.

In my home life far removed from the confines of my four-

on-the-floor, navy-blue Subaru and mandatory obedience to The 
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Lenox Penises and servitude to a top-of-the-line IBM Selectric that 

mysteriously mass-produced typos, I was loving to those I adored —

my husband and children.  Smile, wave, and how-are-you-doing 

neighborly, eager to lend a cup of sugar.  Because back in those  

illustrious days of real housewives and Good Housekeeping magazine’s  

full-color demonstrations on the correct technique for waxing  

furniture, floors, and your husband’s car, ladies next door actually 

called now and again asking to borrow sugar or a few eggs.  Hours 

sped by as I chatted with friends over the phone or lounged with 

them side by side in webbed lawn chairs, laughing as our kids 

binged on fresh air.  Every one of us willing to volunteer a hand and 

a shoulder when one of our lives veered off the garden path.

In addition, being a churchgoer and a member of some minor 

standing in our parish Marriage Encounter community, I prayed a 

lot, too — the restrictive, habitual pleadings Catholics are famous for, 

delivered in exacting sequences, sometimes with the aid of a glow-

in-the-dark rosary that would ward off hellish tragedies like husband 

Phil getting gunned down in a downtown Trenton shootout, my 

car getting jacked in the 7-Eleven parking lot with me in it, and 

all manner of fatal diseases that could rise up and snuff out a child’s 

life.  And to secure godly favors such as becoming a real and true 

writer, not feeling depressed so much, perpetually good hair, and 

permanent weight loss.  I would’ve settled for a size twelve, which 

would’ve gone a long way toward fixing my down-in-the-dumps 

tendencies.  If I could only just pray away my girth, I could still 

inhale chocolate cake and glide about in a sugar coma and not fret 

so much about my low-grade writing skills and bad hair, and just 
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be happy! See? God is good.  And, of course, I had to, had to, had to 

offer eternal thanksgiving for whatever calamities narrowly bypassed 

my family like a kidnapping, carnage in a natural disaster, or death 

by choking on a hot dog.  You get the picture.  Bread-and-butter  

wife and mom.  Congenial neighbor.  Good friend.  Neurotic, fingers- 

crossed faithful Catholic obsessed with outwitting tragedy and 

healing misfortunes with holy beads and rituals.  Chubby lady…OK, 

snack-addicted fat woman.  Cursed with the ghost of melancholia, 

but completely nonaggressive, not even passive aggressive.  That was 

my at-home-with-the-family self.

But locked inside my four-door tank was another creature, 

loosed from all restraint.  Road rage came natural.  Like peeling foil 

off a Hershey bar.  I didn’t care if you killed me.  In fact, I dared you 

to.  I was crazy fearless.  That’s a hard thing to admit, dearest, being 

dangerously unhinged like that — only it never felt dangerous; it 

just felt right.  Hindsight is what feels dangerous.  The way it clamps 

down and situates a magnifying glass over past ordinary times to 

now brazenly notify me that ordinary was a lie.

You know, thinking about this, there’s no reason for me to go  

rummaging through all those spent miles, due to the fact that I 

envisioned myself simply an assertive driver and that’s that! What-

ever is sealed back there on those roads in another time is scribbled 

across my memory in cryptogram anyway; plus, secret codes require 

want and energy to untangle.  And at this very moment I possess 

neither.  So let me invoke here the happy dance: a trilling of feet 

and melody that will immediately waltz me away from this nagging 

inside my temple, a jagged drilling determined to shake awake 
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sleeping ghosts.

Dearest, know that I cut my teeth on my family’s chief 

motto — let sleeping dogs lie — though, as I think of it, lie had little 

to do with snoozing.  Truly, I don’t want to tend to the summon of 

bothersome and uppity “just maybes” insisting that I take a good 

look back, beckoning me with a come-hither lure and the magnetic 

pull that is supposed to be reserved for twisted metal and bodies 

strewn across railroad tracks…because maybe, just maybe there is 

something I need to see.  No.  Uh-uh.  Forget it.  I resent being baited 

with creepy flashbacks and disjointed images pulsing with rock-

video intensity.  Images I am choosing to ignore because I don’t want 

to talk about it.  I don’t want to see the wild woman driving the 

car.   Because…

Because I hold certain things sacred, and the lifetime between 

when Phil and I met and married and before a stalker adoptee hired 

private detectives, hunted me down, and exploded our lives into 

bits is one of them.  That heartfelt stretch of profound joy is OFF 

LIMITS to scrutiny.  Those are family sacred years, not yet sullied 

by malicious gossip, messy revelations and come-to-life vermin 

that crawled around in the gutter of my long ago.  Remember? My 

past was erased.  So what if I lived with a cavity the size of New 

Jersey echoing inside of me? At least the ruin wasn’t on exhibit 

for the pleasure of the greedy public.  Plus, I must keep those years 

pure.  I want to hang on to my dewy-eyed fantasy that I was whole 

and strong and my white knuckles were simply an exclamation 

point — affirmation of my personal strength, not a big flashing signal 

pointing to my disabling fear.
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Those pure heart years stretch over my life like a hand-stitched 

quilt.  Today, in an instant I’d grab Phil’s hand and run back in time 

to find again those days I could not imagine would fade away and  

saunter into the past so soon, recalled now only in stacks of  Polaroids  

and on flickering 8mm film.  Who else would swoon over the good 

old days? Definitely not the kids who lived them with us, who 

were obliged to wear  Toughskin jeans and other embarrassing items 

straight from the Sears catalog.  And while Phil and I might think 

it’s romantic in that jeez-we-were-so-poor sort of way, musing 

over how we did not have one extra dime for the ice cream man, 

we weren’t the ones sobbing at the curb, waving as Mister Softee 

whizzed by in a racket of kindergarten jingles and whiffs of artificial  

vanilla and imitation strawberry.  Yes, I’m boringly sentimental over 

waist-length braids, glitzy prom dresses, and college graduations. 

And weddings.  And grandbabies.  And the scent of baby powder. 

All those ribbon-wrapped blessings from the pure heart time are 

restricted, personal, not fodder to be excavated, no matter how 

noble the potential.

Except that wild woman behind the wheel keeps baiting me…

But wait a minute here, I’ve already eviscerated myself with my first 

book — Woman In Hiding: A True Tale of Backdoor Abuse, Dark Secrets 

and Other Evil Deeds — which, if you will allow me one moment of 

whining, was publicly excoriated by a pack of bootlickers afflicted 

with the dual maladies of arrogance and ignorance, plus a peculiar 

fondness for drop-kicking butchered women.  And that was before 

the book had even gone on sale.  I know, I know… aren’t I a big-

mouthed writer? A woman — an old one no less — who disobeys 
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social and religious laws on purpose?  Breaking self-silence that I am 

culturally obligated to maintain? What the hell do I expect? And 

you’re right about that, except there is a limit to how many times I 

want to hear, “She’s a crazy, lying bitch.” Though the crazy and the 

bitch parts kind of fit.

Anyway, this love letter I’m writing, dearest, is to you, about 

you, for you.  Not about me.  My bloodletting is done.   I’m supposed 

to be the guide here, shining light into dark spaces, sort of like a 

pseudo-academic perched behind an exquisite, glass-topped desk 

dispensing knowledge by the glow of a flickering hearth.  Not the 

guinea pig stretched out on cold porcelain about to be hacked open 

for a closer look.

In reality, though, I am not any kind of academic — not even a 

pretend one.  My learnings come from leaking wounds.  Wounds too 

deep for a proper healing.  Wounds too easily ruptured.  Wounds as 

teachers of lessons that I really don’t want to learn.  So to fend off 

any high enlightenment those wounds hanker to impart — because 

let me tell you, their lessons are the mind equivalent of bleeding 

gums gnawing through bedrock to reach the gold — I pitch fits 

and instigate a barrage of hefty defenses.  Then I scowl — effective 

for scaring off little kids and timid animals but useless against the 

persistent grumblings of the mental variety.  Finally I invoke loud 

and, if I do say so myself, convincing, cerebral trickery to declare 

why it is completely unnecessary for me to bother looking back at 

occasions that are so undignified.  Using everything from the old it’s 

a friggin’ waste of time excuse to nothing good can come of this to my 

favorite: I’m too old and too tired for this shit.  On and on I go, puffing  
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up like a mad gorilla to defend my attitude — as I’m doing  

currently — ignoring that flashback thing prodding me with its 

scrawny finger, flaunting garish visions.

Always, though, there comes a moment of weariness — or 

curiosity — when my resolve wavers and I catch sight of a shadow 

lurking beneath the pandemonium, a hidden clue…pointing to 

what? The body buried in the basement? A sad corpse I really, really 

do not want to dig up? Well, in a manner of speaking…yes.  So 

despite my barricade of defense, here I go, halting my happy dance, 

sucking up a deep breath and catapulting myself backward to 

venture a look at the wild woman willing to die on the highway.

And what I see frightens me, dearest.  Really, really frightens 

me.  It is so disturbing.  Though I want and need to look away, I am 

stunned and riveted by the calcified stare in the driver’s eyes; by her 

hands — beautifully manicured nails — slinging the wheel this way 

and that.  By her legs outlined in dark hose, her feet cuddled in the 

cutest shoes, attacking the gas pedal as an enemy in need of severe 

punishment.  I am in a trance of relapse, remembering the unbridled 

horsepower surging beneath the car seat, its fever rushing up and 

swelling inside her — my — long-hollowed-out core, as if decay itself 

had proclaimed this opportunity golden and amassed the crumbles 

of its pulverized rot to emerge anew as a solitary unit of screeching, 

sacrificial revolt.  The look…oh the look on her face — power! 

Supremacy! Satisfaction! — proclaims she is in control even as the 

little Subaru contradicts her and fishtails in a fight to keep course.

It shames me, this replay, like a sneaky personal wind breaking  

loud and wafting unchecked into a refined, cultured setting that  
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calls for murmurs and expensive perfume, not intestinal gas.   

Although what I behold from this span of lapsed decades springs 

into place like the coiled thread of a lost mystery I did not realize 

was waiting to be solved, and answers to questions I did not know 

needed to be asked.

Right now I am face-to-face with the savagery of my concealed  

trauma, watching it synchronize a death dance.  And I can hardly 

catch my breath…



 You 
Beautiful  

 You
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CHAPTER 2_______________

Ornery, Ornery Truth

No one would stand for fiction written as ornery as truth.   

Truth with its unresolved, raging edges.  Its wounds left unsutured.   

Parked ragged and stationary in its steel-toed boots.  Truth does not 

bow to applause.  That’s the job of fiction.  But this, dearest, is not 

fiction, and there is nothing else to say except what I see and what 

I know.  And I know now from this long, long distance of time that 

venting my fury on the highways was my personal act of rebellion, 

my public shriek of unmitigated rage.

I needed to be Hercules powerful.  I wanted revenge.  I needed  

justice.   And I would exact it.  From you.  Because back then I thought  

it was you I was pissed at — your cockiness, your self-assumed supe-

riority, your dismissal of me as I was happily tooling along minding 

my own business, listening to my music when you decided to 

torment me and pull some half-witted maneuver.  You purposely 

triggered the rage.  You purposely injected boiling kerosene into my 

heart, scalding its delicate tissue, blistering it raw.   So I couldn’t catch 

my breath for the pain.  Or see straight for the fumes of blazing piss 

blurring my eyes.  You purposely infuriated me beyond my ability to 

cope — so, don’t you see, it was you who had to pay.  And when I 

made you pay, I laughed as I watched your head, attached to your 

long skinny neck, bob in frustration.  Laughed manically with paste-

white face contorted; lips smeared in tainted blood; mouth, a great 
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wide blowhole…laughing…giggling…laughing.  

I am peering back at madness.  Back then, it seemed bold and 

courageous; now, it reeks of blighted ignorance, the bearing of 

burn scars that have melted my face into a smear of waxen hide 

of which I was completely unaware.  Because no one bothered to 

tell me? Um…Kathleen…you may want to take a good look at your face 

there, it’s, uh…kind of distorted… Because all the mirrors I ever stared 

into were foggy and all I ever noticed about the reflection was its 

soft glow? Who knows? But this awareness now ushers in a disgrace 

so solemn I want to shrink away from its weight as I realize that it 

wasn’t you.  At the same time, I am suffocating with the recognition 

that it wasn’t me, either.

Some years ago, when my mom — who did not survive emo-

tionally the sexual violence she suffered — was in her sixties, she 

walloped an elderly lady, a stranger, across the face in a grocery 

store parking lot, screeching profanities in a volcanic eruption of 

four-letter words that left her high and buoyant with the thrill of 

landing the punch.  Guised in Kmart ordinary, my mother was easily 

mistaken for meek.  What from a greeting distance took up like 

friendliness was in reality primed anger dressed in modest clothing, 

repressed rage always ready for the word go.  

On that day in Florida, my mother’s hostility crystallized into 

perfect form and snatched the trophy.  Connecting her fiery hand to  

that old woman’s downy cheek shot my mother into the hallowed  

dominion of the strong and boastful as within her own eyes she 

grew instantly muscled.  She’d won! At last! The power of that 

moment — her strength displayed and demonstrated for all to witness —  
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kept my mom bragging of that incident again and again for years, 

waving the flag of it as evidence that she indeed was a woman of 

spit and fire.  A woman who wouldn’t take any shit.  The woman she 

longed to be: a tough-as-sinew, kick-ass, respected woman.  With each 

retelling, her eyes sparkling pride, my mother planted herself on top 

of the hurt that every day consumed her, and she reveled in her 

fantasy of physical might, mistaking the cringing faces around her 

for looks of admiration.  

My ornery mother.  Victim to an anger that festered mute and  

frustrated.  Anger she fiercely denied even as it not only fed on her  

flesh, but preyed, too, upon those who loved her.  Eventually I 

would surrender the battle against my mom’s anger, all my fight 

spent, bleached and as limp as a rag, failing myself along with the 

glossy, smile-for-the-camera image of what a good daughter is 

supposed to be, supposed to be able to endure.  In reality, my 

mother — her potent combativeness — pounded my love for her 

down to guilt-driven forbearance and a patronizing dutifulness that 

became more insult than affectionate gesture.  The furious, silenced 

Patsy, the little girl propelling the adult Pat’s bitterness, succeeded 

in destroying my tenderness for her.  And as I entered my sixties 

with no energy left to pit myself against her wrath and out of ideas 

on how to pierce the wall she hid behind, my grip gave way and 

I chose my own stability over continued enmeshment with my 

mother’s scorn.  I sheltered myself safely away from it, from her.  And 

became distantly polite.  And so saddened because the heart agony 

my mother lives in, pain that has long since buried its origin, the 

pain she will probably die in — that pain didn’t have to be.  
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I don’t exactly know what transgression the old lady who 

found herself on the wrong end of my mother’s blistering fury 

was guilty of.  Did she cut off my mother’s shopping cart? Grab 

the wrong bunch of bananas? Shoot my mother the stinkeye?  I do 

know that my mother’s live-in, his eyes glinting the vain swagger 

of redneck conceit, flanked the sidelines, egging her into a catfight, 

needling her always-simmering anger with his honeyed southern 

drawl.  Because all it takes for that sort of anger — an anger dark and 

silenced — to explode is the right moment of permission colluding 

with the lure of spiteful glory.  And somebody to mess with it.  

It is cultural propaganda, dearest, that a woman ever gets over 

her body being physically, sexually mauled, being bruised, being 

invaded, broken into.  Every human being, including me, including 

you, who is dehumanized by another — our personal boundaries  

discarded, forbidden, penetrated; our most private feminine selves 

subjugated to the ill will of others — aches for power over such pain,  

over the violators, over the violation of our bodies, our spirits. 

Every victim of sexual assault — even if she does not know its name, 

if she jammed it underground, banished it from total recall where 

it was force-fed into her bloodstream and living tissue — her girl 

body, her woman body still knows and exacts compensation in some 

way.  Against herself.  Against others, even those who do not carry 

the blame.  

The unnamed abuse you suffered, even if you do not, cannot, 

dare not identify it, is a monumental part of you.  It will have its 

say.  Pain speaks in code.  Either you will behold it and speak its 

truth and allow the purity of that truth to honor you, to reveal to 
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you clarity and understanding…or it — the wounds of your body 

and spirit that you and others have condemned as unspeakable and 

sentenced to fester inside you — will speak for you, and you and 

those around you will bear its fury.  

If I could not even identify as trauma all that had happened 

to me in the past, all that ugliness I’d expelled from deliberate 

memory, I had no hope of recognizing trauma’s supreme power over 

me and its mysterious ways of acting out.  So of course, everyone, 

including me, ascribed my highway hijinks to something outside 

of me — all those damn crazy drivers.  And lucky for me, those 

damn crazy drivers showed up every day; imagine, every day, on my 

1980’s trek to those intolerable luxurious offices of Lenox china 

where I — goddamn it — purred in nauseating homage to The Lenox 

Penises.  And so as easily as slipping on the crown of righteousness 

purchased by those of us who slavishly follow all the rules to make 

amends for and to penalize our secret dirtied selves — rules that you, 

so clean and untarnished, refuse to respect — I blamed you for my 

behind-the-wheel conduct.  And all the justification necessary to 

shield me from the truth about my rage uncannily showered down 

on me like stardust every day.  

After all, didn’t you flaunt the traffic laws and tailgate me? Push 

me? Provoke me? Oh yes you did.  I was innocent.  You made me a 

hostage to my anger.  Anyway, if you read the papers, you would 

know that my actions could be explained away with the new-

back-then, quasi-official diagnosis of road rage, a serious disorder for 

which I couldn’t possibly be held accountable.  Because maybe I 

contracted it from diet soda or from the horsemeat dumped into the 
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burgers at the drive-through, or was infected with it by a pissed-off 

mosquito.  But you set it all in motion, so it was all you.  My wild-

woman antics had nothing to do with anything about me.  What I 

never knew was that my rage had everything to do with the males 

who abused me and needed only a target.  Any target.  And you just 

happened to get in the way.  

So here I sit debating: should I go farther with this untoward 

story? Or stop just short of where it gets more unflattering, falls into 

more embarrassing territory? Shut up and yield to the warning  

“Are you utterly insane?” pounding the side of my head?  Should 

I really risk unveiling more of the decayed vines cemented in the 

fertile soil created for me by the chaos of abuse?

Dearest, chances are that you will call for a tongue-lashing. 

Condemn me for the way the abuse spoke through me without my 

knowing.  Accuse me of just trying to wiggle off the mean and nasty 

hook.  You might very well climb up on top of your religious values, 

sigh and snort condescendingly, “Hate the sin, not the sinner,” and 

slap me on your prayer list along with all the other fallen you think 

in need of pardon.  Possibly, you’ll measure me against the barometer 

of your own always-gracious demeanor and snort that you’d never 

do that, you’d never think that.  And luckily for you, perhaps you’re 

right.  Maybe you’ve been able to polish yourself into outward  

perfection like an aloof member of the monarchy, sort of like a  

sterilized mannequin who’s never cracked publicly.  Like I used to 

do, or tried to do, or pretended not to — crack, that is.  Or maybe 

you’ve managed to float above and shrug off any creepy miscon-

duct you are guilty of, confident that those around you have  
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forgotten.  They haven’t, by the way.  Or at least your loved ones won’t 

blab on about your not-so-pretty tumbles off the list of acceptable 

behaviors.  What happens in the family stays in the family…right? 

Fingers crossed on that.  I, too, naively created soothing myths for 

what I wanted to be true.

And it is unnerving now to chance stepping out of that warm 

illusionary embrace — the absolute conviction that although the 

“forgotten” events from the darkest years of my life forever con-

taminated me, nothing from those dark years touched my husband 

and children in any way.  But really…how can that possibly be true, 

because I touched my dearly loved, didn’t I ? Just as my beloved 

mother with her cancerous self-loathing touched me.  And though 

the agonizing malignancy infecting my spirit was invisible to all 

but perhaps the most battle-scarred who were way too wounded to 

point it out anyway, how is it possible that it did not cast its shadow 

over my family and those heart years I hold so sacred?  Well, that’s 

just it — it’s not possible.  Trauma damage is a plague — alive and 

contagious — and was there all along living right inside our home; 

I just didn’t know it.  It simply disguised itself as things explainable. 

Now to bear witness to the darkness that lurked and throbbed on 

the flip side of the safe life I cherished is to unlock the shocking and 

disturbing reality of the covert and perilous consequences exacted 

by sexual trauma.

Please…I hear you squawking…stop it already!  What’s the use of 

digging up all this stuff now?  All these years later?  “NONE! And get 

the hell out of my face,” my former self, cuddled and comforted 

by all foodstuffs buttery and fried, would shout.  “NONE!” if you 
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questioned anyone in my or Phil’s extended family, all who subsist 

deeply silenced, imbedded within their own secrets.  NONE, it 

would seem on the surface.  Because what’s over is over — nothing 

can be done about it.  Correct? Ahh…no.  That would be the con-

venient lie drilled into us, dearest.  It is a lie, as worthless as cowards 

and gossip, but powerful enough to permanently stunt a life right 

down to where the dazzle, the most genuine light of joy, once 

glowed.  But was blocked.  As if it had no worth.  No meaning.  No 

purpose.  Until it was forgotten that the dazzle ever existed.  And life 

went on — the sweetest gift, the freeborn gift gone.

Of my life’s immense blessings is that somehow I functioned  

pretty well with half myself missing, not that I recognized that 

anything was missing.  I didn’t.  It’s just that there was this 

hollow — these cravings eased only by milky chocolate, doughy 

breads spread thick with salted butter, and rich bakery confections 

that found their way into my mouth and instantly connected me 

to an intense bliss that warmed and teased me with hope and inspi-

ration and mock assurances of personal competence.  Euphoric 

possibilities that I grasped at like wisps of a fading dream, but that 

evaporated always after the third bite, leaving a slick of sugarcoat 

across my tongue and settling as heavy and dense as a lump of 

rubber under the waistband of my pants built for stretch.  Stranding 

me at once with gassy bloat and a still-unsatisfied hunger.

Yet for fifty years I chased after that elusive bliss, believing 

that the next chunk of rocky road fudge, one more mouthful of 

premium chocolate marshmallow, would make me feel so good 

that I’d be forever instilled with enough self-confidence, enough 
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brash courage to risk doing what I dared not even entrust to 

dreams.  Turns out that for all those years, I was wrong.  I can’t even 

tell you how disappointed I am to know that cake has no healing 

power.  I always imagined that guts and motivation and the reward 

of contentment would show up in the next thick slab.  All that 

showed up was fat.  The whole time, those cravings, that phantom 

starvation I tried to blunt with sweets, were the workings of 

trauma, its mysterious force calling up from the void, exhaling its 

venom.  And it never fell for the stuffing-my-face trick.

So, what’s the point of looking back? Isn’t this America? The 

land of get over it! Move on! Forgive and forget! Dearest, those are 

the defensive fist pumps of cowards.  Yay for them and their boot-

straps, which are useless anyway unless you’re a cowboy.  And since 

I’ve already crept back to the menacing hollows of my youth’s past 

and discovered and battled the lies entrenched there, what’s the use 

of defiling the after-years with its menace? Aren’t I free? Aren’t I 

whole? Yes.  And yes.  Still, there’s this whispering, a radiating flutter, 

sometimes a stiff wallop to my frontal lobe alerting me that there 

are still more misconceptions in need of weeding out, mistaken 

beliefs that must be put right, darkness in much need of sunlight.

By now I know that I paid and continue to pay a very high  

price for the covert violence inflicted on me.  But unbeknownst 

to me, my family did — and still does — pay a price as well.  In sad  

reality, generations will continue to be affected by the abuse I suf-

fered, as I am by the abuse my mother was subjected to, and she 

by the abuse her mother apparently endured.  But how could I,  

a sexual abuse victim denied the validation of victimization,  
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just coming to terms with the truth and personal ramifications  

of my hidden nightmare, ever begin to imagine how the lives of  

those I love were or even could be deeply impacted by what  

happened to me in the secret, filthy dark? I couldn’t imagine.   

I could not begin to fathom.  It mustn’t be.  I cannot allow it.  How 

dare it! I could not even think that my family was affected by such 

filth, even as I was powerless to prevent it.  I simply planted my feet 

in the land of make-believe.

Isn’t that what we do? Make believe? Make believe it didn’t  

happen. Or what happened wasn’t that bad.  Or it doesn’t matter.  Or 

what happened is in the past, long forgotten.  Or whoever did what 

they did didn’t know what they were doing? Don’t we shoulder 

the entire fault, all the blame for the sin of it because somehow we 

caused it, so therefore, we did it? Like somehow in the far reaches of 

our bent and twisted brainwashed belief system, the penis, the hands 

that molested us, belonged to us.  Or somehow we invited those 

instruments of abuse, encouraged them…with our thoughts, or the 

looks on our faces, or the location of our feet on the ground.  Listen, 

I don’t know about you, dearest, but if I had that kind of power, I 

wouldn’t waste it on figuring out how to get a predator to abuse 

me.  I’d rule the world and declare grudge-holding a sacrament and 

arm abuse victims with courage, big mouths, and an assortment of 

crude Russian surgical devices and bellow: Have at ’em, ladies! And 

watch the predators — cowards all — squeal and cower.  …Oh, but I 

digress into Amazonian fantasies…

Dearest, victimization is powerlessness — physical and emotional  

powerlessness; helplessness; repression; subjugation.  Not the other way  
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around.   Victims are not the ones with the power.  How cleverly that  

truth is ignored and perverted, then used to accuse and blame us.  

 So, of course we make ourselves invisible and suffer silently.  We 

couldn’t fight off the abuser, so how can we ever fight off the mob 

of family, of friends, of acquaintances, and of religious, social, and 

political morons that stand to condemn us?

We silence ourselves.  We are silenced girls.  Then silenced 

women.  Voiceless.  Forbidden to form letters into words, words 

into truth; forbidden to identify what happened to us, to our tender 

bodies; forbidden to tell.  We must smile and socialize with the he, 

the they who abused us; speak kindly of him, of them and cruelly 

of ourselves.  We pretend all is well.  And pay the hidden price, 

grateful for what is unknown about us.  We do not suffer from any 

agony abuse left in its wake — we’re just crazy…or petulant…born 

angry…easily upset…quirky.  We do not suffer from emotional  

damage — we are as they claim … just selfish … difficult … too 

cynical…impossibly stubborn…too damn sensitive…too loud…too 

quiet.  We allow any rationale, no matter how ridiculous, to stand as 

justification for ornery conduct we somehow cannot contain.  Any 

off-the-wall characterization — no matter how harshly, how unfairly 

we are portrayed, even to ourselves — is tolerable, except what is 

really true.  Because whatever we are called is far better than the 

truth we cannot utter.

So those heart years that I balanced so beautifully out in front 

of me as a precious offering — a crystal bubble to those I loved, the 

shelter that I wrapped myself in — were shadowed with something I 

was incapable of identifying or preventing.  Silently, unaware, I lived 
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crippled by the legacy of abusers who had first inhabited my phys-

ical world and then took up permanent residence in my emotional 

world as ghosts well suited for haunting.  Shining light into all my 

grim, hidden corners of that precious time, as frightening as it is, I 

know is my invitation to become stronger, more capable of under-

taking, of accomplishing, of being the person I wanted to be, was 

going to be but couldn’t because I was so impeded along the way.

Going back is an act of decency and kindness I extend to  

myself and, as an extension, to those I love. Going back is my 

opportunity to see and refuse responsibility for what was forced 

upon me.  Back is where I learn to stop condemning myself, where  

I teach myself compassion instead.  Back is where I visit the inno-

cence that was stolen from me — innocence that belonged to 

me then and belongs to me still.  Back is where I go to assert the 

truth — to reclaim, honor, and connect the latent scattered pieces 

still hiding in the dark, and from where the drive forward into 

wholeness, into emotional freedom, continues.  Back is where I 

stake claim to each remnant of my stolen spirit that, let’s face it, I 

was never going to find in any hunk of chocolate.  Or, sadly, in any 

amount of sweet love, no matter how lavish, no matter how uncon-

ditional.  Nothing outside of me could retrieve those broken pieces 

of myself and join them into the whole.  Nothing outside of me was 

going to transform my self-loathing.  Nothing outside of me was 

going to make me strong.  Fat, yes.  Strong? No.  It doesn’t happen 

that way.  

What’s the use of going back? Dearest, there’s no other way 

to trace and repair the dark holes in our spirits.  No other path to  
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building the emotional strength and personal power sitting, waiting, 

unused, uncultivated.  We go back because when the house is still 

and what chastises us in the night — for how we look, for how 

we behave, or for what we did or didn’t do that day — can be 

quieted.  We go back because the screeching voices that criticize us 

even as we speak quietly, kindly, can wither and fade away.  We go 

back because the occasions of celebration — Thanksgiving, a kid’s 

birthday party, any place where joy congregates — ruined for us by 

the undercurrent that rips and twists the festivities into sly rebukes 

of our personal failures can be silenced.  

My mother, baker extraordinaire, endowed with the touch 

of the mystical for transforming flour and sugar into the sublime, 

would have you convinced you were eating rat shit instead of the 

banana cake she’d baked for a festive event.  No amount of praise 

for her cake so moist, so transcendent, that if the reaper called your  

name, you’d expire radiating a glow of contentment, could overcome  

the emotional beatings of an unseen entity determined to destroy 

her and all her offerings.  The sad irony is that her banana cake, now 

in the mystical hands of younger generations, is still venerated: oh 

my God!  And is still begged for: You’re going to make that banana cake, 

right?  Veneration that my mother forbid herself to receive.

The dark calls us to go back and seek truth.  Our dazzle — our 

natural spirit that was lost, that belongs to us, that belongs with 

us — waits to be reclaimed.  Our plea to go back is the concealed, 

lingering, unnamed anguish — anguish that we cannot explain; 

anguish that we explain away as deserved because of all our faults 

and imperfections, and recurrent misdeeds that we somehow can’t 
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gain control of; anguish that we blame on others.  

Our invitation to return to our darkest time is our tiniest 

notion that unknown truths are waiting to emerge from the 

hideous, to surface out of the deathly lies, and the smallest hope 

that the truth will do for us what it does for others: it will bear our  

weight and the weight of its own witness.  Even as we are too terri-

fied to look.  Even as we must look.

Dearest, that’s the extraordinary, dynamic characteristic about 

truth, ornery or otherwise: it is strong enough to bear its own 

weight and support us at the same time.  Think rock.
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CHAPTER 3_______________

Root Canal

I’m not going back there.  Over and over I swore this.  I’m not 

going! I said it again.  And again.  I should’ve saved my breath.

When the stalker-adoptee shredded my life with her ven-

geance and all that remained of me were unidentifiable tatters, I 

REFUSED to go back to my dark years.  REFUSED! More than 

refused: I glared and dug in my Birkenstocks.  If I were a spitting 

woman, I would’ve done that, too.  I could’ve incinerated the world 

with my fury.  Buried it with my shame.  Then came the flashbacks.  

 Vivid.  Nasty.  Unstoppable.  Immobilizing.  Deluges of pure terror 

and a wrenching, bullying undertow.

But there was Phil, clasping my hands and promising, It’s ok…

it’s ok … I won’t let go.  I’m here.  There’s nothing back there that you can’t 

handle.  You can shine light into all those dark corners.  The dark will go 

away.  I promise you.  You’ll see.  There won’t be anywhere for anything to 

hide anymore.

I wasn’t fooled that easily.  Where would I find the strength to 

even lift a candle against the blight shrieking there? Anyway, how 

could illuminating the darkness be good? Dark was what was good: 

it protected; it saved; it hid mortal sins.  The glow of light would 

only reveal me as something worse than I even imagined.  Yet, 

despite my haywired nerves, I did realize that the flashbacks were 

already yanking me back into where I desperately did not want to 

go.  It’s just that I was keeping my fists clenched and my eyes shut;  
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I didn’t want to look.  I didn’t want to see! I didn’t want to touch it 

again.  I didn’t want it to touch me.  But it already was.

The past has no power over you, Phil would say, ten times, a 

hundred times.  It’s like a bully.  You have to stand up to it.  You are 

stronger than anything that happened back there.  You can take control of it 

now.

So slowly, slowly, I began to brood over the benefits of facing 

ugly truths.  And decided there weren’t any.  I despised the truth I 

knew about myself.  I’d rather swallow lye than allow my hidden 

truth to twitch about in the oh-so-happy sunshine like a bird 

having convulsions.  Live in a cave like a leper.  OK.  I’m dancing 

around what I do not want to say.  Not because it’s true, but because 

it sounds like a bad line from a soap opera delivered by an aging 

actress in a crooked wig, hand clasping her heart.  But here it is…I 

would have rather slid into a quiet, private death than have anything 

from those dark years exposed.

Where I come from — and it wasn’t wonderland, ladies — the 

concept of women offing themselves, or women suffering profound 

emotional agony wanting to die, had no significance.  Dusting and 

scrubbing, waiting on people, pumping out unwanted kids — now, 

that was important.  Dying?  Killing yourself?  Whatever.  Don’t let the 

door slam you in the ass on your way out.  And don’t make a mess, either.

Listen closely, dear reader, and you’ll hear as I did the haughty 

grumblings of other submissive women who have been numbed to 

female despair: she has nobody to blame but herself.  I’m a product of a 

broken mom — a mom who views suicide as a lifestyle choice; con-

nected to broken women who strap on the cement boots and climb 
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up and live on the backs of others; encircled by broken, detached, 

dutiful women who simply shrivel and die within themselves long 

before the actual death date arrives on the Martyr-of-the-Month 

Calendar.

What could casting light over all my ugly truth possibly do 

besides make me uglier; strangle the last of the good, feisty spirit 

I did have; and consign me to living appropriately penalized for my 

sinfulness, as I so deserved? Publicly excoriated.  Permanently subju-

gated.  A voiceless, emotionally mutilated woman cowering along 

the fringes of my life, begging everyone not to hurt me.  Screeching 

vile to protect my wounds when love drifted too close.  Existing in 

deferential obedience as so many kindred women did.  And still do.

But while I may have been crumbling, dearest, I was still keenly  

aware of my responsibilities.  A husband. Children.  Grandchildren.   

A few grandpets thrown in.  Allowing myself to fall into a bottom-

less void, to wither as if I had no value, would be a cold abandonment 

of all that I cherished, a repudiation of how we raised our daughters, 

of the self-assurance and personal strength and boundaries we tried 

to instill within them.

Yes, I crusaded for our daughters to recognize and embrace 

their power, but what I craved for them was sorely missing in my 

own bones.  I could — and did — deploy arms for those I loved.  But 

stand up in the midst of all the filth swirling about me and revolt? 

Read my first book and you will see that I was no match for my 

father, the rapist, Jesus, or the Communists.  Women I knew didn’t 

fight, they caved — and clearly, I was heading for my knees.  

There was no ignoring the lewd smut unleashed by the stalker-
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adoptee, now spewing from my past, whipping and snapping, gath-

ering fast momentum.  With no stopgaps to impede its onslaught, 

the ugly was taking on a life of its own, feasting on my terror — the  

gossip of it was seized by the wind and roared past decent boundaries,  

aided by Internet speed and ruling with its malicious intent.  I 

wanted to disintegrate, vanish into the null and void.  How would 

it be humanly possible to stay upright, much less regain even a sem-

blance of normal without becoming a living dead woman like the 

women I knew? But if I didn’t at least try to fight, the only thing 

left for me was to take my place among them.  And my legacy of 

“sin,” of cowardice, of brokenness, of groveling before the ill will 

of others, my obedience to silence — which is akin to living with a 

butcher knife embedded in your heart — would be passed down to 

our daughters and granddaughters.  And what would stand as testi-

mony would be what had risen from the sewer.  

Only — only — because I trust Phil and Phil trusts the truth did 

I begin to peek back at what I believed was the truth contaminating 

those dark years.  Imagine my shock when I discovered that what 

I believed to be true turned out to be lies — egregious, disabling 

lies.  Which then led me to the actual truths.  Which — allow me to 

be clichéd here — set me free.  I’d never known what it was like to be 

free.  If ever I had wild dreams, emotional peace — freedom from 

fear and self-loathing — wasn’t ever one of them.

I wasn’t alone in my phobias, in my self-hatred.  I was sur-

rounded by phobic, self-hating women.  I lived, worked, and 

socialized with oppressed women who did not — and still do 

not — recognize their oppression, because it is so covert and beau-
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tifully mastered.  Many celebrate their compulsory obedience to 

males as if it is a gift from and to GOD.  Because evidently, giving 

up rights to your personal voice and your very own vagina is 

somehow a good thing, which I suppose it is if you are a penis in 

search of some action and don’t want to hear any lip.  

The women I knew, myself included, were controlled by supe-

riors who preached blind religious faith and commitment and were 

kept in line with threats of dire, eternal consequences.  Or they were 

manipulated by the ramblings of soft-spoken guru tree huggers 

espousing the you were Hitler in a past life theory and you are now 

paying your evil karmic debt and all bad people are just misunderstood 

folks waiting to be transformed by your good thoughts.  Gullible, devoted 

women trained to NEVER trust ourselves and to never question 

those hard-sell spiritual merchants who jabber on and on about 

finding salvation through Jesus, or achieving harmony through 

chanting mantras and positive thinking.  Or earning heaven  through 

dedicated, incessant prayer, self-punishment, and generous deposits 

in the collection basket.  Blah, blah, blah.

I followed the lead of the women in my life and took to indoc-

trination like a fish takes to — don’t make me say water — and 

bought as fact that the superiors were my superiors.  And my superiors 

meant pretty much any human with a penis, including all possible  

combinations thereof but not limited to fathers, abusers, drunkards,  

bosses, perverts, rapists, priests, imbeciles, and dyke nuns who hid 

penises under their giant black bloomers.  My superiors possessed 

superior intellect along with special access to blessings, angels, 

the kingdom of paradise, to GOD HIMSELF.   And in the case of 
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a married penis, possessed all rights to a wifely vagina where, as a 

superior, he must squirt his seed because a balled-up sock is a waste 

of the holy ejaculate.  

What I did not know was that my superiors, both self- and  

officially-appointed, were not as immaculate as they professed —  

that they concealed lies and secrets beneath their quivering flab,  

behind artificial smiles, and inside their hard lines.  I didn’t know 

that my superiors ignored the gaping holes in their own corroded  

spirits, indulging in self-flattery and feeling up little kids when 

nobody was looking, while publicly deceiving their inferiors with  

well-practiced do as I say, not as I do song-and-dance routines. Where  

they did all the singing and the impure females did all the dancing.  

And damn it, I never could get those dance steps right. And I  

despised myself for such tripping and fumbling, believing, believing 

that if I just tried harder, my superiors would proclaim me good and 

then God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit — the entire 

trinity of divine reigning penises — would be convinced that I was  

good. Believing that my superiors not only knew GOD’s will and 

thoughts and were never wrong about those matters, but also knew  

everything about me and what deeds, thoughts, and actions I needed 

to assume to keep my butt out of hell.  The thumb of their authority 

also needed to impress that I was not good and never would be 

judged good, which evidently had something to do with carnal 

impurity.  Dearest, successful domination and oppression requires 

a lot of dogged work.  So naturally trying to keep tabs on every 

impure woman’s thoughts and behavior and doling out appropriate 

punishment gives the superiors lots of headaches.  Pray for them.
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For impure women — and there is no such thing as a pure 

woman since pure is determined by men and exists only in their 

sexual fantasies — good is unattainable.  Baby Catholics are born 

scarred with original sin.  A sin that has to be paid for.  It’s worse for 

a baby girl Catholic because she is born with a vagina, an occasion 

of sin if there ever was one.  Its very presence on a body causes sins 

to mysteriously appear like mushrooms in manure.  No matter how 

I tried to twist myself into worthy, I was doomed to fry in purga-

tory to atone for the sinful act of breathing anyway.  Without clout 

or cash to obtain papal indulgences, a low-rent Catholic woman 

cannot avoid the inferno.  Not even if you never once ate meat on 

Friday.  Which I never did until we got the pope’s OK.  Well, maybe 

once, but that’s all and it was a mistake.  And anyway, who was I to 

complain about a little fire when millions of babies were cast into 

Limbo by GOD, consigned to eternal agony because their slothful 

parents failed to baptize them in the Catholic faith? At least my 

burned and crispy self would have a snowball’s chance to attain 

HEAVEN.  

How could I have known, dangling as I was at the bottom end 

of the social and religious hierarchy rope, holding on for dear life, 

that I — that every woman I knew — was being conned? Never did 

I notice that my superiors, heaven-ordained with all knowledge, intel-

ligence, and authority, and basking in the sun on the ledge above 

me, were actually yanking the rope to suit their own gratification.  

Oh my dear, I was closing in on Social Security before the 

smog lifted and I finally realized that my superiors were just blow-

hards in mismatched street clothes.  In gaudy vestments.  In drab suits  
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and chintzy ties.  Chewing on imaginary rarefied air in dull, ordinary  

houses.  Propped up by donated pulpits.  Confined to nowhere jobs 

in tedious hives.  Favored with the benefit of the doubt enjoyed 

by all superiors.  Shielded by public sentiment durable enough to 

protect their private parts from a crazed, wornout hag wielding a 

machete and a grudge.  My superiors were merely cardboard-smooth 

talkers and carnival barkers empowered by swagger and anointed 

with intimidating titles; ruling through fear; granted free license 

to dictate by way of tradition, luck, and pure arrogance — not by 

God.  And who by accident and privilege of birth had a penis on 

me.  Damn it.

Now as I’m gaining age on the hills, I finally get that my supe-

riors were no more than self-styled authorities spouting lectures,  

canned sermons, and New Age speak; isolating quotes from the 

Bible or the Bhagavad-Gita; shoveling out the dirt from their 

own warped minds; putting words into the mouth of that cute 

baby Jesus, all just to shore up convoluted beliefs that they may 

or may not have held.  Grand poobahs who insisted they had the 

answers.  Only they had no answers.  What they had was dominance 

and control.  It’s good to be king.  Damn it.

My head about exploded then for all the lies, myths, and con-

venient religious indoctrination dished out to me as unquestionable 

truths just to keep my mouth duct taped and my brain on auto-

Catholic.  I felt like a Thanksgiving Day parade balloon untethered 

and bobbing about with nowhere to be — nothing familiar to stand 

on or in now that the smoke clouds suffocating me had been chased 

off.  It was kind of like putting on a new pair of glasses and gasping, 
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“Oh my God, I can see!”…but not yet understand.  

So what about the truth? What’s the point of it if you can’t 

float on it and sing glorious hymns and scatter about inspiring 

sayings that claim life beautiful? What’s the value of real truth with 

its reputation so terrible that it’s kept locked up behind closed lips 

and that, when it slips or is actually told, makes folks gasp and sends 

them running really, really fast in the opposite direction as if they’re 

being chased by the devil and a pitchfork? 

And the whole light thing, as in shine a light into the darkness, 

follow the light.  Was that simply another lie cooked up by windbags  

and dwellers of la-la land to lead the damaged and lost into a  

paradise that…ahem…exists only in paintings and on movie screens, 

invented by creative types looking to grant themselves riches and 

immortality? 

Was “speak the truth and shine a light into the darkness” 

concept as worthless as the superficial nonsense concocted for the 

simpleminded by reborn, law-breaking celebrities and disgraced 

television preachers to reignite junked careers? Just open your arms 

and embrace God’s light and forgive every rapist that ever trolled 

the earth — and what do you know, that celebrity or preacher just  

happens to be one — and start healing immediately.  Oh, and buy 

my inspirational how-to book along with my herbal restorative oils 

guaranteed to bring you inner peace plus diminish deep wrinkles.   

Fifty percent discount if you buy today.  Really?  Thanks.  Think I’ll 

pass.  

After the explosion, when I was wandering about in the emo-

tional rubble, how could I know then that beyond the tales told 
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by idiots; beyond the empty, nonstop drivel; beyond the endless 

lists of doctrines and commandments; there really is a purity of 

light? Not light bulb light.  Not the brief flickering light of an aha 

moment.  But an actual lifting kind of light buoyed by the clarity 

and integrity of truth’s truth.  A lightening that is the exact opposite 

of the drag and muddle of depression.  How could I imagine that 

there was a real way to live that did not include vilifying myself? 

That didn’t include gritting my teeth and slicing my wrists to abide 

by the tenets of organized thought with its destructive agenda  

presented as right and true but that had nothing…nothing…to do 

with truth? 

How could I know that there exists a kind of ease where you 

can just walk around without being assaulted by shame and self-

accusation? And the ever-present fear of the earth opening up and 

swallowing every single person you love? How could I know what 

I did not know? That there really is a grace of being where you get 

to say OK then…I’m good.  Yeah, I’m good.  Where the nice days far  

outnumber the dark ones and the nighttime screeches evaporate.   

Where a silenced woman can see and speak.  How good is that? I 

can answer.  It’s very, very good.  

Though, it takes dog-hard work, dearest.  So does getting up off 

the couch and hitting the treadmill.  I was a size 16.  Now I’m a 2.   

I curse exercise nearly every day except when I slip into my 

jeans.  Then I love it.  I detest my dark years and every single thing 

forced on me.  I detest every miserable, life-long consequence those 

years spawned and the entire lot of lowlifes responsible.  I used to 

detest myself.  And punished myself endlessly.  Now I’ve learned to 
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tend to myself with respect and gratitude instead of cramming my 

mouth with whatever sweets I can get my hands on.  

I acknowledge how much raw courage and bare-knuckle 

tenacity it has taken for me to face and confront the ugly secreted 

in my past.  And finally to speak of it out loud.  I honor myself for 

all of it, as I would in any other person.  I am grateful for the deter-

mination of my spirit, my inner fortitude that bolsters my often-

waning commitment to continue this learning of the lessons buried 

there in the dark; for the stamina that encourages me to propel 

those perspectives forward into the great silence where women hide, 

where even echoes of women are forbidden — echoes that surely 

would rejuvenate me like fresh, bracing water if only I could hear  

them.  And with kindness I express my gratefulness to my terrified  

self for allowing my own and rightful spirit to usher forth its quiet 

whisperings of truth — for the shaky willingness of my fearful, 

propagandized self to hear and listen to the words that led me to 

understand that those who taught me that it is a sin to trust myself, 

a sin to embrace my own personal knowing over the dictates of my 

superiors, were not just wrong, but gravely wrong.  

Perspectives uncorrupted by exploitation and dominance  

dignified me with awareness and showed me that I could genu-

inely unhook from the lies and myths I’d been taught by my family 

and authoritarian social and religious controls.  And guess what… 

I wasn’t struck dead by a hideous contagion like I feared when I 

first dared look at and then, oh my God, point to the abusers, the 

liars, the indoctrinators, the bootlickers, and spoke against the  

calculated programming and propaganda that had been drummed 
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into my head since forever.  Instead — an authentic, priceless 

reward — my life was saved and my spirit was recovered.  And as I 

fought as hard for myself as I always fought for those I loved, and 

my bare-bones voice battled to surface, and all the broken pieces 

began to unite into center, I began to emerge from beneath the 

sixty extra pounds I’d been lugging about for most of my adult 

years.

You’re NOT who they said you are.  You didn’t do what they blamed 

you for.  It was done TO you, Phil repeated to me again and again.  And 

I’m not.  I never was.  And I did not do what I was condemned 

for.  It wasn’t prayer that rescued me or blew away the fat: it was 

truth.

But, dearest, I am not a glutton for punishment, and all those 

wonderments of spirit do not mean that I want to go back.  I never 

want to go back and look when the damage of sexual trauma still 

hidden in the dark pokes its repulsive head up and yells, and refuses 

to be argued away.  I go back kicking and screaming! Really, do I 

want to have a root canal even though it will relieve the throbbing?

Which brings me back to a whole lot of pages ago and the 

question of how I could be a traumatized woman, a silenced 

woman, and not even know it.  And the unseemly flashback of 

chasing down the highways and country roads in the 1980s and 

being really pissed because whatever menace that snaked unseen 

inside the sweetheart years I so treasure is exactly what I do not want 

to look at.  But by now, I’m guessing that I’m gonna…    

Right now I am face-to-face with the savagery of my concealed trauma, 

watching it synchronize a death dance.  And I can hardly catch my breath…
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CHAPTER 4_______________

Flashback

My Mind’s Version of an  
Uncensored 3-D Movie

[Hold the Popcorn]

I don’t like flashbacks;  I hate flashbacks.   Flashbacks don’t 

care.  Flashbacks like me.

~ ~ ~

Speed is blurring the scenery into a muddle of shivering water-

colors.  I love this two-lane road I am charging down — zipping 

past bucolic farms framed in weathered post and rails that corral 

mules and swayback nags, their laboring days over, free now to laze 

and nibble sod in this early-morning damp.  I could actually enjoy 

the vista if I slowed down, but I don’t.  Pedal to the metal and all 

that.  I’m on a mission as critical as if I were suited up in camou-

flage.  I’m running late for work.  Considering I never squeal into 

the corporate parking lot of Lenox one second before the stroke 

of nine and it takes me a minute or two to grab my effects, race 

between the cars, charge through the glass doors, and greet the 

receptionist, technically I am always late for work.  Always.

But I don’t see it that way.  I am involuntarily delayed; in other 

words, I can’t help it, it’s not my fault.  I always have a reasonable  

explanation. Always. Teeming rain; icy roads; construction; a  

terrible, terrible accident; rubberneckers; geezers; a boat-sized  
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Cadillac and a 20 mph no-passing zone.  And on and on I can go. 

Since something always crops up to make me late, it is impossible 

for me to be punctual.  I cannot dematerialize and pass through a 

boulder, either.  It’s the same thing.  

Whoops…the stop sign.  Oh.  For a brief and fleeting pause, I 

am enveloped in Norman Rockwell — a village of   Victorian houses 

wrapped in grand, columned porches, shaded by ancient oaks; stars  

and stripes fluttering in the breeze.  Bring on the iced tea.  And 

blueberry muffins.   Somebody let me out of this car.   Somebody…

please…unlock the door; let me waltz up the entryway to the doll-

house here on my right beckoning with folk art and bushels of 

natural drieds snuggling on the veranda.  As Queen of the Cottage,  

I could fuss about in the Lilliputian front room that’s been trans-

formed into a  —  need I really say this?  —  quaint antique shop, 

nestled right here on this corner of country paradise and Main, in 

Vincentown, New Jersey, light years away from my reality.

Inside my little Subaru, beyond the gas fumes and hints of two 

all-beef patties, special sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles, and onions on a 

sesame seed bun and the faint sour of imitation milkshake clinging 

somewhere to parts upholstered, I can practically smell cinnamon 

and eucalyptus, see heart pine floors polished mellow motioning 

from my fantasy rural refuge, where I long to spend my days.  But 

really, who ever gets to live a real-life fantasy unless you are to the 

manor born or ancient enough to totter among flowers and relics 

without worrying about selling one thing because your check’s in 

the mail the first of every month? Still, if I had a dandelion puff, 

I’d blow my wishes into this postcard of Americana and cross my 
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fingers for someday good luck that it will be me fussing around 

antiquities and earthy scents in a daydream shop, with no worries 

about the next customer and her no-limit credit card.

But all my imaginary silken tufts of wishes drifting across this 

oasis of small-town America do nothing to lift the weight of dread 

that is beginning its daily mosey under my skin as it does same time, 

same place, every day.  A dread that would make easy sense if I were 

crouching with a bowl of ice cream on my lap, preparing to defend 

it against marauders instead of heading off to a job where I am well 

paid and, honestly, spend large portions of the day in the wasteful 

land of socializing.  And dodging my boss while trying to appear 

conscientious.  And faking clerical skills I have never been able to 

master.

No time to moan or whine.  Just step on the gas, make the 

left, and get moving.  Forget about country shops, rippling flags, 

and Main Street America.  Put your ass in gear.  So I barrel out of 

town, slicing past acres of soybean fields at a clip that will in seconds 

gobble up all my feel-good moments and hurl me onto Route 206, 

where hoedown collides with rush hour and the real buzz and spin 

of commerce and civilization begins.  The engine’s increasing whine 

matches the tension rising like bubbles of acid biting into the knots 

inside my gut that are busy tightening into a bulky coil.  I’m ten 

minutes into my workday.

Why at the exact second that I need a rock-and-roll high are 

all the damn disc jockeys squawking about car dealerships and life 

insurance? A dozen stations and every one of them flapping their 

gums at the same time? Damn it.  I fish around for a cassette that I 
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haven’t heard a million times.  Nothing.  Damn it.  I need something, 

anything that will calm the spasms impersonating the string section 

of a grade school orchestra right under my elastic waistband.  I am 

pitifully receptive to summoning up distractions of the wicked 

variety — unkind thoughts and musings that I’d never mention in 

the confessional even if my salvation depended on it.  In my present 

state of free fall, sin triumphs and mean and nasty fires up as if I 

spit on it with butane.  Before long I’m making a mental list of all I 

despise about work, starting with my boss, Tom.  

I hate Tom.  I never admit this out loud or acknowledge it to 

my “nice” self.  In fact, I cannot permit the word hate to exist as  

reference to anything because that’s going-to-hell territory, but 

that’s what it is: hate.  My hatred for Tom singes all my ulcerated 

edges, churns my insides into sour clods of immovable matter.  In his 

presence, walking, talking, and breathing requires enormous effort. 

Smiling while trudging through quicksand comes to mind.  “Tom is 

a nice man.” I do not for one minute believe this or say this out 

of a sense of fairness.  I say that Tom is a nice man because that is 

what everyone else says.  “Oh, Tom is so nice.”  “You have the nicest 

boss.”  “You’re so lucky to work for Tom.” No, Tom is evil incar-

nate descended from a long line of male assumptives and heirs 

apparent.  I cannot explain this in any words that would translate 

into understanding because Tom has not actually done anything to 

me.  Not overtly.  But whatever it is, it is there.  I sense it.  It crushes 

my chest until I cannot breathe, with phantom rocks I cannot point 

to.  I hate Tom for reasons I cannot articulate.  But he is worthy of 

my hatred even as I feign graciousness.
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Tom is more than twenty years older than I am — old enough 

to be my father — and assumes absolute workweek authority over  

me.  He is a slovenly, chain-smoking man who controls me with 

disapproving stares and stern silences — officially an executive vice 

president honored with a window-walled office that he has turned 

into a sty with overflowing ashtrays and hoards of loose papers 

piled on every surface and amassed on the floor like a beggar’s  

riches.  Everyone thinks Tom is nice.  The other secretaries joke 

around with Tom because he is “so nice.” Tom responds in kind to 

their coy mannerisms, which he mistakes for flirting.  There are six 

secretaries in the executive quadrant; five of them are pretty young 

women in their twenties.  Twenty-year-olds do not flirt with fifty-

five-year-old men because they are irresistibly desirable.  Tom’s too 

dumb to see that he’s just being stroked with the girl-learned tactic 

of wrapping a ranking penis into a ball of limp string.  It neutralizes 

his power and might well reap financial and professional benefits in 

the future for “the girls” who exercise fluttering eyelashes.

I can barely talk to Tom.  Other than when necessary, Tom 

doesn’t talk to me, either.  At the Christmas party, everyone be-

decked and bejeweled, eating, drinking, joking, and dancing in the 

ballroom of a luxury hotel, I ignored Tom.  Never said hello or even 

offered a nod or a wave when I spotted him and his young trophy 

wife a few tables down.  I was bound and gagged by some myste-

rious force, unable to haul up even the tiniest greeting from the 

place of frozen motion.  I made believe I was present and attentive as 

I chatted and laughed with Phil and our tablemates.  In truth, I was 

observing my behavior and coaxing good manners, including festive 
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giggling and concerned responses, from beneath a heavy blanket, far 

removed from the stale rolls, overdone turkey, and peas that looked 

like mush scraped off the chef ’s sneakers.  Far away from Tom, who 

never acknowledged me, either.

My two-a-day breaks extend long past the allotted fifteen 

minutes, and at 11:30 each morning, I steal lunch at my desk.  At 

noon, I dash outside, where I walk alone around and around the 

complex of a half dozen marble-and-glass buildings for the entire 

hour, plugged into Neil Diamond or oldies from the golden days of 

the sixties, finally slipping back into my secretarial chair late because 

I consider strolling through the doors into the lobby at one o’clock 

as being on time.  At my desk, I fret over the endless typing mistakes 

that I am sick to death of making and apologizing for to Oh-So-

Nice Tom who just sighs and nods and hands me back my offenses 

to fix.  Again.  And again.   If I were a woman of means, I’d buy stock 

in Wite-Out.  

So here I am, me and my stomach knots, on my way to spend 

another eight hours with Oh-So-Nice Tom when it mounts the 

rear windshield, all grill and thundering muffler.  The racket stag-

gering.  Frightening.  Exploding inside my chest.  Jerking my 

heart into alarm.  Instantly I want to kill for the assault of juiced 

voltage convulsing through me, whipping my blood into startled 

defense; for the sweat erupting on my forehead, bursting past the 

shield of Arrid Extra Dry guaranteed to prevent such leakage in 

all armpits.  Jesus! If I had a grenade… Suddenly I see myself in a 

cartoon mind bubble: a commando, pulling the ring with my teeth, 

lobbing it backward into the grin of chrome and noise.  If my hands 
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weren’t on this steering wheel, I’d…I’d…

I slam on the brakes, HARD!  Rapture is an electrical current 

with a would-be sound: WOOSH!  And it floods me the second 

my kitten heel attacks that brake pedal.  Let the asshole hit me.  My  

power is a tingle of pins and needles, a giddy rush of potency 

suspending my head in a swaddle of buzz.  A quick glance in the 

mirror, then I speed up just to let asshole know who’s boss of this 

road.  He will stay in his place behind me.  Once more racket and 

scrap metal devour the rear window.  Again I jam on the breaks.   

Asshole.  Go ahead, hit me, goddamn it.  Chicken shit.  I can’t help the 

grin creeping into my cheeks.  Oh-So-Nice Tom is off the radar.

With the stop sign to Route 206 bearing down, asshole guns 

his rattletrap and pulls out to pass.  Uh-uh.  No way.  That pathetic 

waste of time can eat shit.  When he’s driver-even, I cut a sideways 

glance.  Forty something, maybe fifty.  Janitor greens.  I know that 

stench: wet mold and grease, swamp stink.  I know that hair: gamy, 

gummed with oily sweat; that sulfurous drool of hunger.  He’s 

shouting at me, mouthing invectives, shaking his fist.  Piece of shit. 

Like I care.  Asshole doesn’t get it.  He cannot win.  I won’t allow it.  I 

have to win.  I will win.  Because I will not stop.  I dare you…keep 

pushing me.

Kinetic energy snaps, arcs back and forth between my four-

door and his junker, licking up the ignited anger like a fire-eater.  I 

floor it…loving this — the thrill of spitting fire; the comedy of  

asshole’s flaccid challenge; the joke of his anger.  I barrel ahead, 

oblivious, blinded to the warning of the bright red stop and 

the highway it intersects, the car shuddering from the strain of 
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speed.  And the speed: fibrous, muscular resolve.  Melded inside steel 

armor, I am safe, able.  The rumble and hum of rubber working to 

keep grip on a road moist still with predawn dew, a distant poet.  A 

battalion of butterflies releases deep within when the car slides into 

wobbly fishtailing.  And the whole converges into crystalline locus 

of precise mission.  I am in a trance of vacuous reason and forward 

motion, fixed on the kill.  

Suddenly: nothing.  The mania collapses.  Just like that, the 

frenzy folds into itself and evaporates into the waning perfumed 

tempest as if it never was.  Asshole’s retreated.  I yank my foot off the 

gas and plow to a stop just before final decision time to: run the 

sign? Give up and let asshole pass? I check the rearview again.  What 

a pansy ass.   Afraid of a little speed?  God, I feel so damn good! 

I am blank-staring into traffic, doodling around in my head, 

spinning in the high of triumph, my heartbeat in slow descent, 

awaiting a break between the nonstop tide of commuters whizzing  

by; the growling just off my back bumper is a muted celestial purr. 

Out of the corner of my eye, to my left, I spot jumping, jerking.  Oh 

my God!   Asshole is at my window.  Power gushes through me —  

God itself jolting me with song and molten adrenalin.  The fizzy 

elation of super victory.  Wave the flag and beat the drums.  This is 

the day the Lord hath made, let ME be glad and rejoice in it.  Not only 

have I won, I’ve actually been granted occasion to ridicule the 

loser.  Praise God! 

~ ~ ~

Sitting here in real time, I am mesmerized, confused, staring 
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outward from my young woman eyes as if I have slid into my 

thirty-four-year-old body and now, in my sixties, am experiencing 

once more the familiar, lifelong sensation of detaching.  A corporal  

sense of disappearing that is rather a mystical feat of vanishing while 

remaining in plain view — a vaporous unhooking and slipping  

behind a translucent ether of thick, seeded glass.  From where I 

observe, or hide, or play dead, or invoke desperate effort — one or 

the other, or an essential combination, perhaps all at once.  Shifting 

about in that peculiar dimension of existing simultaneously in my  

two here and nows, as I have done since childhood.  It is like 

studying your echo while creating it.  I am reliving, breathing in 

unison with this tumble back to the 1980s, watching myself be a 

distant witness to the unfolding scene that I, as the younger she, is 

crafting.  

~ ~ ~

I am liquefied calm, my muscles loose and pliable.  So relaxed 

that I may as well be leaning back and blowing out a ribbon of 

smoke from a deeply inhaled Virginia Slims.  As composed as if I’ve 

rehearsed this play a zillion times and now at long last am having 

my close-up.  In slow motion, with perfected nonchalance, I turn 

my head this way and that, tracing the rush of motorists flying 

by.  Left.  Sigh.  Right.  Sigh.  Asshole’s face is contorted and purpled 

with bulging veins, a screen of taut hide and gritted teeth.  I see 

this clearly as if my nose were pressed against the window staring 

into his rage, though I am gazing straight ahead into the heaven I 

am creating.  He hammers the window with balled fists.  The only 
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hammering I hear is my heart.  Otherwise, silence.  This is my 

stage.  Asshole is my captive audience.

With the same languid motions reserved for drawing a bath, I 

unfasten the catch on my handbag, pull out a lipstick, pucker into 

the tiny compact, smooth mauve across my lips, check twice for 

smears, click the lid in place, and lower the shiny brass back into 

my purse.  Oh! My hair might be mussed.  Let me check.  I crook 

the rearview mirror, drop my chin and tilt my head side to side — a 

preening bird.  The hot curls are holding, but I offer a leisurely pat 

and fluff just for effect.  The innocent smile I give my reflection 

looks genuine.  I know this because asshole is still bellowing.  And 

keeps bellowing and shaking his fists as I ease my Subaru onto 

the highway and glide away, leaving asshole slobbering all over 

his janitor greens, inhaling exhaust.  His rage futile.  His ugly self a 

worthless blot on a fading horizon.  I win.  Yes indeedy, I win.

Oh, I hate Tom — I do.  But today I am floating to work on a 

mighty cloud.
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CHAPTER 5_______________

The True Confessions of a  

Working Flashback

Time’s come for me — a flashback — to speak.  Directly to you.   

In words.  Not my specialty.  Primarily, I deal in ghostly visuals and  

gloomy emotions, so I hope you appreciate my effort.  This is not a  

magnanimous gesture of benevolence on my part.  I’m frustrated.   

You, sister, don’t listen to me.  You don’t try to understand what  

I’ve been trying to teach you…FOREVER.  Maybe I’m a really 

bad teacher.  Maybe you’re stubborn.  Maybe you’re a slow learner.  I 

don’t know.  Maybe you think you’re crazy.  Or a failure.  Maybe fear 

has you frozen solid so far inside its ice that you can’t see.  Or you’re 

too terrified to look.  I know I haven’t reached you.  So I figured I 

needed a new trick — why not try speaking in actual words.  Spell 

it all out textbook-style minus the droning? What do I have to lose? 

Except for my power over you… 

Look, sister, like it or not, I have a job to do.  Just like you 

and everybody else.  Unlike mortals, a flashback never gives up.  I 

can’t.  Not because I want to torment you, drag you naked across 

burning coals.  Sister, that’s the job of the devil.  Hey, I’m kidding, 

OK? A little stress relief! I’m new at this.  Please…be patient.  I’m 

an abstract artist type trying to be clear and conscientious here.  And 

I’m prone to snarkiness — all part of the occupational DNA — so it’s 

not easy.
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Let me clarify: there is no devil, so there won’t be any thrusting 

you into the fires of hell…which, FYI, doesn’t exist either.  While I’d 

love to kick back and chat and dispel a mountain of unholy myths, I 

can see by your reaction, sister — how you’re pulling that worn-out  

curtain over your eyes — that you’re not yet ready for those  

perspectives.  And I respect that.  I’m not like those other mental  

disharmonies that prey on misfiring neurons and faulty brain  

chemistry to plant ideas in your head about space robots contacting 

you via the magnetic fields of improperly disposed cell phones, or 

that try to trick you into jumping off a bridge.  I have my standards.

The reality is that flashbacks don’t give up.  This has nothing 

to do with wanting to be hateful or because we fancy what we 

do.  Although personally I do aspire to excellence or I wouldn’t be 

here trying to wrap words around air, would I?  The simple truth 

is that flashbacks don’t give up, because we can’t.  As shocking 

as it seems, we don’t have the power to … poof…make ourselves 

vanish.  You own that power, sister.  I can’t leave until you make 

me — though, I admit, that does take some doing.  Anyhow, I’m 

chained to you, but you think you’re chained to me.  I didn’t create 

the system; that’s just how it works.  I do my best.

This may come as a surprise, but I, a flashback, can help you. 

You don’t believe me, do you? Quite frankly, I don’t blame you.  My 

reputation stinks.  My guess is that I’m on a par with chemotherapy, 

probably ranked worse than any procedure associated with a dental 

drill.  Fact is I can come pretty close to seeming like an ax murderer 

with you as my victim.  And who wants an ax murderer hanging 

around inside or outside her head? Nobody invites an ax murderer 
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into her life.  You didn’t invite flashbacks into your life.  Unfortu-

nately, I come with trauma — your sexual trauma, to be clear. But  

just so you know, trauma started it.  Flashbacks and sexual trauma:   

one big troubled alliance.  Not that you invited sexual trauma in,  

either. Maybe you realize this, maybe you don’t.  Did I mention that  

trauma cares about what you think as much as that scar on your 

knee cares about how it looks? As far as sexual trauma’s concerned, 

name it or don’t name it.  Recognize it or don’t recognize it.  It’s all  

the same. Once that brand of trauma gets a grip on you, it stays.   

Kind of like that scar.

Sister, you’re in for some straight talk, and here it is: you’re a 

puppet.  As far as puppets go, you excel.  That’s not a compliment.  

Telling you that you have gorgeous puppy dog eyes is, though. 

They’re kind.  And haunting.  They make me feel sentimental.  But 

I can’t afford to be sentimental right now.  Or complimentary.  I’m 

desperate.  And tired.  Pardon me.  Or don’t.  It’s up to you, but I have 

to stay on task here and I can’t mince words: you’re not pulling your 

own strings.  That’s a puppet.

I know about puppets.  I admit to being one myself.  I work for 

trauma.  Between your story and trauma’s stress over it, I can’t get  

any rest.  How long since that awful stuff happened to you? Ask me.   

I’m the one who’s been putting on the show for all these 

years.  That takes a lot of energy, and I’m running out.  That’s why 

I’m here, right? I’m ready to retire.  Unfortunately, you’re not.  And 

that’s where my problem is.  I want to take trauma down.  I know, I  

know: the disloyalty thing.  I’m all for being loyal.   And I have been.   

I’ve done what trauma’s demanded.   And exceeded all expectations.   
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I’m big on flashy, and hurtful is where I shine.   You can attest to 

that.   But loyalty only goes so far.  It’s starting to affect me.  I’m ready 

to move on.  I want to work in dreams now.   We could do big things 

together, you and me.

But not until you get that trauma’s one mean, nasty unchained 

dog.  Not until you see that trauma thinks nothing of leveling old 

ladies — and look who’s aging.  I’m not trying to scare you; that’s 

just the way it is.  I’ve seen trauma fester and explode midway 

between crow’s-feet and menopause.  Erupt out of hiding and 

strip old ladies bare-ass naked before they had the good sense to 

die.  Imprison elderly women inside guilt so calcified that it became 

an impenetrable glacier of silence.  I’m a flashback — I always have a 

hand in the misery.  Together, trauma and I are relentless.  And shifty.

My time is limited here, so let me be blunt.  I know the 

code.  I’m trying to teach it to you.  Pay attention.  Sexual trauma is 

the sinister side of the birds-and-bees talk that someone should’ve 

whispered in your ear but didn’t bother to.  Forget about kissing up 

to it so it’ll go away.  Convincing yourself that (insert devastating ordeal)  

was a blessing is a joke.  So is raving that (insert devastating ordeal) forced  

you to see the errors of your idle ways and led you to find Jesus, who  

directed you to disavow your wasteful life and become a missionary  

to the lost and desperate.  Hear this, sister: trauma is not a blessing.   

Giving it that kind of praise only fattens it.  Whatever good you 

created after (insert devastating ordeal) is your doing, created with your 

courage.  Trauma didn’t open any doors for you.   You saw what 

needed to be done and kicked them open.  It’s time you own that.

Playing the gratitude card — pulllease…cue the violins — is not 
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impressive either.  As in I’m thankful for (insert devastating ordeal) because 

it made me the person I am today.  Really?  Last I knew, rapists, abusers, 

and child molesters were not in the business of making anyone’s life 

better.  Don’t credit their mayhem.  Trying to pacify trauma with 

congenial notions doesn’t win you any holy points.  Being molested 

by your teacher had nothing to do with your A in geography and 

your penchant to study mountain ranges and paint sunsets.  That’s 

twisted thinking, sister.  That’s fear talking.  It’s called burying your 

head somewhere very unpleasant.  It’s living a lie.  You do lots of 

great things, lots of great things happen — despite the ordeal, not 

because of it.

Hear this, sister.  Admitting the living damage of (insert devastating  

ordeal) is not going to kill you.  And it won’t bring down the 

plague on you or yours.  The complete opposite, in fact.  And I’m 

proof.  After all these years, I’m still flashing my muscle around here 

plaguing you, aren’t I? And when I plague you, you shell it out one 

way or the other.  That’s the way it is.  If your submissive, ingratiating 

ways worked, I would’ve been toast a long time ago.

Oh, let me digress.  Let’s talk about the old days, shall we? 

Remember all your big distractions — the job, the family? Those 

themed vacations? Look at me, getting nostalgic.  But talk about 

an endless supply… When you’re in the business of tormenting, it  

just doesn’t get any better than that — always something fresh to 

keep my artsy toes tapping.  I miss those creative times.  Too bad  

your “busy” bubble collapsed.  It’s too quiet around here nowadays.  

Just you, me, and the ominous details of your unsettled past still  

slithering around in your head.  You’re into personal ailments  
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and funerals now.   What fun is that for me? How can I ruin a  

funeral? Short of flashing up visions of your decrepit self in a body 

bag, there’s not much else to do.  Trauma and me, we’re committed  

to crippling psychological torment.  Serious darkness.  I can’t speak  

for trauma, but I’ve accomplished my mission.  Basically all I do 

these days is replay all the old grim stuff and sit back and watch 

you torment yourself.  I’m not given to begging — I am in the 

end a predator and my style is to grab whatever I want and inflict  

suffering — but give me a break.  I need to move on.  I’ll make it 

worth your while.

Not that I’m indifferent to your sensitivities, understand; I’m 

just ignoring them.  I don’t have the patience to coddle.  I’m deter-

mined to illuminate you.  Get in your face.  Pelt you over the head 

with the exploits and foils of sexual trauma.  Who else except a run-

down flashback is going to tell you the stark, blunt, glaring truth?  

If I’m going to be successful in my new enterprise, I have to agitate 

you, shake you up, so you’ll finally let me go.  I’m dying of boredom 

here.  There’s dark stuff you’re hiding.  No surprise there, right? 

You need to tackle that stuff right now.   Voice it.  Identify it.  All 

of it.  Yes, I said all of it.  Right down to your bones.  Correct that: 

right through your bones and into your cells.  That’s the highway 

to wholesome right there.  My ride to freedom.  That’s what I’m 

talking about.

Good god, just picturing you prying those trauma rocks out 

of your heart is making me feel my youthful vigor again.  I feel 

hopeful!  Almost rosy.  I know you can float.  Sister, no amount of 

cutting calories is ever going to make you as light as ditching those 
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rocks will.  I can just see you — weightless, transformed.  And once 

you restore your trashed dignity, who knows what you’ll be able to 

do.  I predict big things.  You are one smart crumbled cookie.  The 

crumbled part’s the problems.  That’s got to change.

For both our sakes, sister, you need to face truth.  But you’ve 

been looking for it in the wrong places.  What you need to know 

isn’t in the local paper.  Or in any magazine sold off the shelves of  a 

drugstore.   Or in any book written by a fallen star turned born-again 

Christian.  Daytime talk shows?  A wasteland.  Except for me.  It’s 

where I get some of my best ideas now.   All those stories of maimed 

and murdered kids.  Perverts seeking redemption.  Pseudoanalysts 

hawking bad advice.  It’s a no-brainer.  You’re really susceptible.  I 

just connect the dots from the television screen to your hurt,  

know what I mean?  Any tragedy is your tragedy.  But none of it has 

anything to do with the truth you need to hear.

Truth in church? You are kidding, right? No pulpit master — or 

should I say puppet master — will champion the formidable truths 

you need to know in a Sunday sermon or in his solemn chambers 

where he grants dogmatic advice to the upset and depressed.  The 

same truth that would lead you, a lamb, to necessary discovery 

would risk pulpit master’s influence over you.  Because even a 

dimwit knows that once a woman finds her real voice, the ruse 

is up.  I witnessed the treatment you were subjected to back then 

when stinging tears strangled your voice and you broke into 

retching pieces of degraded body parts.  Pulpit master doesn’t care 

about that business.  He’s not concerned about the facts, the truth, 

or your mental and emotional health.  Pulpit master’s concern is 
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peddling theology.  Keeping his church up and running.  Making  

sure all scandals stay tucked out of sight.  That’s his job: to pat you on 

the head and keep you in his flock.  Pulpit master’s in the obedience  

trade.  And obedience just about killed you, sister.  It’s time you 

understand that.

Sister, I’m here to give you the lowdown.  So, don’t expect 

courtesy or respect for any predator out of me.  I see them all even 

if you don’t.  I know, I’m rattling the solid ground you think you’re 

standing on.  And there’s always that devil waiting to pounce if you 

display even a hint of disobedience.  But I can’t afford to be sappy 

about bogus experts, even the ones with flawless make-up; or about 

self-aggrandizing authorities who look and sound as if they know 

what the hell they’re talking about; and about submissive belief 

systems that promote suffering as holy currency.  I want out of 

here.  They’re all predators.  And they’re all in my way.

But I get it: what gives me, a reviled, invisible eyewitness, 

the right to rip your  dark, unspeakable matters out of the hands 

of “the gifted and enlightened” —  the authorities, the experts, the 

religious, and the pious who claim ultimate knowledge about these 

things — and grant you the power over your own dark, unspeakable 

matters? The answer, of course, is simple: I don’t have the right or 

the authority, sister.  No one can grant you authority — not even me, 

a skilled flashback.  You already are it.

The predicament is that you don’t recognize your own 

authority.  And until you do, I’m stuck here.  Obviously, the only 

chance I have to work in the profession of fond memories, per-

forming kinder, gentler tasks regarding rainbows and dancing  
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barefoot in puddles, is to appeal to your functioning brain — which, 

according to those you listen to, does not qualify you for much 

more than boiling a mean pot of water and darning holes in other 

people’s stinky socks.  I, on the other hand, live right inside you 

and know what you are capable of.   The ones you listen to won’t 

tell you about your courage, about your ability to string together 

the necessary thoughts to think for yourself and act on behalf of 

your own health and justice.  The ones you listen to don’t want to 

be questioned.  I, too, wanted to dictate your thoughts, beliefs, and 

decisions.  I excelled, didn’t I?

Hold on, because I’m about to bite your head off.  Here’s the  

deal: you had no business giving away your personal power.  It 

belongs with you.  Personal power is not to be given away to any 

authority, expert, group, society, or organization.  Your power is your  

intellectual strength.  Your emotional muscle.  Your engine. Your 

divine spirit.  It exists for the vital necessity of gaining and conveying  

important knowledge and affording protection.  Not just for yourself 

either, but for all those whose lives you touch.  Did you ever think  

of that? Giving away your power makes about as much sense as  

hacking off your legs and arms and mailing them to a politician  

because he wants them to fortify his cause.  Only you’ve disabled 

yourself, and limbless, you can’t even fish-flop to the sink and 

manage a gulp of water on your own.  That’s easy pickings right 

there.

And who loves easy pickings?  Vultures.  I know; I am one.   And 

a jealous one, at that.  I want to leave, but I don’t want any other 

vulture moving in on my territory.  It’s all about me, sister.  I’m 
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confessing to serve my own purpose.  Don’t confuse me with  

honorable intentions looking out for your best interest.  That kind  

of thinking got you into this mess.  I’m serving my own purpose,  

and now I’m done with you.  I don’t want you dragging me 

to your deathbed.  I can’t hack watching one more dying old 

lady beg God for forgiveness like she’s a serial killer with one 

more set of bones on her mind.  But that’s where I’m headed, 

isn’t it?  You have the power to let me go.   And I have the  

truth you need to hear  —  it’s my only leverage.   And I’m using it.

Sister, it’s been a great ride.  It pains me to sell out.  To betray 

my principles.  Tattle on trauma.  Expose my tactics.  But I’m out of 

options.  What I’ve been trying to tell you is no great mystery.  It’s 

such basic common sense I can’t believe I even have to write it out 

in words.  But hello ! You’re not hearing me.  Let me spell it out for 

you: you weren’t put here to kowtow to me or any authority.  All  

along, sister, you were supposed to be working on becoming your 

own authority.  Figuring out your highest purpose — then doing it.  

 Don’t whine that you’ve already done it.  No, you haven’t.  Trust me.  

 Or don’t.  But I’m not the one lying to myself here.  Your advanced 

age is irrelevant.   And that long list of sacrifices so important to “the 

gifted and enlightened” is impressive only as a smokescreen.  You 

haven’t even begun to touch what you are capable of.  Slacker: that’s 

what I call you.

How do I know you’re a slacker? You can’t not be, because I 

rumble and strut inside your head.  Because your trauma is alive and 

well fire-breathing in the dark.  And together we suck up a lot of 

your light and burn up loads of your time and energy by grand-
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standing and making you do stuff you don’t want to do.  Like 

screaming at slow-moving vehicles.  And mindlessly devouring 

mood-altering substances including whipped cream straight from 

the can.  The wine.  The booze.  The pills.  We’re not going to talk 

about that, are we? Anyway, what little of you remains is spent tap 

dancing for the pleasure of “the gifted and enlightened.”  And that 

leaves you exhausted.  And hooray! — the world is graced with one 

more depressed, obedient, martyred woman dragging through life…

as if there were a shortage.  

I could write a book about you — a mute, obedient woman 

agonizing constantly over what the experts and the pious say as if 

the hairy finger of an angry GOD were pointed right between your 

eyes.  Lugging around imposed punishment inside your skin for 

what you didn’t do.  Not that I mind: it’s my job to take advantage 

of your trauma.   And I do.   But as I’ve said a hundred times, I’ve got 

things to accomplish and places to go, and I’m here to come clean.   

I know that what happened to you was not your fault.  I’m not 

playing games anymore, sister.  You’re going to hear the truth: you’ve 

glued your nose to the wrong grindstone.  Believed the wrong 

people. Clung to bad doctrines. Obsessed over petty rituals.  I’m 

not here to blame you.  Honestly, I don’t give a damn.  I just want 

out.  The ugly truth is all I have left to use.

Remember Father Leech? How could you forget, right? 

All that crying over the foul acts he committed against you in 

the shadowed corners of holy grounds.  Poor thing; you needed 

help.  Instead, who showed up? Me.  It was me trauma invited in 

when everybody you knew was too busy listening to the good 
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father’s legendary sermons.  Filling his collection baskets.  Praising 

him for his ability to lead the dying into the arms of Jesus.  You were 

dead inside.  But you had me.  Quite the consolation.

That holiday dinner back when Pat Boone was sporting white 

bucks and the jitterbug was big? Remember man-boy wedged in 

tight against you at the table? His roaming hands? You, immobilized 

by terror? Man-boy, so brazen, waving so many red flags in front of 

your family’s blank faces that he may as well have been wagging his 

bald penis over the turkey and mashed potatoes and bragging that 

his nickname was Master Rapist.  Who reached out a hand to rescue 

you? Fat zero.  It takes a lot of dedicated apathy to savor a nice meal 

while a bull elephant is stomping in his dung inches away.  But the 

people you knew were always so skilled.  So was I.  I was taking it all 

in.

Sister, that you were sexually assaulted was meaningless 

in the world you came from.  Authority belonged to “the gifted 

and enlightened.” They set the rules and you didn’t count.  And 

you believed them.  Fell for their impeccable, smiling images 

and their powerful lies.  Any girl disgraced by way of her vagina 

wouldn’t exactly fit into their immaculate vision of themselves, 

correct? There you were with your dirty vagina.  Overwhelmed 

with guilt.  Deemed immoral.  And with the arch of one bushy 

eyebrow, forever condemned.  You became a dark sin on your own 

soul.  Poisoned by the toxins of shame and blame, spiteful viruses 

that seep deep into a girl and eat away a woman.  Contagions passed 

down generation to generation, woman to girl.  Poison that sniffs 

out oozing sores on tender hearts and sends in the gangrene.  Forced 
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to pretend that nothing hideous ever happened to you because no 

fallen girl, no dutiful woman, can bear having everyone see that 

she’s facing hell because of her dirty vagina.  Murder, yes; vagina, 

never.

Sister, “the gifted and enlightened” made it a cakewalk for 

me.  But for you? Another story.  Sure, keeping your secret has kept 

your disgrace hidden from public view.   Mostly.    That’s a plus, sort 

of.   It deflected the visible wrath of “the gifted and enlightened” 

and their defenders who mill around like a lynch mob looking for 

some action.  But all of them crept inside your head, didn’t they? 

Not that I’m complaining — OK, I am; it’s a flashback territorial 

thing — but they sounded more like low-level demons than the 

creative types like me who are focused and strive for excellence.   

I felt for you sometimes, dealing with all that racket.  I heard you 

praying … fervently… for forgiveness. I wanted to warn you that 

your praying sounded more like begging, and that demons are 

unimpressed by begging — we’re impressed by torment.  But I came  

around to my senses pretty quickly and joined in on the commotion.   

It helped pass the time.  

I don’t want to brag — well actually I do — but after hanging 

out with you all these years, I’m a pro when it comes to the shifty 

ways of your people, “the gifted and enlightened.” What else did I 

have to do while I was hovering around waiting to be called into 

service except watch and learn? Remember, wherever you are, there 

I am — a rubbernecker with shrewd, squinty eyes.  Not that flash-

backs have eyes, since we’re all-powerful, all-seeing entities, but if 

we did, I assure you, they’d be squinty.  
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So, I came to appreciate your people as consummate specialists  

and skilled opportunists that exploit every advantage.  It takes a con-

niving predator to recognize other damn good conniving predators,  

know what I mean? Though let me tell you one thing, sister, your 

people don’t appreciate you.  They should be down on their knees 

thanking their BIG GOD for how easy you make it for them. 

Preying on a broken woman? Pulllease…that’s not even a challenge.   

That’s just lazy.  And cruel.  I, on the other hand, get that now.  “The 

gifted and enlightened?” A lost cause.  Committed to their devious 

stunts and run-of-the-mill gimmicks that work only because you 

fall for them.  Because you refuse to stand up for yourself.

Not that I blame you.  Who can fight off “the gifted and 

enlightened” when they have BIG GOD on their side? Never mind 

that BIG GOD is just a gimmick.  Oh, I can hear you right now: 

But what if BIG GOD is real? What if HE really did throw babies 

into Limbo? And what if BIG GOD really hates dirty vaginas? What if 

nothing short of forcing myself to sacrifice for sick and hungry bums every 

day by wearing clothes held together with safety pins and only eating the 

scraps left over after everybody else’s stuffed themselves will erase my dirty 

vagina and get me to Heaven? After you’re dead it’s too late.  

Whoa, sister.  Now you’re scaring me.  Suddenly I feel 

exhausted.  I have this strong urge to dive under the covers and 

I’m not even real.  Let me take a breath.  “Breathe in.  Breathe 

out.  OK.  OK.  I’m the reformed tormentor here.  I’m committed to 

being the voice of reason.  OK.  OK.”

Look, there’s a major lie in “the gifted and enlightened,” BIG 

GOD system for reaching Heaven and, like it or not, it all has to do 
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with your people taking advantage of the lowly bum population.  You 

need to pull on your brainy panties and look at that.  Oh come on, 

you could’ve figured this out a long time ago and saved us both 

this aggravation.  It’s not news to you that bums with vile addictions, 

poor personal hygiene, and a penchant for snacking on moldy refuse 

living in shacks on the edge of garbage dumps are a very big deal to 

your people.  And given that your people are so shrewd and so creative, 

they — SURPRISE! — decided to invent a BIG GOD with a soft 

spot for bums.  

Here’s where dirty vaginas come in, sister: “The gifted and 

enlightened” are fixated on them.  But since that’s really creepy and 

perverted, they had to bring in BIG GOD and devise a foolproof 

system for punishing women with dirty vaginas that not only didn’t 

look like a punishment, but looked like a heavenly opportunity for 

women stuck with dirty vaginas.  Fire up the “Rescue Bums And 

Reach Heaven Through Self-imposed Suffering” hoax which works 

on the premise that the self-imposed suffering of women with 

dirty vaginas guarantees every bum a condo on the beach, artfully  

prepared vegan meals, and high-tech surfboards to encourage vigorous  

exercise and decrease cravings for dope.  Sure their scheme was 

crude and not well thought out, but women everywhere bought 

it.  And soon enough perfectly innocent women were penalizing 

themselves by eating stale crumbs, wearing shabby castoffs and never 

using their vaginas for great sex, which is frowned upon by “the 

gifted and enlightened” whose sexual preferences revolve around 

vestal virgins and immaculate mothers.  Suffering for bums!  — what 

better way for a woman with a dirty vagina to work off her sins, 
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redeem herself, achieve blessings, and earn forgiveness?  And get to 

Heaven.  Genuis!

Come on, saving bums is thankless, dirty work.  It’s impos-

sible to persuade a bum with a serious heroin addiction to quit 

mainlining, become a vegan and move into a nice condo on the 

beach even if it is provided by a dowdy woman and her incessant  

prayers.  But since according to “the gifted and enlightened,” 

nothing’s impossible with BIG GOD, this is why you sister, a 

woman with a dirty vagina, are still on your knees.  

But did anybody bother to ask the bums what they want? 

Duh…no.  

The truth is that bums may be down-and-out, but they are 

not stupid.  Nobody rules bums.  Not BIG GOD.  Not even “the 

gifted and enlightened.” Though your people would never admit 

this — no woman on her knees ever installed a bum into a rent-

controlled condo on the beach, converted him to bean sprouts, 

and taught him to balance on a surfboard through the miracle of 

holy mental telepathy.  Which means the bums in need of saving 

have no use for a broken woman’s self-torment unless it helps 

them achieve a higher state of oblivion involving better-quality 

dope.  And easier access to garbage.  Not exactly the surfer, vegan 

lifestyle that “the gifted and enlightened” peddle as a noble swap 

for heaven.  Of course, this is a significant letdown for a BIG 

GOD who longs to be perceived as Robin Hood in gilded tights 

to smelly bums and women on their knees.  Oh my, what a grave 

disillusionment all the way around.  Especially for you, sister, 

when you finally realize that there is NO payoff for any woman 
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on her knees.  Shocked? You should be.  All that suffering on 

behalf of guys with serious BO living in garbage dumps didn’t 

count.  

Good thing, too.  If “the gifted and enlightened” had their 

way, the delicate balance of life at the garbage dump would’ve 

been ruined.  Didn’t know that, did you? That’s because “the 

gifted and enlightened” failed to take into account that a bum’s 

good fortune would for all practical purposes spoil the emotional  

wellbeing of hoarders, antique dealers, and rats also trying to 

survive off the garbage dump but who are so low on the priority  

list of “the gifted and enlightened” that nobody suffers for them, 

thereby offering them no hope of ever getting their dream 

condos on the beach.  So instead of picking over trash, hoarders, 

antique dealers, and rats would become too despondent to 

soldier on, and eventually the trash would overtake our towns  

and cities, taxing local governments and forcing them into  

bankruptcy.  And soon spoiled bums would be ruling the world.  

So here I am, sister, stuck between you and your panicked 

prayers and ridiculous sacrifices, and “the gifted and enlightened,”  

and their BIG GOD, and their smelly bums.  And I ain’t happy  

about it.  That’s why I’m shouting: I NEED YOU, SISTER.  I need  

you to get that you are here to see, understand and speak truth.  I 

need you to see that you are not here to grovel on your knees.  I’ve 

killed myself trying to reach you.  Damn it, you have to give me 

that.  How many times can I hammer out the sober facts to your 

closed ears? I’ve insulted you.  Frightened you.  Played the boogey 

man.  But all you do is cower and beg.  
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Can’t you see that I — a depressing, horrific flashback — am on 

your side, because I am you.  I am your raw, wounded self.  I am your 

buried trauma.  I am the you who knows; the you who witnessed; 

the you who endured.  I am the you boiling with rage at being 

forced silent.  I am the terrorized you brandishing that terror.  

I am your severed self, battling your obedience, raging at your 

denial of what you know.  Every time you refuse to look at me, I 

grow more and more angered, more powerful.  I feed on your 

silence.  I’m eating you alive.  I’m so fat I can’t stand myself.  I am 

your fury.  All the horror movie stuff I flash back at you is all you.   

I am you.  

Although I know you do not comprehend that you are here 

to build, not here to serve; that you are here to create, not here to 

obey; that you are here to shed great light; that you are not here to 

rationalize, tolerate, or hide abuse of any kind, I will not coddle you.  

I.   WANT.  OUT.   I’ve got things to do, places to go, and rain-

bows to paint.  I’m an old, worn-out flashback, and I’m sick of being  

your prisoner, sick of doing all your dirty work.  It’s time you grew 

some balls and extended a kind hand to your exiled self.  Help 

her, damn it, help her confront some stuff.  It’s not going to kill 

you.   You’ll get stronger and … damn … I’ll be freed.   Until then, I’m 

stuck and exhausted.    And I’m pissed.  
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CHAPTER 6_______________

There Is Only One Authority:

Beautiful You

Dearest, it is up to you to take charge of yourself, to assert your 

own authority.  It is your responsibility to recognize that you were 

abused.  You label abuse.  You define rape.  You assert that what hap-

pened to you was unconscionable and undeserved.  You claim your 

innocence.  It is the integrity you bring to yourself — the fairness, 

the kindness you present to your own life spirit.  Realizing and  

correctly labeling what happened to you is necessary self-care.  It is 

choosing wholeness.  

In seeing and identifying abuse, in naming rape, in claiming the 

reality of profound emotional injury, you are choosing light; you  

are supporting yourself.   The grown-up you has the power to 

extend a hand into the darkness to coax out the young, silenced you 

cowering there.  Within you is the courage to listen.  And hear your 

own story.  And cry from the devastation of it.  And mourn what’s 

been forever lost…forever lost.  By deliberately shining light directly 

on the ugliness, the anguish, the shame; by encouraging the adult 

you to tend to the hurting, stunted child you; by giving yourself 

permission to accurately label what happened to you, you are taking 

your first huge…huge!…step.  Your first huge step toward building 

genuine mental and emotional strength; toward reconnecting, at last, 

with your dismembered and damaged spirit; toward setting your 
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boundaries and becoming integrated into a whole person — your 

absolute birth-necessity.  

Only you, dearest, can end the war against yourself that others 

started and that you have continued on their behalf.   You tend to  

your body and spirit by declaring what was done to you. You 

declare ABUSE.  You declare RAPE.  You declare its injustice.   

You declare the desolate agony that rape-never-named-as-rape 

has inflicted on parts of you held secret.  You declare the rav-

aging, unnamed consequences you endured that “civilians” — those 

not engaged in battle with the force of lifelong trauma — cannot  

possibly know or understand, and worse, are not concerned about.   

You state the crushing price you have paid for being forced to live 

under the burden of the authorities’ definitions and rules for the 

abuse and sexual violations committed against you, for the invasion 

into the lightless shallows and contours of your body.  Not theirs, 

yours.  You name abuse.  You name rape.  You — beautiful you — are 

your own authority.  

Again and again, dearest, I alert you that you are your own 

authority.  I know…I sound like a parrot squawking the only mighty 

phrase it knows.  Shrieking it over and over at the top of its raggedy 

lungs until you want to scream and grab the vacuum cleaner hose 

and suck the racket right out of its puny gullet.  But what then to 

do about the explosion of feathers? Like wounded jewels scattered 

everywhere.  Shimmering, tiny wings ready to rise.  So much truth 

lurching there in the pit of your stomach, the claw of it grave and 

fearful, glazing over your eyes with a scar of whitewash.  Because 

what is the cost of being your own authority? What is the price of  
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change, of transformation?  Whose anger unleashes when you 

resolve to stop over-accommodating and live according to you? 

Who falls when you concede the failures and misdeeds of others, of 

those you love? What happens when you decide not to carry their 

lies any longer, when you determine to live in truth and commit to 

demonstrate true compassion and deep respect for yourself ? 

It is impossible right now for you to imagine any goodness  

arising out of such dread, much less the wonder of your spirit 

finding voice.  It takes no more effort to retreat once again into 

the comfy haven we’ve made safe for ourselves far away from what 

we believe we cannot confront than to stand idle in a summer 

breeze.  How easy to close our eyes and float away when the 

boogeyman looms.  Slip behind a vacant stare.   Arm ourselves with 

silence so impenetrable that not even a hammer pounding a chisel 

could crack it.  Or withdraw into a dot so tiny, so shrunken, that we 

magically defy physics and vanish.  Or its contrary: escape danger by 

jumping instantly into another skin, abruptly changing subjects as 

expertly as a moderator presiding over a contentious debate.  

You could not even count in seconds how fast I could rescue 

myself by turning on the ecstatic, activating the effervescent pixie 

fairy, and clapping everyone into cheerful — smoothly redirecting 

the threat to be lost in reassuring commotion.  My mother didn’t 

hold herself to such slight-of-hand civility.  She assumed a feral 

tactic, hunkering down into a tight, preemptive posture, prepared at 

the blink of a soft light to launch an attack.  Drawing first blood! 

And second blood.  Any blood that was not hers.  

Now, at this very moment, aren’t you, dearest, doing what you 
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have always done — turning away? All on account of some stupid 

parrot that won’t shut up and leave you to your hoard of myths 

and fantasies, and the concealed misery that has in the way of all 

addictions become your seductive, treacherous familiar? Dearest, 

those of us crippled by covert, unnamable violence hoard private 

mountains of emotional garbage deep in our marrow.  Imagine…

all that ugly anchored out of the way, in the dark, where we can 

ignore its cry, having long since cut out its tongue.  Because we’re 

convinced the ugly cannot speak.  Will not speak.  Therefore, nobody 

will know.  Nobody can spot the bare nakedness of what is so 

repulsive that even we cannot bear to look at it.  Then we will be 

spared further condemnation.  And saved from seeing, once again, 

our reflection in the eyes of others — the soiled, reeking image that 

would surely come calling in the night.  

So hooray for the wonders of hair and makeup.  And the veil 

of prayers that, of course, protects us.  Big coats and flashy scarves 

don’t hurt either.  And the old reliable essential silenced-woman 

strategy for scrubbing away sin, stifling madness, and thwarting 

unwanted exposure: overdoing it.  As in compulsive nurturing: end-

lessly tending to the minutest wants and manufactured needs of 

others, and others, and others.  As in shackling ourselves to countless  

lists of absurd, “very important, very important” tasks, including 

running lottery numbers and smuggling in booze for the nursing 

home crowd.  Keeping so busy, our attention so absorbed with faux 

noble works — that’s us just working for love like others work for 

money.

You gotta love our efforts, though, as we present stupendous 
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banquets of homegrown veggies and hand-raised fowl on chinaware 

we created from bone ash and clay dug right out of our own back-

yard and fired in our very own wood-fed kiln.  We are experts at 

standing back, sincerely modest, brushing away all praises, secretly 

desperate to trust those compliments, because praise is our velvet 

nectar.  And being praised is sort of like being loved.  Only it doesn’t 

last, and we know it.  Its echo flitters away with the closing front 

door.  But we make do.  And vow to do even better next time.  It’s 

all part of the tricks of the everything-is-fine trade, because we deal 

in illusion, juggling the ugly unseen so that the ugly unseen stays 

unseen.  

Overdoing it is how we try to prove our goodness — though 

we have no true inner sense of our value — and defy, briefly, our 

destroyed sense of worth.  From that safe distance of our make-work, 

we love and silently beg for the warm reassurances that surely will 

lift, even temporarily, the wedge of dark, visceral congestion lodged 

in our chests and soothe for a bit our unquenchable longing for 

love — love that we know in a flash will turn bitter, will be with-

drawn, should anyone discover our true selves, find out what we did.  

~ ~ ~

Something’s not right.  Sitting here in my friend’s lovely home, 

I’m anxious, on the verge of very anxious, reminding myself to 

loosen the muscles tightening into a thick strap across my shoulder  

blades.  Damn!  What am I, twelve?  Teaching myself not to slouch  

by contorting my neck and balancing two Nancy Drews on my 

head? Ordering my feet to shuffle Quasimodo style, one step at a 
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time?  It’s so frustrating, so ridiculous, to have to deliberately prompt 

myself to breathe slowly, easily.   To consciously employ long imagi-

nary fingers to untie the knots rounding into bruises along tensing 

fibers and tendons.  But I’m relatively new to this intimate tending 

of my fearful self, to this conscious act of decision to relax, to 

hang on to my developing skill of creating emotional safety while 

remaining truly present…you know, being a regular adult and not 

dashing for cover.  

Considering I spent most of my life hiding behind a smile, 

overwhelmed with emotional terror and secretly consumed with 

self-hatred, this is huge for me.  Huge.  Not to mention a pain in 

the ass, since it’s like mastering a foreign language I had no interest 

in studying but need to know to survive.  Japanese, for example, 

because a rogue tornado has landed me in the Far East.   And I’m 

not learning fast enough.  Hence, rote steps…repetition.  Suck in 

deep breaths — discreetly.  Repeat affirmations — silently.  Unclench 

fists, both of them — without looking like they were clenched 

in the first place.  Don’t forget the toes—no problem, since I’m 

not wearing sandals.  All these assists, clichéd as they are, help keep 

me assembled and in one place…not permitting my feet to argue 

with my lips while my eyes are scoping out an escape route and a  

perfectly good pair of ears have fallen deaf.  

I don’t know what it’s like to be schizophrenic, to be at the 

mercy of disembodied voices, but panic must be close, what with 

that rousing bugle call of assorted body parts creating pandemo-

nium and wrestling one another for dominance.  When etiquette 

and decorum disintegrate in the turbulence.  While embedded fear 
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balloons to near bursting.  Then grandstands.  Let me tell you, that 

can come really close to crazy.  Amazing how crammed with triggers 

ordinary life is for a spirit disfigured by certain acids; how bizarre 

that it needs nothing more than a whiff of jeopardy to be off and 

running, dragging the confused body with it.  So, I am determined 

to develop authentic poise — not the flustered, simulated composure 

I excelled at not so long ago and will default to automatically if I’m 

not careful.  Discerning threats — valid danger warnings versus scary 

imaginary alerts — is a key part of the sorting out.  Mindful steps 

teach me to think and choose, not react as if I have fire ants dancing 

in my granny drawers.  

OK … breathe … breathe … drop shoulders…  There’s no gleaming  

butcher knife hurling toward me.  That’s good.  But something’s still 

up.  Just because I don’t see a weapon doesn’t mean I’m safe.  There 

are other kinds of attacks to worry about, like what if in a mis-

guided, reckless attempt to cure the world at my expense, my friend 

plans to surprise me with a pack of bloodthirsty adoptees tearing 

out of the broom closet? What if she’s rehearsed a big fat lecture for 

me on religion and obedience? Don’t laugh; she wouldn’t be the 

first to attempt a version of those stunts.  I hear my heart thrashing 

against rib bone because I am scaring the hell out of myself.   And 

I’m getting ready to run.  And I don’t give a shit how it’ll look.  

Breathe…breathe…think… Would she really harm me like 

that? Well … sheep people with enough arrogance to convince 

themselves that they are serving GOD,  JESUS, or  THE GOOD OF 

THE AUTHORITIES would… OK.   But would she?  Here?  Today? 

Ambush me over delights from her kitchen? It’s…possible.  But, 
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ahhh… no, I… guess… not…  All right then, chances are that there 

are no adoptees hiding in the pantry.  Breathe…breathe… And her 

living room isn’t littered with Jesus tracts, nor have I ever glimpsed 

a hefty gold crucifix dangling from her neck or heard her once 

rant about women minding their tongues.  All right … I’m prob-

ably safe.  Probably.  (Hey, good work on that mindful stuff!) If it’s 

not terror, then what is puckering my nerves into tightly stitched 

bundles?  Oh damn…now I get it.  So that’s what it is.  Wonky is at 

work again.  

There’s no explaining intuition.  It’s high up there in wonky 

territory due to its penchant for pulling odd strings and just messing 

around in general.   I’m not so much surprised as annoyed at its pres-

ence.  That “ping ping” of acute knowing pelting against my logic 

is unnerving.  I don’t like the hot thorns it’s wedging in the gaps 

between shallow dialogue and sentimental musings, either, just 

because it objects to suffering drivel.  And the sensation of sunburn 

stinging my winter-pale skin is making me a mad woman.  

Worse, intuition — the manic whispering I’m hearing beneath 

the show of hostess manners — does not do mindful steps.  Call it a 

brazen two-year-old for all its insistence and energy and tendency  

toward tantrum when ignored.  Which is what I am doing right now, 

ignoring my intuition.  Or trying to.  Because, frankly, I don’t want 

to battle crazy today; I want to relax.  To sink into the thick cushions 

on the sofa and curl up into the warmth of my friend’s halo.  And 

listen to her words emerge like elegant gifts.  Hear another woman 

so familiar with modest beginnings and mistreatments concealed 

under public images of honorable, tell of ordeals that have shaped 
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her and misshaped her, too.  Because by speaking of the long-ago 

incidents that she’s alluded to from the distance of phone chats and 

written correspondences — their mere suggestions conveyed such a 

pall of shame — and posing them against the odds of her accom-

plishments and the success she has fought to become, she’ll illustrate 

for me the very actions of courage: unsentimental, here’s-how-I- 

did-it inspiration for the punished and wimpy who are sick and 

tired of being punished and wimpy.  Her candor, I know, will bolster 

my understanding of womanhood, of its inherent rights versus 

imposed confines — its unnamed truths — and expand my aware-

ness of its subtleties and astonishing strengths.  And through her dis-

closures I will be able to validate what I have fought to learn, and 

learned nearly too late: the limitlessness of achievable well-being 

and purpose possible once liberated from the Holy Mary crypt and 

freed from the chain mail bib of chronic obligation.  

Usually her hints, tailed always with a sad, delicate wistful-

ness and a haze of personal indictment, reverse course so suddenly 

when I mention them that I can smell burning rubber skidding 

backwards across asphalt as she immediately shuts me down with a  

harsh, “You misunderstood.  I didn’t mean that.  I didn’t say that.” 

Still, I am sitting here this afternoon exactly because she intertwined  

her invitation with those delicate, tantalizing wisps.  And I’m a 

sucker for the backstories of formerly obedient women whipping 

butt.  Plus, I’m eager to share with her what only a sister woman of 

voice would understand — my profound genesis, my amazement at 

this unexpected metamorphosis that has befallen me now this late 

in time.  Because there’s no denying it, dearest: I’m old.  
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But it’s going all wrong.   And there’s that formless undercurrent  

swiftly taking shape, an invisible apparition begging attention, to 

thank for advising me of this.   As if I’m eager to know.  Despite what  

I see, despite the pester of drowsy sparks flicking against me like 

dying lightning bugs, I am doing my best to snub the charismatic 

pull of nagging intuition, as if under my Sunday-best spandex hides 

a voodoo priestess shooing away bothersome spirits.  I am a regular 

vintage cigarette ad for cool, calm, and collected, minus the curling 

smoke.  A little mental squint to summon my “civilian” eyes and 

here I go trying to convince myself that what I’m sensing is just 

wonky imagination.  Because in the “civilian” world, hustle and 

bustle, the distraction of a hostess preparing tasty edibles for a guest, 

makes perfect sense.  

Except…except…there’s this slight awkwardness of emotion, a 

tilt toward discomfort on home grounds: my friend’s slender hands 

flitting, doing, redoing; her long legs dashing, sprinting, stopping 

short, then charging again.  Plus an absence of…what? Easy chatter? 

Yes.  Just clumsy singular words doled out from behind a fierce, 

intangible barrier as she busies herself with confections two rooms 

away from where she’s deposited me in a ladder-back chair by the 

window.  I am supposed to stay put, obviously.  But what now? Do 

I shout sappy musings through the walls? Gaze quietly out at the 

birds? Make witty observations from my way station while I pretend 

not to notice my friend struggling to portray elation with a merry, 

pitchy voice that betrayed her the moment she spoke? I choose 

witty babble, which sounds as witty as lead clunking against cement.  

Like it or not, it’s Alice in Wonderland time for me: perplexing 
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distortions and subtle out-of-place shifts of normal.  Something…

something is pushing outward against my friend’s skin, threatening 

to break like flop sweat.  Something she can’t, just cannot let me 

see.  Whatever is unspeakable is pushing, pushing up into her throat, 

demanding to be heard, a force strong enough to need choking 

back.  I can hear its distorting rasp crosscutting her voice.  

Of course you know that any expression of the unspeakable is 

strictly prohibited, strictly.  Unfortunately, repressing trauma is about 

as effective as slapping a cardboard lid on an active volcano.  And 

today it’s pushing to erupt, to provoke an emotional impulse within 

my friend to blurt — to resolve itself, to chance empathy, or maybe 

simply to satisfy its compulsion to scream.  

Please…I know its tactics and the frightening, bare-knuckle 

wrestle to keep it silent.  In one corner: the horrible unspeakable.   

In the other corner: sheer terror.  It’s a fierce contest of 

wills.  Advantage: terror — it’s bigger, it’s louder, and it’ll curdle your 

blood with one single, deliberate suggestion.  Therefore, terror 

always wins.  

I feel the huff of familiar, suppressed, woman panic stam-

mering through the air all the way from the kitchen.  The stilled 

horror when the unbearably shameful trembles beneath the taunts 

of a bully threatening to tattle.  Then does.  Unapologetic menstrual  

blood asserting its presence, flooding out of its cotton pad and 

blooming scarlet on a white summer dress.  I am not meant to 

notice this private female hemorrhage issuing from ever-widening, 

secret wounds, though that is precisely what I am witnessing.   

All I can offer my friend by way of dignity is making believe I see 
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nothing.  

Though the ache inside my own chest is a sonorous thud of 

dull sorrow seeded with annoyance.  For her.  For myself.  She’s not  

going to speak today.  How can she? Even with all her worldly 

accomplishments, the internal gag order is far too commanding, 

the risk too enormous.  I know this, and I hate it.  I bear a tense, 

hostile intimacy with shame, and it’s in charge here this afternoon.  

Regardless of this setting of smooth music, lush plants, and splashes 

of rich color brightened by light — lots of light streaming through 

the windows, dousing the room with grace — shame looms at 

liberty, weaving itself through the sunbeams.  Mocking.  Goading.  

We are women trained to obey its authority, and we do.  We 

awkwardly gulp down sweets in its presence.  And talk, too loudly, 

from remote, hidden corners.  I am stuffed with rich pastries.  I feign 

warm appreciation.  And leave empty.  And exasperated.

~ ~ ~

Dearest, if we are not told, how are we supposed to know that 

the lifespan impact of suppressed, unnamed sexual trauma is emo-

tional claustrophobia — terror of being stripped once again of all 

our defenses and dignity, and cast aside to suffer alone? And that 

this anticipation of danger iron-grips us in a powerful state of fear 

and separateness, holding us distant from ourselves, from even those 

we care so deeply for? And from ones who care deeply for us and 

would, if allowed, offer their unconditional support? 

Victims of covert, mislabeled, dismissed sexual violence do not 

get social recognition for enduring severe, traumatizing circum-
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stances.  We are not seen as hostages who escaped or were rescued 

from an aggressor’s war against us.  We are not looked upon as 

having endured ruthless physical and psychological attack.  Instead, 

we are labeled willing participants and condemned as morally 

corrupt; we are forced to endure public, bigoted cultural, political,  

and religious harangues that continue slamming us with abuse 

until we can’t breathe for the agony.  We believe — really, truly 

believe — what they say about us, and we lug around as truth the 

vile labels they’ve slapped on our wounded selves.  To survive, we 

have to hide, existing in shameful isolation, secretly grasping what 

we can.  

Dearest, all traumatic injury needs care, whether it’s a severed 

body part or a butchered spirit.  But no one yells, “We’ve got a 

bleeder here,” and surrounds a victim mutilated by covert, unnamed 

sexual trauma with concern and therapeutic attention.  Most of us 

punished into silence by this socially unaccepted brand of cata-

strophic injury won’t get the tender, grounded support and intel-

ligent, healthy perspectives we not only require, but deserve, so that 

no matter what decade of our lives we are living, we can learn how 

to be whole and thrive in a meaningful way with personal integrity, 

genuine purpose, and a sense of valued place in the world.  

Such care may not be given to us, but we can give it to  

ourselves.  Through learning and understanding and then telling,  

we are transformed.  We can learn that we were not to blame for 

the unspeakable that has been shamed into the dark.  We can open 

ourselves up to the understanding that we not only were not 

responsible, but couldn’t be.  Imagine a child you love or an inno-
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cent creature you adore — that fresh, trusting heart deluged by and 

subjected to unrelenting cruelty, manipulated by scheming ruthless-

ness, utterly trapped in the grip of an overwhelmingly dominating 

abuser.  That innocent, dearest, is you.  

We gain understanding by awakening to the truth denied us: 

that awful things happened to us.  We gain strength when we finally 

see the ways of sly predators and the abuses they perpetrate at the 

edge of perception, and we become aware of the methods of arro-

gant victimizers who benefit from free public license to abuse 

openly, with immunity.   We get stronger yet when we learn to rec-

ognize and acknowledge abuser-enablers and victim-haters, and we 

recognize them as ignorant, as cowards, and understand that they are 

the ones who betrayed us.  And that is a hideous betrayal: making an 

abuse victim believe that she was disloyal — a betrayer of them; of 

herself; of her faith; of her family; of her community.  When all along 

the abuser-enablers and victim-haters are our betrayers.  

Slowly, as we start to recognize the crippling, far-reaching 

power of abuse and we begin to place responsibility squarely on 

the abusers — living and dead — where it belongs, we become our 

own authorities and bring to an end the control they, and what they 

did, has over us.  As we come to understand, we can dare to step out 

of our numbness, break out of the stoicism we use as protection, 

awaken, and connect to our natural right to emotional freedom 

and dignity — to our inherent value, our entitlement to a sense of 

worth — and we can teach ourselves self-compassion.  And discover 

the profound personal and social value and spiritual necessity of 

speaking and of setting and honoring boundaries and limits.  Calling 
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upon our burgeoning inner strength, we can identify our destructive 

attitudes and behaviors and then learn strategies to manage them.   

As we establish our own personal authority, we can rid ourselves 

of irrational beliefs, damaging misinformation, and the propaganda 

we’ve been indoctrinated to believe, and we can relieve ourselves of 

the resulting pain we secretly hoard and drag with us everywhere.  

In the pain department, those of us victimized by floating, 

unnamed abuse aren’t so different from regular hoarders with their 

astounding mounds of stinking trash, ratty clothes, and mysterious 

lumps and gobs of origins better left unspecified.  Except hoarder 

agony is obvious, in-your-face out of control, uncontained, disor-

ganized; their feverish, private wounds pathetically on bold display, 

3-D style.  As if all the hidden injuries joined forces and staged a 

mutiny — their battle cry: fuck this — and at long last dumped the 

courteous pretense and regurgitated as thrift-store castoffs, decaying 

food, and waterlogged clumps of yellowed newspapers crammed 

to the moldy ceilings.  Who wouldn’t cringe watching a hoarder 

stumble impassively over towering stacks of infested, rotting garbage 

she’s amassed one placated hurt at a time; her eyes glazing over the 

mind-boggling filth in complete, blasé acceptance; her nose immune 

to the wafting, noxious stench while she clings to and defends such 

chaos and destruction.  

Everybody can see and judge a hoarder’s failures.  Anyone aside 

from a hoarder can accurately identify a pile of reeking garbage 

jammed to the living-room rafters.  Don’t look now, but just because 

our disgraceful personal failures haven’t stuffed every inch of floor-

to-ceiling space with broken table legs, shriveled rodents, and used 
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toilet paper doesn’t mean we have anything on hoarders: we’ve 

simply mastered the art of hiding in plain sight while rioting chaos 

amasses inside our withered spirits, away from prying eyes.  We are 

fine because all looks fine.  See? Aren’t we clean? Orderly? Some-

times obsessively so? Aren’t we good folk? Don’t we do good deeds? 

And haven’t we, the same as hoarders, immunized ourselves against 

recognizing disturbing signals pointing to unnatural emotional 

blight? Aren’t we asleep at our own wheel?  Well, I clearly was.  

Being half asleep while completely awake meant that I was 

entirely oblivious to the agony and burden of submerged trauma, 

to its effects: the relentless emotional battering — a political pris-

oner screeching at the jailor; the vile whispers I believed were  

reprimands from the CATHOLIC GOD.  Being half asleep while 

completely awake meant I was a failure, hopelessly so.  Because 

in spite of my best efforts to rise above the bleak heaviness that  

regularly descended over me, ghost agony continued to flounder 

and heave and fatten inside me, preoccupying me with endless 

guilty verdicts and gripping, bitter despair.  Outside of my family, my 

four-person safety zone, there were no run-of-the-mill, shrug-my-

shoulders conflicts, because every conflict — whether it occurred 

at work, at the grocery store, or with a friend — was an emotional 

assassination.  And who can withstand such a constant barrage 

of knives to the heart? Certainly, I couldn’t.  So I adapted, sort of.    

A catchword for making do, kind of.

I know now that buried trauma is formless pain that preys 

on vulnerability and disguises itself as anything it pleases except 

for what it really is.  Which was great with me providing that my 
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eccentric tendencies and exaggerated, self-deprecating behavior 

that helped me mask insurmountable hurts and episodes of weird 

panic did not stray out of the funny, quirky, or “that’s-just-how- 

she-is” territory.  This included, when necessary, over-the-top  

outbursts, since everybody blows up now and again as a result of an 

obvious something — say, an ice blizzard ruining plans for catching 

the breakfast buffet I starved myself for all week.  After all, what 

hungry fat lady looking forward to, then denied, all-you-can-eat 

pancakes isn’t going to flip out? It’s so reasonable, so predictable.   

That’s what I needed: to feel like a perfectly normal adult who had 

every reason to be infuriated, not a sloppy, babbling mess.  

So, I was OK if I wasn’t pushed too far, if I could just 

control my craziness so I didn’t feel too crazy, and I had something  

to explain why I was seized by misfit energy and frenetic 

ranting.  Explain not only to myself, but to those around 

me.  Because I could instantly spot the telltale sign of confusion: the 

vague, lost-at-sea look around the eyes, which alerted me with a big 

uh-oh, I’ve done it now warning and I’m looking schizo mad.  Just like 

my mother used to.   And up would pop a vision of her and my own 

bewilderment when I was confronted with her erratic behavior, her 

destructive will, her fixed defiance of reason, her detachment from 

herself and her surroundings.  So I’d backtrack, quickly, and blame 

my actions — which, based on the addle-headed expressions I was 

generating, apparently looked extreme  —  on things identifiable,  

explainable.  Lord, help me rein in crazy.  Only I couldn’t.  Nor could my  

mother. Or my friend.   My aunt.   My neighbor.   My sister-in-law.   

My co-worker.   My niece.   My cousin.  
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Because something lurks.  A shapeless something that pulsates  

from its grave and dictates with its power.  Something malignant. 

Something buried so far down that it does not rise even as a vague 

possibility to explain our persistent, negative actions.  Something 

unspeakable.  Yet so real.  Created by an agonizing something that 

we endured.  Something that survives to torment us, yet desensitizes 

us to its reality.  Something so powerful that it desensitizes all others 

to its existence and blinds all naked eyes. Something that laugh-

ingly, cleverly resists naming.  But that something does have a name: 

trauma.  And it throbs with life.  And the emotional and mental pain 

it inflicts is real.  Our powerlessness within it is real.  Our panic is 

real.  Trauma is real.   And has everything to do with our chronic, 

destructive behavior.  Misnaming trauma; ignoring the experiences 

that created it; dismissing it, making light, numbing out; expecting 

time to heal all wounds; trying to pray it away; pretending that the 

painful something does not and never did exist — all these things  

exhaust a life, steal our precious time, and keep us forever locked in  

an oppressive, intangible stranglehold.  Dearest, unresolved suppressed  

trauma is omnipotent.  It needs its own slogan: You Might Not Think 

About Trauma, but Trauma Always Thinks About You.  Only it’s much 

too savvy to boast, considering it does its best work anonymously.

We can deny buried pain, but buried pain does not 

deny us.  Pain demands feeding.  My mother fed hers with 

anger — remember the old lady she walloped? Did I tell you 

that she spiked hooch with tranquilizers and fed it to her abusive 

husband? Like her, I am no stranger to blistering anger — both 

of us would’ve rather died in flaming gasoline in a highway crash 
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than allow you to go unpunished for cutting us off — but mostly 

I fed my pain with fear.  In turn, fear poisoned me with lies that I 

believed — just do better, goddamn it; just be more goddamn obe-

dient; then you will be forgiven … then you will be loved — raising 

the bar at every attempt.  I may as well have been running on a 

treadmill throwing rat meat to a laughing hyena, because then never 

comes, fear being the insatiable predator it is.  Since I had no aware-

ness that I was deeply traumatized and no way to recognize trauma, 

much less understand its insidiousness, I had to blame any actions 

that felt crazy — and surely had to appear that way — on specific 

culprits.  And they were countless: terrible headaches.  PMS.  Hot 

flashes. Noisy neighbors. Drop-dead exhaustion. Barking dogs.  

Constant worry about diminishing property values.  

Culprits showed up everywhere, ambushing me with anger, 

depression, helplessness—uncontrollable windblasts of resentment 

that unexpectedly grappled hold and rode roughshod on acid waves 

until it escalated into tight, embittered storms, imparting accusatory 

after-echoes I could not shake; lumbering haze amassing overhead 

and descending suddenly with the gray weight of a swollen cloud, 

lingering, and lingering still; cold, moldering floodtides that washed  

over my bones and exhausted my will, tantalizing me with images of  

cozy blankets and drugged sleep.  Disabling, overwhelming distress  

charged at me from all over, instigated always by emboldened mobs 

of big mouths, passive aggressives, and run-of-the-mill idiots. I 

could’ve starred in a cheesy sci-fi movie, It Came from Everywhere, 

except I think it was already done using pods and zombies, and 

anyway, nobody would watch ninety minutes of a woman ducking 
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and darting trying to fend off air.  

My hardcore notion that throngs of random culprits lurked 

“out there” and constantly bombarded me with crippling anguish  

turns out to make as much sense as believing that chocolate cupcakes  

knew my name.  And used it.  Often.  To lure me into their hide-

out.  Where I would scarf up every last crumb and try not to make 

that crinkly noise with the empty wrapper.  Leaving me to sneak 

out of the pantry as I vowed never to return.  But those cupcakes 

were merciless.  And I was powerless in their grip.  Wasn’t I?  Ahh…

no…but I believed I was.  And that was enough for the cupcakes.   

They lorded their control over me.  There was no way to stop them.  

 I swore, bartered, begged — a hundred seventy-five pounds versus 

an ounce and a half.  Guess who always won.  

As did panic.  At its best, using only my sense of menace, panic 

could blast me off my feet and propel me in the opposite direction 

in a panting sprint.  And there I’d be, choking back my heart clog-

ging my throat, trying to reclaim my logic.  Because who except for 

a crazy woman would hide in a closet when her brother-in-law — a 

Neanderthal with the conceit to prove it — showed up at the door 

unexpectedly?  Then race to the garage, jump in the car, and speed 

away after he moseyed to the backyard and stretched out on a 

lounge chair instead of going away as he should have? But you see, 

I wasn’t crazy, since as I explained to myself when I was cocooned 

safely inside escaping steel, a Neanderthal could easily use his prim-

itive skills to jimmy his way into the house and discover me, his  

panicked sister-in-law, cowering in the closet.  Then what would  

I say?  “Nice to see you”?  I had no choice but to run.  
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Did I have the slightest clue that the Neanderthal banging 

on the door demanding entry represented — no, was, in body and 

flesh — all the males that abused me? No, I did not have even an 

inkling.  All I knew was OVERPOWERING MALE! RUN! And 

no, it never occurred to me that if the Neanderthal jimmied his way 

in, he would be committing a break-in for which his hairy, sweaty 

self could be arrested, since the Neanderthal would simply claim it  

was his brother’s house and he was welcome anytime.  “Besides,” he’d 

snicker, “what’s with weird sister-in-law and her psychotic affinity for 

small, dark places?” Panic always wins, dearest.  I had to run.  

At its sneakiest, panic would creep up like a nonchalant breeze, 

rippling fine needles across my skin, and snake around me in a lazy 

coil of unseen rope, squeezing little by little, tighter and tighter until 

it bled from my eyes.  By then it was too late.  I was trapped by inex-

plicable fear, frantic to go — somewhere, anywhere — digging for an 

excuse to escape, FAST, because it was at hand and if I didn’t go…

soon…crazy was going to make a stand.  And it was never pretty.  

I’d known crazy to grab hold and attack precious women 

I deeply loved — my mother, physically safe, standing rigid in the 

middle of my kitchen, her feet in clean white sneakers flash frozen 

to the floor, while crazy clawed its way out, shrieking; my aunt, as  

close to cute as you could get without being a puppy, suddenly 

without warning, dissolving into wet, hulking sobs in front of star-

tled faces while she balanced a platter of Christmas cookies in the 

warm-and-fuzzy greeting card setting she’d created in her home; my 

gray-haired arthritic sister-in-law forcing herself to haul around a 

demanding, obese, quasi-disabled relative who favored shitting his 
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pants, breaking into frantic screams in the parking lot of a fast-food 

restaurant when he let loose yet again.  

Broken women reduced to crazy, making spectacles of them-

selves.  Coming unglued like that.  Embarrassing themselves and  

everyone else with their messy public displays of appalling 

behavior.  I was them.  But I would not look like them.  So I 

battled crazy trying to make running away look like a casual 

saunter through a perfumed garden.  But in my stilted, mannered  

frenzy to escape from what I couldn’t see, from what had no 

name or description, mostly I could only pull off an erratic lurch 

and jog.  I ran because I had to, because I couldn’t breathe.  I knew  

I was acting crazy.  Just like so many women I loved.  I genuinely  

couldn’t stop it.  Crazy refused to follow my rules.  It sets its own.   

And eventually, it takes over.  

You can see it.  Look in the eyes of any hoarder.  Look in the 

eyes of certain women you know.  Look at me.  Look at yourself.
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CHAPTER 7_______________

Learning Not to Forget

What I need, dearest, is a huge soapbox.  So I can rant properly.  

In a vast, empty room of echoes and mirrors.  Because I’ve already  

said this to myself.  And said it.  And said it again.  A gigantic 

sandwich board reflected in a thousand prisms would help.  

 I AM MY OWN AUTHORITY emblazoned across it in foot- 

high letters.  Bold and black, if you please.  Against a neon-red  

ground.  With flashing arrows pointing to each word: I.  AM.   

MY.  OWN.  AUTHORITY.  So I won’t forget so I won’t forget 

so I won’t forget.  Because there are times, too many, that I 

do… forget.   And I need a hand.   A reminder.   A living vision.   And 

a backward glance to then so I can see and celebrate now.   Because 

I’m not going back into the exile of silence.  And I will not return 

to the self-slaughter of existing in fear of those who have appointed 

themselves authorities … fear of their judgments … of their accusa-

tions … of their lies.  Even though I stumble… and stumble again…

and the panic waits still with its clutches … I am wise to it.  I am on 

to them.   I just need to remember what I know.

~ ~ ~

A few years ago…

I am frozen in front of the shower door, unable to pull it 

open despite the beckoning billows of steam.  They are all here: 
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“the authorities,” tongue-lashing incubuses shrieking rebukes even 

as I am wrapped in thick toweling, wanting nothing more than to  

drench myself in hot, stinging water and scrub away the accusations  

pouring like thick tar over my stripped body and surging into my 

heart through gaping ulcers eaten into my skin.  But these are inde-

structible, bodiless entities, poisonous phantom tongues embedded 

in my flesh and bones, in my spirit, empowered to ambush at will.  

 Their spittle is lethal, castigating, capable of crushing me, instantly, 

wherever I stand, whether I am alone or in the company of my 

beloveds or perusing Walmart jammed with bargain hunters.  Water 

cannot get hot enough to wash away the filth that entangles me 

within its thick, ancient roots.  My legs can barely hold me upright 

under the weight of this reality.  

Shame has crippled me with its sly, deadly rot that ravages a 

spirit as cancer ravages a breast.  Except that shame can never be cured,  

ever.  Not with hope, prayers, pills, radiation, chemotherapy, love, 

bleach, chocolate, exercise, or the calming ocean and curative salt air.  

Positive thinking? Please… a Band-Aid slapped on my forehead  

would be more effective.  The plush rug under my feet? The soft 

towel I am wrapped in? The lavender soap waiting to envelop me  

in scented lather? No chance in the presence of such a paralyzing  

disease.  I don’t even think shame can be survived.  Just like my 

mother who has slowly become a shadow haunting her own 

life — my mother who has always wished for death — bit by bit, 

shame is reducing me also to a hollow afterimage.

Spare me “Jesus Saves” and the whole “peace be with you”  

lip service.  Nice concept, but that just adds more to the pile of  
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personal flops I lug about.  Desecrated vaginas do not qualify for 

Jesus’ Save List, and since I’m attached to one — well, there you 

go.  And like it or not, peace is simply not available to me.  This is 

not for a lack of trying, begging, praying, surrendering, offering up 

hardships, or engaging in perpetual acts of penitence I am quite 

willing to perform to ensure personal peace, family peace, and of 

course, world peace.  If self-punishment produced peace on earth, 

dearest, everyone would be drifting about on serene clouds created 

by the self-savaging of all the silenced, raped women who went 

before us and who keep us peacefully afloat by way of their endless, 

self-torture.  Jesus could learn a thing or two from Martha Stewart, 

whose detailed recipes at least produce tangible results for all the 

effort invested over a hot stove.  

A woman can pulverize her spirit; tiptoe about muttering 

prayers for the redemption of the wicked and sinful, which includes 

herself; stay obedient to all rules and laws to assure that every i is 

dotted and t crossed so as to cancel out all possible missteps, failures,  

and fits of laziness — all the while keeping her mouth dutifully shut 

on matters deemed awkward, unpleasant, and, of course, unspeak-

able — and right when all is teetering perfectly on top of the brink 

and all that duty-worship looks like it’s finally going to pay off, 

what do you know: more experts, idealists, and wannabe saints crop 

up.   And guess what — they all know Jesus.  And how to melt away 

unsightly fat forever.   And there our woman goes, once again duti-

fully squeezing moldy lemons into swill that the experts, idealists, 

and wannabe saints insist she drink because “Jesus said.”  Plus, she’ll 

get skinny.  And she never questions.  Let me adjust that: I never 
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questioned; I drank the swill.  But I didn’t get peace.  All I got was 

pissed.  And fat.  Because the peace that evidently showers down 

at the blink of a compulsory sacrifice and settles like silky stardust 

upon the golden shoulders of the pious eludes me.  I fail at holy.   So 

I fail at peace.  That’s just the way it is.  What’s left is hopeless.   And 

there’s only one way to go with hopeless: down.

Right now I am on my way to completely crumbling.  If not 

to the floor, then to the ledge of the tub, where I can fold up into a 

decent mess.  I had such high hopes for the newspaper reporter who 

wanted to tell my story of being impregnated by rape and rescued 

by the confidential adoption process that was breached decades later 

by a stalker-adoptee who exploded my life into so many pieces that 

before ceased to exist.  

Jason the Reporter Boy sounded so reasonable, so honorable  

with his kindly tone.  Damn it, he sounded like he had a heart! 

Obviously Jason the Reporter Boy did have a heart, but not for 

me.  Jason the Reporter Boy leaned on established fantasy and 

magically forgot his agreement to include rape and violation in 

his article.  And with a wave of the same black magic wand, Jason 

the Reporter Boy vaporized his commitment to mention our 

offer of support to other women in hiding.  LET ME SCREAM 

THIS —  for every adoptee-turned-stalker, there’s a woman made 

prey.  Instead,  Jason the Reporter Boy wrote himself a witch and 

drowned me in my own cauldron.  

I want to strangle myself for my own stupidity for believing 

Jason the Reporter Boy’s promises; for fearing him; for being crip-

pled in the face of his authority.  I want to disintegrate into the air 
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as if I never existed, for the humiliation of such self-exposure.  For 

my ugly picture splashed across the page of a second-rate news-

paper.  For the degrading nature of Jason the Reporter Boy’s hack 

depiction of me.  First, though, I’d like to gut Jason the Reporter 

Boy with my bare, wrinkled claws.   Then I remember — he’s already 

gutless.  How much bravery does it take for a twenty-something, 

isolated in a cubicle with a computer and a byline, to push an aging 

woman’s face into the mud?  With a few casual taps on his keyboard, 

Jason the Reporter Boy smeared me with sewage dredged from my 

own past.   Not that I needed his help.  I am quite skilled at vilifying 

myself.  

My rage is rabid, wheeling in frantic, crazed circles.  Com-

pressing me with a force I cannot break loose from.  But this is a 

flabby, useless rage.  Good only for personal carnage.  Because what 

revenge can I, a shamed old whore, exact on a pimply faced bottom 

feeder unless it includes a hit man and a list of his nearest and 

dearest? So Jason the Reporter Boy wins.  He’s beaten me with a 

familiar bat.  I understand now, I think, my mother and the pull to 

sink tethered to the lead noose strung around her neck.  

Well, what am I going to do?  Collapse? Sit? Cry? Spit? 

Scream?  Take a one-way header into the abyss?  Take a pointer 

from my friend and slash my calves with razor blades just like she 

does when she can’t stand “it” anymore?  Ram my fist through plate 

glass?  

Just in the nick of time, exactly like in the movies, something 

as loud as a spoken voice pushes its way through the storming 

gloom the second I lift my cement arms to tug on the shower door.   
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Unlike in the movies, it is not a chorus of angels swathed in ethereal  

radiance, chanting flowery hymns to accompanying harps.  It is a 

winded, breathless resonance, huffing as if it’s trudged a long way 

and, damn it, has had enough already.  It seems a disheveled teacher 

summoned from an important assignment to tend to the immediate  

crisis of a perpetually failing student once again in danger of 

speeding bus tires.   As weary and tattered as a weed that’s just pro-

pelled itself through concrete, this stern force of spirit offers no 

solace or tender angelic musings that I sure as hell could use right 

now.  This only fuels my anger, because why the hell do I always get 

stuck with the hard-edged, battle-ax spirit in lace-up oxfords and 

rumpled tweed? Why do I get attitude instead of diffused light and 

spontaneous healing? 

I resent that there is no statute of limitations on being  

tormented for my malignant past and that this shit is going to dog 

me into infinity and beyond into timelessness itself.  I know that I 

am condemned to be forever stuck in this filthy morass, continu-

ally punished by hostile adoptees, self-aggrandizing “authorities,”  

haters, and small-minded cowards for naming rape, for lamenting the 

unavailability of termination, for refusing to enfold myself in their 

fantasies as expected and then demanded.  Is it too much to ask that  

I at least get a sweet, touchy-feely angel once in a while to soothe 

me with melodic tunes and whisperings of unearthly rewards instead  

of a no-frills workhorse exasperated with being my spirit guide?

Apparently it is because what I hear coursing through my 

head is more off-key bark than hummed concerto consoling and 

nurturing me, cheering me into a better humor.   This tuneless rasp 
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is static crackling inside the festering wound that never heals — a 

biting reminder posed as a jarring question that is really a challenge 

I am either going to tackle or shrink away from, in which case I 

will have to stop complaining, because seriously, workhorse spirit 

guides have better things to attend to than coaxing me out of my 

foul moods.  

It rings clear and concise: a question that has been posed to me 

a zillion times in a zillion different ways.   A question that is bored 

silly with its own repetition but will restate itself yet again in  

different words:  “Kathleen, how many people is it going to take to 

validate that you were raped?” 

Are you kidding?  I want violins, damn it.  Choirs.   The righteous 

CATHOLIC GOD driving a thunderbolt. I want world domina-

tion.  I want Jason the Reporter Boy shredded and swept away along 

with the grime under his cheap shoes.  I want hostile adoptees, 

self-aggrandizing “authorities,” haters, and small-minded cowards 

to incinerate inside the blistering pain they’ve caused me.  I don’t 

know the answer to this useless question, and any respectable spirit 

should know that and at least have the decency not to ask it, damn 

it.  But I don’t rate a dove-carrying spirit.  I get a spirit toting a cattle 

prod, jolting and shocking me until the houselights flick on and my 

blinded eye wrenches open.  Until all that is Jesus — all the religious 

indoctrination, the obedience conditioning — slams down on its ass 

once again.  

If inspiration and redemption and visions of solace truly are of 

the divine, I’m screwed.  There’s nothing divine about the endless 

march of truth attackers fanning out before me, goose stepping in 
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unison — ripped, it seems, from an underground newsreel about 

cults, now enjoying top billing inside my head.  How many people 

is it going to take to validate that I was raped? By the looks of it, 

thousands.  No, hundreds of thousands.  Double that.  Triple that.  Is 

there such a thing as mathematical infinity?  This doesn’t include all 

the dead people, does it? 

The bathroom rug is beginning to look like a welcome mat.   

A tiny space I can crumble onto and curl what remains of me 

into a ball.   Who am I, anyway, to dare question the condemnation 

meted out to me by GOD, JESUS, and “THE AUTHORITIES”?  

There is no parole from a public conviction of guilt; I know 

this.  The moment I reached my hand out all those years ago to a 

gutter punk I believed was unjustly accused and in desperate need 

of consolation, my fate was fixed, a life sentence immediately 

imposed.  I live shackled to my filthy past — forever Kathy Allen, 

the pregnant slut.  This is how it is.  This is how it’s going to stay.   

There is no kind, lovey spirit waiting in the wings for the right 

moment to save me after all.  The cavalry isn’t coming.  And no flood 

is going to cleanse the earth of all hostile adoptees, self-aggrandizing 

“authorities,” haters, and small-minded cowards just so I can exist in  

relative peace.   And Jason the Reporter Boy lives to write another day.

HOLD ON! Midair in my dive for cover.  Seconds from 

becoming a puddle hidden under the rug.  A twitch away from 

abandoning myself.  A north wind blasts through this cuddle of 

humidity and my own authority rises up — from where, I don’t 

know — and demands an answer:  Who the fuck are GOD, JESUS, 

and “THE AUTHORITIES” ?  Who are they to dictate my life?  
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To declare who I am? 

Here…now…amidst the allure of the cozy rug and the familiar 

wash of shame, and amidst the poisonous phantom tongues that 

have defined me and have defined my past and are in control of 

my future, stands something fierce and frightening.  Bewildering.  An 

unfamiliar potency.  It could be cast of iron, it feels that powerful.   

Only it offers no fancy promises or hallowed rewards.  And I’m  

figuring it might even provoke hell itself.  But I am so exhausted 

from carrying the agony of disgrace, from crouching low to 

the ground so I won’t be seen, that I know it’s time to brave its  

presence.  And rationally answer the question it has posed.  

Look, dearest, I’ve been driven by panic my whole life; by now 

you know this.  Rational has to be learned.  Like reading.  With con-

centration, step by conscious step.  First, though, I have to remind 

myself that rational is a choice, not a sin.  Even though I am  

taunted by the full weight of guilt as if the accusing finger of GOD 

HIMSELF is poking my face, I tell myself this is only a sensation,  

just emotional turmoil, and I have to resist the temptation to 

succumb to the hoax of surrender.  It is not a warning of truth that 

I have to acquiesce to.  It will pass.   Keep standing.   Damn it.  Keep 

standing.   And think!

So I do:  I am not a child.  I was not born a lamb — I was shamed  

into being one.  My brain works.  It’s time for logic.  OK, emotional 

bravery doesn’t come natural to me; I know that.  But so what? It’s 

a skill.  A mental muscle that can be developed.  And honed.  I’m 

uncomfortable.  This hurts.  I feel as if I just downed a loaf of bread 

whole and now it’s wedged between my lungs and gut, as dense as a 
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block of wood, its splinters stabbing velvety membrane.  But I have 

to brave the steps.  I have to move.  Forward.  Take action.  Answer 

hard, hard questions.  Brave the answers.  So…  

Who the fuck are GOD, JESUS, and  “THE AUTHORITIES”?  

The answer is so simple, so fluid, that it unfolds as easily as petals  

bathing in the summer dawn.  GOD, JESUS, and “THE AUTH-

ORITIES” are imposed beliefs.  They’re nobodies.  Big nobodies 

pushed on me by bigoted nobodies.  

Here I am, caught in midair — this unearthed reality somer-

saulting, swooping inside me, nudging my stagnant parts.  An 

entire life spent cringed beneath the fists of the nobodies; bowing 

to the nobodies; trying to plead my way into being at least a 

small somebody; striving to sacrifice my way out of sin so that 

the nobodies will take me into their hearts, validate my goodness, 

and grant me absolution from…from…from whatever it is they 

convict me of.  Five plus decades on my knees.  All that wasted 

time.  All I didn’t do.  All I couldn’t do because I was feverishly 

praying for all manner of good, including relief from my repulsive 

humanity — pleading to be sanitized and molded into pure, worthy 

graciousness.  Begging to be erased in exchange for a hygienic, 

plastic figurine adorned with a lovely smile.  Though I did pull off 

the lovely painted-on smiles.

Really, my rage should be ratcheting up right now, ballooning 

like the steam from the hot water I’m wasting.  Instead, I am 

strangely composed.  As if I’ve gathered all my belongings and just 

stepped off a train onto solid earth.  I feel my eyes drop into a steady 

gaze, and in the tradition of my mother long before despair sucked 
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the last of her spirit and bent her into a shadow, one eyebrow auto-

matically arches to survey what is directly before me.  And that 

would be an image of bigoted nobodies stretching into the far 

beyond.  Damn …that’s a lot of bigots to beg for approval.   And look 

at those bigots; don’t they just multiply like rabbits?  And here I am 

without time on my side.  

Right here is where I should cue the harp music and start  

singing, if only my brain weren’t buzzing from the electrical shock  

and I could carry a tune.  That and the music I hear has nothing to  

do with harps or hymns or anything I tried to find on bended knees,  

hands folded in serious prayer.   The music I hear has but one refrain: 

WHO THE FUCK ARE THEY— THEY’RE NOBODIES.  And 

it is music as sweet as any that could roll off the tongues of angels or 

purr from the strings of a harp.  

~ ~ ~

A sledgehammer is how I think of that night, demolishing my 

delusions of rescue and booting me about as far away from any halo 

as the word fuck could take me.  It had nothing to do with sponta-

neous healing or the rushing in of saving grace.  I stopped waiting 

that night.  And bled from the sorrow of it.  Mourning deeply the 

loss of hope for rescue.  Furious that this agony dredged from the 

past was unaffected by prayer, sacrifice, or obedient works.  Livid 

that the smiles that I thought had protected me all my life had  

actually never protected me at all.  

What I had left after the steam dissipated into the walls was 

the vision of stomping minions and the echoing declaration:  
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WHO THE FUCK ARE THEY—THEY’RE NOBODIES.  Now 

what the hell was I supposed to do with that? Plus, nice old ladies 

do not bandy about the f-bomb unless they’re in nursing homes 

restrained in wheelchairs, and due to a mushing of the brain, 

relieved of all social constraints.  Only to be chastised by aides —  

“Oh, Marie, don’t say that.  You don’t mean that”— while the 

embarrassed old fogy kids make excuses for mama’s trash mouth: 

“She’s not in her right mind.  My mother never talked like that.”  

As if they know… 

I am uncomfortable claiming mystic connections and special 

dealings with spirits, though every day I sense them standing just 

beyond reach — kindred women crowded shoulder to shoulder, 

heavy with silence, watching intently, wailing soundlessly.   I witness 

them, guilt trussed to their swaybacks, creeping fearfully, obedi-

ently — unheard, unseen — along the borderlines of their own lives; 

crushed by the verbal garbage of strangers; shrewdly demeaned into 

submission to an omnipresent, all-powerful, judgmental almighty 

mythicized by big nobodies hankering to be very big somebodies.   

They encircle me: living women, dead women.   I know all their 

names.   Their faces rise even in my dreams.  Women suffering in 

silence.  Who dare not transgress.  Women so ashamed.  Beggar 

women.  Haunted women.  Pushing.  Pressing.   Wanting …wanting…

what?  To hear their own voices?  I don’t know.  Only that their hol-

lowed eyes reach out in a way I cannot explain while their arms 

remain tethered to their sides.

They are, same as I, women woven into altar cloths, denied the 

simple, clear, beautiful truth of their own authority.   They, too, are 
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trained mutes; disregarded collateral damage sacrificed for paltry 

excuses; strapped to grueling traditions; consigned to the back-

ground.  I am intensely affected by these beautiful, silenced women, 

as plagued as I was by what is unspeakable, caught in the strange 

purgatory of unrest and longing, lacking the knowledge and skill to  

decipher what is true from what is imposed and the self-permission  

to acknowledge the forbidden.  Beautiful women stuck in thick 

swamp gas that won’t lift.

Should at last the hearts of these beautiful women melt 

for the destruction of their own potential and that of all the girls 

and women they love, and should they realize the necessity and 

liberty of speaking truth, theirs would be the true voices of angels. 

I imagine them raucous, fearless, clamoring over one another, 

excited to share lessons learned; and me, the forever grateful, forever 

indebted student to their wise counsel and boisterous encourage-

ment.  Picture it: these beautiful, kindred women surrounding me —  

so deadened now — revived by the power of their own spirits, 

abandoning the background and staking claim to the foreground.  

Such imaginings, though, are serious, destructive whimsy 

capable of hijacking my own blossoming spirit.  Despite my affinity 

for these beautiful women, I have to maintain a distance; otherwise, 

the fear they are infected with will unfurl its tentacles and snake its 

way back up my spine and there I’ll be again on my knees begging 

GOD for mercy and believing that the five-pound box of Hershey 

chocolate beckoning from a shelf at Costco is divine intervention: 

an amazing — and how thoughtful ! — answer to my prayers.

Yet I’m pulled toward this stonewall of woman silence.   And I 
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still strain to hear even the slightest trace of wise and sage teachings  

from these beautiful women — they must possess profound knowl-

edge they could reveal.  But they remain dead silent, ramrod stiff.   

Refusing to speak? Unable to speak? I want them to confirm for 

me in words that I am called to believe in myself.  That I am to trust 

my own whisperings, depend on my own spirit, listen as it speaks 

truth beneath all noise.  They withhold from me spoken validation 

of the greatest shocker of my new, unfolding life — that it is not the 

multitudes of hostile adoptees, self-aggrandizing “authorities,” haters, 

and small-minded cowards destroying me.  It is not them.  It is me.   

I am destroying myself.  

If only these beautiful women of my personal universe would 

reach out their learned hands and unlock their lips; affirm that the 

big-mouthers, delusionals, and predators are not living in my world 

but that I am living in theirs, clutching the false belief that I have no 

choice.  But the beautiful women just stare silently.  I yearn for their 

wisdom, to hear their dulcet voices impart truths I am struggling to 

discern: Don’t you see, dearest, I imagine them murmur in a collective 

sigh, you are living in the world concocted by the big-mouthers, the delu-

sionals, and the predators and railing at its unfairness, assuming that you 

have to stay in it even though you own the power to unshackle yourself and 

waltz away.  But the beautiful women remain silent.  

Should they speak, the beautiful women could demonstrate 

how I walked — unarmed — straight into Jason the Reporter Boy’s 

den, risking my safety on the services of a rattlesnake and then 

crying in outrage when it sinks its fangs into my wound.  They 

could explain that I dragged no more than failed hope into his 
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pit, too docile to stipulate explicit limits and boundaries, then 

screeching when a hack reporter did what a hack reporter does.  As 

if it could have turned out any other way, the beautiful women would 

say, reminding me that I can’t claim rookie mistake since I’d entered 

such a pit before.  Remember? I do remember: another reporter,  

Asian gorgeous, Asian graceful.  I was shriveled into myself then as 

well, like a beggar woman pleading for permission to walk on the 

dirt, frozen silent, physically unable to squeak out the words neces-

sary to demand certain courtesies … hoping, hoping… desperate for 

her compassion, missing the daggers, the blood on the tips of her 

fingernails as she recited from her rehearsed script and prepared 

her attack.  Then the exact same consequences.  But the beautiful 

women say nothing; they stare at me in empty silence.  

I wish the beautiful women would speak, because there is 

something I need to know.  Only it’s embarrassing.  And vulgar.   

Skidding along the heels of hell and launching from its dust, crass 

and uncouth.  Likely to incur raised eyebrows and the sneer of 

reproach from “the authorities” for lacking modesty and grace.  

I am really of no mind to suffer the pretensions of the imperious,  

but woman support could help me to stay upright so I don’t slip 

and get trapped once again beneath the stink of polished arrogance.   

I have endured the sinister punishment of rapes and the dark  

lashings of sexual assault, and there’s no modesty or grace in such  

violation.  That dismemberment robs a girl of all hope for elegance, 

destroys forever her sense of dignity.  A girl raped is stripped not 

only of her clothing but of her innocent beauty forevermore and 

is thrust aside, dirtied and disgraced.  So, really, no possible utterance  
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I can come up with could outdo the filth that one person can 

commit on another — filth then flaunted at the girl by social 

hornets as a debt she can never repay.  

Then again, I’d keep my foul mouth shut if I didn’t know 

that courageous women are tough, not given to blushing and 

flinching; that women of courage are adamant that the abuses girls 

and women suffer are not to be dismissed or minimized.  But I do 

know.  I’ve seen courageous women in the distance.  I’ve heard their 

voices.  I’ve read their powerful words.  I know the common threads 

that knit all women together, despite what remains unspoken.  And 

I know also that the beautiful women surrounding me have silently 

suffered terrible abuses as I have, so they must know the answers 

to important questions.  Such as… gulp…where does WHO THE 

FUCK ARE THEY—THEY’RE NOBODIES fit in a world of 

smiley-face stickers, fluffy grandmas, and homemade apple pie? 

Of course, the beautiful women do not answer, leaving me to 

muse how they’d dazzle me with their exquisite wisdom if they 

would talk: Dearest, they’d say, WHO THE FUCK ARE THEY—

THEY’RE NOBODIES is a statement; a declaration.  A flashlight.  

 A well-honed machete capable of slashing through briar and gristle 

and vagrant cultural systems.  Sharp enough to slice off vestments and 

robes.  And to slay tormentors.  WHO THE FUCK ARE THEY—

THEY’RE NOBODIES is a magnifying glass and a telescope.  WHO 

THE FUCK ARE THEY—THEY’RE NOBODIES is a weapon: a 

formidable tool, dearest, that will tell you what you need to know.  

I’d sit back then, absorbing the muscle and daring of these wise, 

kindred women; inhaling their acute perceptions like brisk salt air; 
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fortifying my spirit with theirs; coddling their strength inside my 

body until it becomes my own.  I envision these beautiful women 

showing me how to step out of the world of hostile adoptees, self-

aggrandizing “authorities,” haters, and small-minded cowards.  I see 

them pointing to my power, fiercely championing self-authority, 

challenging me to turn around and walk away from the world that 

I think I am chained to.  Daring me to embrace the knowledge that 

I am not bound forever to shame, obedience, sucker-punch aggres-

sion, and the folklore of forgiveness — which is just a terrorist plot 

anyway, they would chuckle.  The beautiful women would dare me 

to get up off my knees.

Wait. Forgiveness is a terrorist plot? Folklore? Wait wait wait.   

Did I hear correctly?  Even if I didn’t, I feel the easing of my shoulders 

and all five feet two inches of knotted tendons and fibers relaxing 

one after the other as what I’ve long suspected aligns with that 

transformative confirmation, even with its demented twist that, as 

it turns out, is not demented at all.  I would be splat-on-the-ground 

amazed at the wisdom of these women, at their voices unmuzzled, 

rising and falling with telling.  

Forgiveness, dearest, the beautiful women would assure, is an 

excruciating burden imposed on a victim of violence, a perpetuation of that 

violence — it amounts to forcing a cancer victim to forgive her cancer when 

she’s battling to save her life.  Like waving a pack of Marlboros in front of 

her face while she’s vomiting from chemo.  Asking her if she forgives ciga-

rettes for her misery.   What’s to forgive? Cancer is out to kill you; a pred-

ator is out to destroy you.  That’s their mission, at all times.  This isn’t 

about a relationship that needs to be healed.  It’s about getting rid of the 
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cigarettes.  Getting rid of the cancer.  Getting rid of the predator.  

Culling from their experiences, the beautiful women would 

pronounce: Forgiveness is just a taming technique, dearest; a way to 

dismantle a woman, to ensure her fight is always against herself.  There’s 

nothing noble about forgiveness — it’s naive self-abuse.  Emotional peace 

comes with disengagement.  Transcend your obsession with forgiveness.

I would catch them glancing at each other in mutual, blasé 

knowing as they say to me: Don’t worry; you’re not going to hell — we 

don’t want to ruin your illusion, dearest, but you’ve already been there.  

I would hear, then, the peal of their laughter and would witness, for  

real, woman camaraderie.  These beautiful women know that personal 

power is mine to claim.  That it is not only my birthright but my 

birth-necessity.  I am here to create and ensure a life of dignity and 

worth.  I am in charge of my spirit, of awakening it, of exerting it.  

All this is a faint undertone embedded in the stillness.  None of  

the beautiful women encircling me speak.   They stand in stoic 

silence, stunted pillars staring, eyes dulled to near blindness.  I do not  

like being hit in the head with a brick, but at this moment that is 

what it feels like as I stare at them, searching their faces.  They look 

a lot like grim reapers in housedresses and pin curls; a few in baggy 

stretch pants — not a strand of spandex anywhere; a blonde or two; 

some with skin as slack and creased as tired leather, others with 

complexions smooth enough to do a peach proud; tones ranging 

from milk pale to smoky bronze; a few of average weight, but most 

are obese, some morbidly so.  All of them are somber.  

Dearest, somebody has to be at the top of the crazy scale, and 

I’m guessing you’re glad it’s me and not you.  Because entertaining 
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these cheerless, beautiful women as if they are literally standing right 

in front of me — which they are, but I won’t argue minutiae — has 

all the earmarks of craziness.  Controlled loony has its artistic advan-

tages.  Unleashed loony?  That can land you in a sideshow getting 

poked with sticks.  Where I could seriously be headed.  Since I am 

about to speak to these sad, beautiful women.  Out loud.  

My obsessive worry to understand is the only thing keeping 

my mouth shut.  I have to be certain.  So I study the beautiful, sad  

women as I scrutinize their sincerity with my one eyebrow arched 

up to my hairline as a mental reminder to cling to my inner 

skeptic.  I could fall through the ice here, lured by sappy imagery, 

swindled by creative mind games.  What if I plunged backward in a 

fit of evangelist rapture, quaking and praising in tongues, convinced 

that I’m tuned into the spiritual radio waves of the emotionally 

missing only to wake up in my bed to discover I’ve been conned by  

a nightmare? Honestly, what I am seeing could be a mental 

mirage.  Because I simply cannot fathom how what I am now seeing 

due to that brick to the side of my head can possibly be true.  

Clouds float. Buddhist monks levitate, the rumor goes. I do 

neither, but right now I feel as if I’m airborne, suspended above 

ground by sheer amazement, fuzzy from the strangeness of a  

stubborn conviction melting within the scorch of spontaneous  

combustion. If I didn’t know better, I’d think the floor just gave  

way and I simply don’t have enough sense to fall down. Crazy 

feels crazy. The notion of connecting with ghosts is about as  

crazy as it gets, unless you’re doing a reality show — then the  

crazier the better.  But this is real life, and these aren’t ghosts 
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standing before me; these are real women — some who passed 

wordlessly, bullied until their last moments into sacrifice, and many 

currently trapped in the stupor of emotional silence while making 

nice.  I don’t have an explanation for this visceral commune with  

women so depressed that they are rendered invisible.  But they are not  

invisible to me.  Maybe it is their invisibility — or my invisibility — 

 that forges this mysterious connection.

All my life I have yearned to be taught untold truths by 

kindred women, mentored by their wisdom so that my life could 

be easier, so that I could breeze through on the wings of their  

bequeathed knowledge and, thanks to them, achieve the unattainable  

with a typewriter, a Virginia Slims dangling from my lips, and Godiva  

truffles to celebrate my victories.  I’ve boiled with resentment at their  

silence; sat on my hands so I wouldn’t shake them senseless while 

they dished out whimsical clichés stolen from Hallmark or last  

Sunday’s homily, or as they stared blankly into outer space instead 

of acknowledging the horrors right in front of them.  I’ve despised 

the view of their backs strung together with yellow bones dashing 

away from my fingertips.  I’ve racked family history for snippets of 

women courage I could lean on but found only kitchen-table jokes.  

They choose weakness.   They allow abuse.  And by choosing weakness  

for themselves, by allowing themselves to be abused, they advocate 

its acceptance and celebrate submission to abuse as a sacrifice that all 

girls and all women must make.  These are acts of deliberate cruelty  

inflicted by obedient females on every female they know, including 

me. This is what I see.  So this is what I believe, fervently.  I am 

immovable from this conviction, fossilized inside anger so dense 
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toward these kindred women that I am immune to all reason and 

logic and the sweet air I could breathe if only I would stop huffing 

and puffing fire.  

Until the brick.  And the hardened fury I use to punish 

women for their weakness, for their subservience — just as I punish 

myself — begins to slowly crumble away.  I am dazed by what I see 

remaining: a naked figure kneeling in the rubble.  I am stunned by 

her sagging shoulders.  Staggered by her aspirations hanging like 

burnt threads over her sunken chest.  I want to blink all this away, 

hurl it back into oblivion so I don’t have to know.  So I can hold on  

to the targets of my righteous anger.  It is much easier to call the 

women surrounding me stubborn and withholding than to look 

into the ashes of their pain.  

They stare through me, expressionless, like ghosts who don’t 

know they’re dead, who don’t know they’ve been destroyed.  How 

can it be that the beautiful women I believed so knowledgeable, so 

willfully stingy with their knowledge, are in fact broken — have 

actually been blinded, just as I was, to their own capability for intel-

lect; to their own ability for mastery; to their tremendous potential 

for artistry; and to their own strength, to their right to make their 

own way? 

Please … I need to sit down from the shock of this.  Somebody 

bring the smelling salts.  How can I have been this wrong? How 

is it that these women do not know obvious, self-evident truths? 

I thought I was the only one who wasn’t privy to the handy 

instruction booklet.

You don’t know, do you?  You really don’t know the truth.  I whisper 
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this into the stricken ether, to the women whose faces are so 

familiar but whose spirits have always been so detached.  You don’t 

see.   You really don’t see.

All this time I believed the beautiful women surrounding me 

knew truths I did not know and simply chose weakness.  Chose 

abuse. But I’ve been horribly wrong.  All these women were bred 

to be detached from their spirits; lips sewn together; to be seen and 

not heard.  They inherited abuse, and powerlessness is its legacy.  I am 

their kin.  

Hold up one hand and give or take a finger; that’s how many 

times I’ve been intoxicated.  That was in my twenties, but I still 

remember the wooziness, the other-worldly sensation of my head 

bobbing along like an inflated balloon independent of my shoulders.  

Here I am again minus the whiskey sours and the brain fog.  Just 

beyond this screen of heady shock, I see clarity sitting in its certain 

light — the beautiful, kindred women surrounding me do not see 

their own beauty or know their own power or worth; they do not 

know they are entitled to their own personal authority.  The beautiful 

women surrounding me do not know any other way to be except 

obedient and silent, as they were mistaught.  All along I needed 

answers to questions that they were forbidden to ask.  I needed to 

know how they survived abuses they had no name for, abuse they 

were never permitted to acknowledge even as they live haunted by 

its inescapable devastation.  I needed from them wisdom that they 

were forbidden to acquire.  I needed to benefit from an education 

they were not permitted to obtain.  Like me, like my mother, the 

beautiful women did not survive abuse; the abuse survives them.  
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There’s a sagging exhaustion that comes with knowing truth, a  

ferocious pull to crawl under the covers and hide from it.  But I don’t  

have the time or the tolerance for collapsing and burrowing.  

 Anyway, exhaustion is no competition for the ferocity of panic —  

the manic terror warning me that I am going to forget what I’ve 

battled to learn.  So I need a soapbox, and … oh yeah … a gigantic 

sandwich board emblazoned with I AM MY OWN AUTHORITY  

in neon so I won’t forget so I won’t forget so I won’t forget not to return to 

the self-slaughter of obedience and fear and silence.  Because I can’t 

trust my own resolve, and any simple falter could mean annihilation,  

since “the authorities” will slink their way back into my head and 

summon the devil while I’m down.  And under the law of fear, I’ll  

be demure and smiling and serving dinner to hostile adoptees, self- 

aggrandizing “authorities,” haters, and small-minded cowards even  

though I don’t cook.  Excluding drugs, alcohol, and copious amounts  

of food to blunt invasive psychological attacks, what remains is a 

lobotomy, and that’s a bit messy for my taste.  So, what’s wrong with 

a little garish pandemonium to drown out authoritarian rhetoric? 

Naturally, I never imagined that brick…

Except for necessary purposes that might arise when living 

in the backwoods or beneath the hands of unholy idiots, I do not 

advocate violence, and that includes all metaphorical bricks to the 

side of a tender head.  But it did take a brick to dislodge my mis-

taken belief that weakness and abuse are chosen.  A belief shaped and 

fostered by the women I know with their adherence to woman-

silence; a mistaken belief never disputed — I don’t mind, it’s only verbal  

abuse; or, it didn’t hurt  — by any silent woman I have ever known.   
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Until now.  And this circle of women, crowded shoulder to shoulder, 

watching me intently, speaking thunderously with their deadened 

eyes.  Their heavy, collective silence closes the void between us.  They 

are in my face, wailing soundlessly, wheezing moisture on my skin.  I 

witness them creeping fearfully, obediently, in the background of 

their lives, of the lives of others.  I see them.  And I see now my own 

failure to understand.  The beautiful kindred women surrounding 

me are my mentors; they are the powerful teachers I have always 

longed for: beautiful, intelligent women — dead silent, ramrod stiff, 

unable to speak — reach out their ghost fingers to mentor me.  

I look into their eyes.  I listen intently.   I will learn, damn it…

and not forget.  When my unhealable bruises are clobbered and 

I can’t help whimpering, I have that formidable tool WHO THE 

FUCK ARE THEY —THEY’RE NOBODIES to help me pull 

myself up off my knees.  

And I have my beautiful silenced mentors to coach me.  Using 

their silence, they speak piercingly, movingly.  I am in the presence 

of women determined to be seen.   And heard.
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CHAPTER 8_______________

Norman Rockwell Didn’t Paint  

the Women I Knew

I come from the 1950s and have a very bad attitude about the 

retro infatuation that has overgrown girly girls prancing around in 

cat-eye specs and polka-dotted swing dresses and cutesy ponytails  

like they’re in I Love Lucy, in complete ignorance of the reality of the  

lives of the women who sweated in those getups for real.  Drop the act  

and read history, I want to shout.  Except there’s little history recorded 

by the women lost to row houses, stifling bungalows, and cheap tract 

housing who were consigned to the background of that excessively 

glamorized mid-century era.  The women I knew didn’t prance or 

tell.  They silently plugged away jammed inside rubber girdles and 

smeared with pancake makeup that dripped off their cheeks into 

buckets of hot, sudsy water with each dip of the scrub brush.

Educated, academic women wrote books, I suppose, but I never 

heard about them.  The women whose writings I read were Betty 

Crocker, who, as I came to find out, was a caricature dreamed up by 

bureaucrats, and the women writing in the pages of True Romance, 

though I can’t be sure now if that mush was written by women or  

closeted gay men expressing their tendencies for the dramatic 

without fear of repercussions.  All this leads me to push for a regula-

tion stating that no one may indulge in 1950s fantasy unless they 

actually lived in that time period and are stuck there, or unless every 
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time they swoon over polka dots they pledge to repeat, “Norman 

Rockwell lied.”

Dearest, I don’t know about your upbringing or the circles you 

played in, but in my orbit of postwar suburbia, my family of origin 

was ruled by a steel-fisted tyrant in a shirt and tie and “the men 

in black dresses.” My father and the Catholic Church pretty much 

controlled what I did, what I thought, and what I ate.  Since I detest 

fish in all forms, I am especially bitter about Fridays and all those 

smelly fish sticks and how the rules were changed, and now I’m not 

getting any credit for choking down what amounted to rancid cat 

food.

Ah, yes…the 1950s.  A time when all men, from the simple-

minded to the brutal, had authority over vaginas.  But ownership —  

the pride of it — belonged to “the men in black dresses.”  Vaginas are 

property of the Catholic Church, and every vagina was expected to 

go to work and breed, and the woman attached to it was compelled 

to be grateful for the privilege of being used.  Kids, that was the 

thing — lots of them.  We were gifts from GOD as if we should’ve 

been ferried about on ceremonial rickshaws and fed sacred cows.   

Except nobody that I knew — the frocked included — even liked 

kids, much less revered us for being the images and likenesses of the 

Catholic God himself who created us from his own loins.  Wanting 

kids was never the point.  What counted was numbers. Big ones.   

And sperm.  In Catholic world, there is only one approved recep-

tacle for sperm: a vagina.  There will be none of that spilling-of-

seed-on-the-ground stuff.  Squandering sperm, rolling it up in 

scratchy toilet paper, flushing it away, and …oops, there goes little 
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Jesus… It’s a sin many a “too tired” Catholic wife’s soul is still 

burning for.  

Kids were the enemy second only to Communists.  Though 

probably not to my mother, who was never ordered to breed Com-

munists — just as many snot-nosed baby Catholics as her body 

could possibly produce.  In fact, spending time with the Com-

munists would’ve been a vacation for her.  There was no vacation 

from rotten kids.  Or from having them.  Or from “the men in black 

dresses” who laid down the law of sacrifice and obedience.  They 

lived in my mother’s head, “the men in black dresses”— their god, 

their church, their decrees.  None of it belonged to her.  All of it was 

imposed.  Except for St.  Jude, the patron saint of hopeless cases, to 

whom she was devoted but who never, as far as I could see, did 

much more than grin back at her from a prayer card.  

~ ~ ~

She falls to her knees, my mother, in a tumult of tears and the high 

squeaks of desperation, begging “the man in a black dress” for permission 

to use contraception: rubbers, vinegar douches, anything but the rhythm 

method that got her pregnant the last time.  She’s exhausted.  She can’t 

have any more kids.  There’s no money.  Her husband…he’s not Catholic.   

Please.  Please.  Can’t he see? She’s dying.  

~ ~ ~

So what if her uterus should decide to collapse and flop out of  

her vagina and press against golf-ball-sized hemorrhoids cinched in  

barbed wire drooping from her rear? So what if she lay at the bottom  
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of a dark, thick swamp inside herself ? So what if kids drained the 

life from her? So what if my mother — young, earth warm, and 

flowing with never-to-be-seen promise — was cheapened to a pro-

creating corpse? So what? My mother’s legs were always to be avail-

able to spread for Jesus.

I want to stretch my arms back across all those years, warm my 

mother’s fear-frozen hands in mine, and draw her to her feet.  Tell 

her that she does not have to stoop penis-level before “the men in 

black dresses” and beg for entitlement to her own body that they 

will never grant…never.  Then I would tell her that it was never 

theirs to grant; that her body was always hers but they simply led 

her to believe that it was not.  Of course, she would not trust me.  

 Because hell was real.  Their hell was real — twisting-in-the-flames 

real.  Mom, I would say, did you forget? “The men in black dresses” already 

condemned you to hell.  How many times can one woman be sent there?  

Is using rubbers going to make the flames hotter somehow? 

In the eyes of the Church, Pat Allen was condemned.  Sure she 

was a faithful Catholic, cowering to all their rules.  But she’d slipped 

and done the unforgivable — something to do with the misstep of 

love and a disallowed marriage.  How quickly the accusing fingers 

pointed straight to the door.  “The men in black dresses” excommu-

nicated my mother; forbid her to partake in the holy sacraments;  

shunned her for sins of the flesh.  Should she die, even while 

birthing another kid into the Church, there would be no Last Rites, 

no consecrated ground available for her bones.  Jesus Christ and his 

thoughts and feelings as sermonized by the church will come first; 

otherwise, you’re out of there.   And she was.  
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“The men in black dresses,” whose doctrine had been nailed 

into her heart since childhood — the religion she’d lived and 

breathed and feared and then fell short of — exiled my mother to a 

punitive wasteland, setting her adrift unarmed, completely depen-

dent on them for spiritual and emotional survival with no ability to  

disentangle herself from their misteachings so she might create 

peace for herself.  It’s dirty, sacramental tyranny, to break a woman 

like that — someone so fragile; someone who’d suffered terrible, 

frightening sexual abuses at the hands of both women and men.  It 

stinks of predators and the seasoning and conditioning of prey; the 

demand of submission; then naming their slick, coerced obedience 

free will, all the while insisting on gratitude.  My mother didn’t know 

that  “the men in black dresses”  had her trapped in complete psy-

chological reliance and had banished her, knowing full well there 

was no place for her to go.  But they knew.  Their mission was not to 

set her free.  Their mission was her misery.  

However, “the men in black dresses” did allow her to watch 

from the sidelines as an adulteress rightly shamed by the properly 

Catholic — the whore driven out of the respectable crowd but given 

permission to watch them party.  So my mother watched Sunday 

after Sunday, at eight o’clock Mass; holy day after holy day — third 

pew back, her spit-and-polished bastards in tow — while “the men  

in black dresses” kept delivering their underhanded punishment,  

denying her all comforts of the living Jesus, depriving her of the 

consolation of forgiveness, reminding her always of her disgrace.   

She swallowed their cruelties without complaint, repeatedly sub-

jecting herself to their contempt as if she’d murdered Jesus with her 
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bare hands wrapped around the smoking gun and now was frantic 

for mercy.  Which was never going to be given no matter how many 

dainty rosaries she clutched to her breast and prayed hour after 

hour, day after day.  And St.  Jude, her patron saint of hopelessness? 

My mother could’ve used all those thousands of hours she’d wasted 

begging him for relief that never arrived on coming up with a cure 

for cancer.  Or creating artistic masterpieces.  Or at the very least, 

plotting certain revenges and getting rich off the book and movie 

rights after the deeds were done.

~ ~ ~

She favors dresses with billowy skirts fashioned from crisp fabric 

brightened by spring florals that a woman of humble means could 

get cheap at a discount mart or sew up herself for next to nothing 

if she found good remnants.  And open-toe high heels, not for the 

sex appeal but on account of her big toe always being sore.  Many 

decades gone and still I can hear the swish of cotton against seamed 

nylons.  I wish I couldn’t hear the leaden, slow tap of her narrow 

heels trudging along the concrete path, echoing past a miniature  

Our Lady of Sorrows who stands frozen in a milk-white pose of eternal 

sadness.  

I watch her, a slight girl-woman in her early twenties,  

plod toward the gothic doors on her way to beg.  All that protects her  

is the thin veneer of her beauty enhanced with ruby lipstick and cherry 

rouge.  Concealed beneath is a fear so heavy that it must feel like a 

sandbag slung across her shoulders.  In those years she still had a lovely, 

genuine smile.  But her smile on this day will be strained, forced for the 
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attempt of softening the heart of “a man in a black dress.” And self-

conscious, since instead of bothering to just fill a few cavities, her dentist 

pulled out every tooth in her head and fixed her up with an ill-fitting set 

of false teeth that she wished look real but don’t.  For good measure, she 

fortified herself with a spritz of Evening in Paris toilet water in hopes…in 

hopes.  In desperate hope…

~ ~ ~

Seriously, how much hope can there be for an uneducated, 

religiously condemned young woman with no teeth? And no 

concept of basic human rights?  Where would an obedient woman, 

emotionally intimidated into peering at the leather shoes of “the  

men in black dresses” through downcast eyes, ever find the courage 

to challenge such power? And what hope is there that “the man in 

a black dress” will allow her possession of her own body, even if she 

is magazine lovely and smells pretty and falls to her knees and begs? 

That’s right: there isn’t any.

~ ~ ~

So she goes back to work pushing out more kids she does not want, 

forever deprived of the freedom and consolation that come with the under-

standing that “the men in black dresses” were among her abusers.  My 

mother will never recognize that they created hell, terrified her with its 

flames, grabbed her by the vagina, and tossed her in.  She thinks she’s 

lucky that at least they let her attend Mass.  And that they permitted her 

bastards to receive the sacraments.  

~ ~ ~
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Norman Rockwell didn’t paint the women I knew.  He 

ignored them.  They didn’t merit a brushstroke on his canvas.  But 

they were there, hidden underneath his big happy-family mirages: 

voiceless women.  Women punished by pregnancy.  For whom a  

missed period called down intense, wordless grief.  Women eroded  

down to the last licks of self-control from the constant clutch 

and tug of grimy fists on a limp housedress.  Who sometimes  

snapped.  Women sentenced to carry the load of servile work —  

work that racked up sins on Sundays when she was supposed to be 

still and honor Jesus.  Women embittered from physical and emo-

tional exhaustion.  Women disgraced by income so spare, so conspic-

uous, that dented canned goods and hand-me-downs sprouted like 

night weeds on the doorstep after dark.  Women suspended inside 

a realm of forged silence, engaged in undeclared cold war, secretly 

begrudging their lives.  Detesting the misuse of their body parts 

even if it was Jesus directing the action.  Women whose brains lay 

dormant.  Women cracking under the pressure.  

~ ~ ~

She tackles enormous, bottomless tubs of dripping wash with a finesse 

I marvel at, pushing polo shirts and overalls and frayed towels through the 

ringers with fingers alert, lest they be seized again and flattened beneath the 

mechanical rollers.  She didn’t complain about the pain the time it happened, 

but I saw it spread across her face; how it screwed her features into a knot; 

how she bit her lips white.  

Her pain terrified me.  Once, lugging piles of wet laundry up the steep 

cellar stairs, she fell backwards and landed on the basement floor — the 
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wicker basket, still overflowing with dripping wash, intact, balancing squarely 

in the center of her chest as if placed there for a grotesque photo op.  I stood 

frozen on the top step, staring down at her sprawled across the cement like 

a broken puppet.  I couldn’t breathe.  I thought she was dead.  She must’ve 

gotten up.  She always got up.  Always went outside carting that wash into 

the weather.  

Bundled in a heavy coat, pin curls swathed in a kerchief, feet 

drowning in galoshes, hands chapped raw always from disinfectant and 

steel wool, she pinned wet piece after wet piece across clotheslines stiff from 

icy winds.  Maybe that was her peace, her secret escape, because I think she 

dawdled out there, stringing that wash with such exact, devoted precision 

that today I would call it performance art.  I stared out the window, waiting 

for her.  We all waited for her.  We would not leave her alone.  We were always 

ready for her with our incessant, pounding needs; crying, whining for food, 

attention, new shoes; battling each other with fists and shrieks and spit.  

~ ~ ~

Not that I blame Norman Rockwell.  Even with his brushes and 

oils and eye for detail, he couldn’t paint a woman who had no face.   

And the women I knew didn’t have faces.  Or dreams.  They were 

moist vaginas and free-rent uteruses — the running joke being if she  

was too ugly, put a bag over her head.  They were blistered fingers  

and exhausted hands that provided the manual labor and were  

then expected to be folded in devout prayer.  They were knees —  

calloused from scrubbing grime off floors, bathtubs, baseboards —  

peeking out from aprons as if a half of a yard of flimsy cotton could 

hold the pieces of a woman together.  They were lumps, tight-walled  
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for days and days in a sheet, curled up at the edge of their beds,  

sobbing.  Until the they of the ditty, “They’re Coming to Take Me 

Away, Ha-haaa!” showed up and carted one of them off like a sack 

of fried wires.  They were shadows, cloistered behind deadbolts, safe  

from sound and visitors and all other unwelcome intrusions, win-

dows shuttered tight against any errant ray of natural light.  One lay 

motionless in the gloom, nursed by the sympathies of a washcloth 

cool on a fevered head, stricken daily with odd maladies transmitted 

directly into her bloodstream from the cheesy medical dramas flick-

ering across her black-and-white television set.  

They were nodding parrots, and targets at the bottom of the  

pecking order, easy bait for anyone looking to stoke a bad temper.  

 They were behinds sitting … and sitting…and sitting…in chairs 

soured from sweat disintegrating under them as they waited for  

Jesus, St.  Jude, the Blessed Mother, anyone to answer their prayers.  

 They were closet alcoholics shaking from delirium tremens passed  

off as “nerves,” rambling gibberish that made sense only to them.   

They were prescription drug users long before the official diagnoses 

of abuse.  

They were sodden anger and sharp tongues, and they could 

blindside a kid with a slap that would rattle her teeth and scatter her 

brain.  They were bitch wrath in black habits and starched wimples 

stapled to buzz-cut heads.  They were profound sadness.  Frozen 

smiles.  Vacant eyes.  They were self-inflicted violence: stinging hand-

prints reddening their own tender skin; bloody slashes waxed into 

visible scars.  They were “garbage guts” scoffing up whatever wasn’t 

nailed down back when binge eating equaled comfort and com-
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panionship, not a scary disorder.  They were bald patches where eye-

brows and hair gave up on growing back; they were vile self-insults 

hurled at their own hearts.  They were suicidal.  And I cringe saying 

this — homicidal — because I’ve seen days of reckoning arrive on 

the tail of aligned, broken stars.  

My mother was a woman — like all the women I knew —  

sacrificing herself to labor, tiptoeing between the demands and 

unchecked tempers of adult men and needy children.  Stealing 

across brittle, unstable nerves that at any moment could snap and 

spew molten anger at her, bombarding her with a tidal wave of 

guilt and blame.   And “the men in black dresses” and their ferocious 

appetite for the continued service of her body, an obsession that 

could never be satisfied, only defeated by menopause or internal 

disfigurement.  Norman Rockwell had no business spreading his 

homespun propaganda across glossy magazine covers when the 

women I knew needed relief, not bullshit.  

Eventually the women I know slip wordlessly into death or 

shrivel into old age yoked to a listless sadness that exasperates their 

children, fair-weather heroes, doctors, and the assorted professionals 

drafted to help, as if a faded woman is a deliberate, personal insult 

to them, a pox on their heroic competence.  We, who believe vehe-

mently in our ill-informed advice, blame her for being too stubborn 

to heed our direction, blame her for refusing to make an effort.  If 

only she’d listen to us, do what we say, she’d be better, healthier, 

happier; why, she’d be turning cartwheels down the street in no 

time, if only she’d just try.  

I never grasped that all her life, she had been trying…and 
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failing.  All her life, she’d been lectured.  All her life, she’d been face-

less.  And surrounded by us — exasperated children, fair-weather 

heroes, doctors, and assorted professionals — she still was.  She’d 

become our problem to solve.  Only she resisted; she balked.  So we  

grumble, determine her to be unreasonable. Unappreciative. Lazy. 

Why didn’t she see that we just want her to be happy? 

Why didn’t we see that we really wanted her to obey us — to 

live up to our memories; to conform to our expectations? Why 

didn’t we see that maybe it was us — maybe we didn’t know how 

to enjoy our lives with a defeated, unhappy old woman amongst us? 

Why didn’t we admit that we wanted her to make our lives easier by 

being nice, by being compliant? Why did we never pay attention to 

what such compliance might cost her? 

So, armed with brilliant solutions, the exasperated children, 

doctors, fair-weather heroes, and assorted professionals — those 

who were drafted to help — instead keep the aging woman faceless,  

belittle her routines and ways.  And attack! We cajole.  We lecture 

loud and long.  We grill her for the answers we want to hear.  We 

argue for reason.  We know we are right.  We challenge her to be 

strong — to eat better, exercise, read the classics, stop watching 

dumb TV all the time, and socialize! We sit on our hill of righteous-

ness.  We know what is good for her.  If she won’t do what we insist 

she needs to do, then she will just have to suffer the consequences 

for refusing to listen to reason.  So we snap, is that what you want, just 

to sit in that house all day by yourself, as if the comfort she gains from 

nesting indicts us for neglect.  This is how we punish disobedient old 

women.  But we don’t call it punishment, do we? We call it helping.  
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Never, dearest, did I imagine I would be punished in such a 

way.  I thought I was so different from the passive, broken females 

who were my role models, the women who bent over to receive 

orders and accept scoldings — orders and scoldings that they some-

times called down upon themselves it seemed.  Their weakness was 

a cold snake coiled around my heart; their surrender to obedience, 

their inertia, their boundless, flaccid anger fueled my private decla-

ration of war against a weighted invisible enemy.  

I had a face.  I worked at being strong, stable.  I challenged 

myself to be approachable.  Engaged.  Sensitive.  Open.  Accommo-

dating.  Levelheaded.  Dependable.  I worked to be so nice.  Always so 

nice.  But the time came when none of it mattered.  Because while 

I was emerging from the grave clothes of my past and getting the 

biggest buzz out of stretching my limbs and loving the new sen-

sation of warmth settling across my liberated shoulders, aging — at 

least its threat — caught up with me.   And as it had for so many 

elder women I knew, the day of punishment arrived.  Plunked itself 

right down in the midst of a lovely Sunday-morning breakfast and 

right then and there started to kick my ass.  

There was no getting away from how the accumulation of 

years had seriously gouged and loosened my flesh, but my priceless,  

miracle compensation was the “slender me” that had materialized  

out of the darkness and fat I’d been lugging about my entire life. 

Sure, I was bony.  So I had these sags that sixty-five extra pounds 

always plumped out.  But jeez…me, thin?  Yesssss! And I worked it.  

I would not give up thin without a fight. New eating habits.  

Serious exercise.  Lots more energy.  I was winning the fat-lady 
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battle.  Who knew this was possible? I had no idea this was one 

more red flag brandishing in a treacherous wind.

I’d stopped driving.  Too much aggravation.  Increasingly bad 

vision.  Too much combat with imbecile drivers.  By the time I got  

back from where I didn’t want to go, all my creative sensibilities  

that were only beginning to risk revealing their true intensity had 

vanished, along with the last vestiges of any good humor.  But 

admitting that I didn’t want to get behind the wheel anymore 

felt so selfish, so radical; what proper wife and mom, what proper 

grandmother, just stopped rushing and darting about as she’d always 

done? But I stopped anyway.  

And the noisy nighttime events I’d always been eager to attend 

were now an endurance test of racket and mayhem and sweaty 

bodies squished into tight, airless spaces; all the mouths flapping at 

once — a test I always failed.  Exhaustion replaced the fun.  I couldn’t  

gracefully screen my failure to enjoy them anymore, not even for 

the sake of motherly love.  Instead, I chose silken daytime pursuits  

and the luxury of staying home.   And the biting challenge of trans-

lating weighted silence into identifiable words and stringing them 

together into understandable sentences.  Because I raged over the  

invisible cruelties that had crippled me and so many women I knew. 

Focusing on the unseen, listening to its whispers, takes massive 

amounts of time and much of the steam I am able to generate.  I 

don’t smoke, do drugs, drink, or even overeat…mostly.  So, it’s just 

me and my fingers working with whatever unexpended energy 

is available.  Which is finite.  Proven by the fact that around two 

o’clock every afternoon, my mind disintegrates and I’m pretty 
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much a zombie.  Zombies needn’t drive.   And must not be expected 

to fraternize.  

The woman I always wanted to be, the woman once in hiding,  

was clawing to the surface, laying out her demands, challenging 

all restraints.   And wearing low-rise jeans.  I was daring to unleash 

my real self, discovering my feminine spirit.  Plus, I looked fabu-

lous.  But “scary skinny” is what I heard.  OK, I was uncomfortable  

and conflicted about the shifts in my daily living that began curbing 

my urgent sense of familial and social duty, but I was answering the 

fever and plea of dismissed female trauma wailing to be recorded. 

But ominous rumors of assorted afflictions began floating in the air 

like contaminated dust. Cancer? Anorexia? Depression?  Mental break-

down? 

At first I was amused.  Had somebody spied me eating moldy 

scraps out of the dumpster because, in my deranged state, mold  

canceled out calories so I could eat all the garbage I wanted and not 

gain an ounce? How did they find out I was hoarding dead cats? 

Anyway, what’s wrong with dumping the Clairol and letting the 

gray hair flow and grow past my shoulders to entice bats to take up 

residence in its tangled strands? 

Last I noticed, I was enjoying a newly enriched life.  Still, the 

day of punishment arrived.  “The exasperated”— armed with angry 

lectures, dire warnings, and blunt opinions — showed up to “help” 

me.  I became faceless — what I wanted, what I needed to do to 

support the renewal of my broken spirit, to integrate all the loose 

parts of myself, was irrelevant: I was in grave danger, in denial of my  

mental collapse, and seriously out of control.  I needed help, and 
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everyone knew it.  I became a problem to be dealt with.   An aging 

woman who’d lost her brain along with her youth.   An aging 

woman incapable of managing herself.   An aging woman starving 

herself to death.   An aging woman crawling into a cave to die.   A 

selfish old woman making everyone miserable.   An old woman in 

critical need of help.

Now, dearest, I hate clichés, aha moments, moments of truth,  

defining moments, turning points, tipping points, or anything  

pointing to a sentimental GOD moment when the clouds clear way 

and, oh look, there’s the sun.  But basically, that’s what happened.  

While I’m not going to waste energy fighting the annoying 

melodramatics of a light bulb bursting on inside my head, I’d 

like to, just on account of the principle that I don’t do light bulb 

moments — not that what I think ever mattered to a light bulb.  

When the ugly dust settled and I’d beaten myself up enough 

over my failures, both imagined and real; when I’d started wearing 

baggy clothes to hide what I’d thought was an amazing accom-

plishment, as I’d done when I was obese; after I realized that it was 

beyond pathetic to keep obsessing over paying a witch doctor to 

carve up my face to trade the repulsiveness I’d seen reflected in the 

eyes of “the exasperated” for a pug nose, wide-awake eyes, and lips 

rigged into a forever grin — that’s when my mother’s “I told you 

so” barged in and started pounding my head like a migraine stuck 

on pulsate:  How would you like it if everybody told you you’re too old?  

You’re too sick?  You don’t know what’s good for you?  You’re too old to 

do this?  You’re too sick to do that?  That’s how everybody sees me — old 

and sick.  
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It was one of the last coherent, personal thoughts she uttered to 

me before she gave up fighting and started waiting to die.  I looked 

at her then, her eyes watery with age and defeat, and I couldn’t bear 

her pain.  So I eagerly dismissed what she said, and with the forced 

cheer of those who have just enough maturity and experience to be 

cruel and dangerous, I insisted, “Mom, everybody just wants what’s 

best for you.  We just want you to be healthy and happy.” 

Shit! I was smack in the middle of the dreaded “what goes 

around comes around” scenario: everybody just wants what’s best for  

you.  We just want you to be healthy and happy.  Such familiar words.   

Ones I’d used over and over.  With my mother.  My mother-in-

law.   And who knows how many other aging females.  Now those 

same words were poison ivy rubbed into my own wrinkles.   This 

time it was me.  And in the light bulb’s glare, I saw the ravages of my 

own fear and ignorance wrapped like smoldering rags around the 

aging women who’d shared my life.  As much as I wanted to cling 

to my belief in my good intentions for helping the sad and listless 

women who hovered in my background, the tatters of something 

far more troubling remained.

I had understood nothing, nothing of the profound emotional 

burdens they’d borne silently their entire lives.  And I never wanted 

to.  I never saw their real faces, because I could not comprehend the 

nonstop throbbing of stale wounds that they should’ve gotten over 

long ago — hurts that I believed had no bearing on today.  I did not 

want to shoulder their persistent agony.   They had to forget about 

their misery and cheer up already.  How profoundly ignorant I was.  

Maybe if I had understood then that I was not responsible 
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for their pain, nor did dragging it about as my own improve a 

damn thing for them.  If I’d realized that I didn’t, in fact, possess 

the power to erase it, or the ability to stop old age from rushing 

toward them bearing futility, regrets, and harsh tidings, perhaps…

perhaps I could have offered them the consideration of bearing 

witness — a sisterhood of sorts.  Perhaps I could have looked into 

their eyes, respected their intellect, given credence to private matters 

of which I knew nothing, and appreciated them rather than yielding 

to my own fear of pain, of aging.  Perhaps I could have ditched the 

cheerleader act, stopped trying to sell them the sun, and accepted 

them as they were instead of as I willed them to be.  Maybe I could  

have acknowledged their reality as it was instead of as I wished it 

were, or as I insisted it was going to be once they got off their duffs 

and started doing those cartwheels again.  Perhaps if I had under-

stood that accepting the truth as it stands was loving them.  And 

tormenting myself on their behalf and then resenting them for my 

misery was abusive to both of us.

Their woman silence deceived me, misled me to see them only 

as indifferent and dutiful, there merely to attend to others.  I missed 

that these were intelligent women cursed with brains and nowhere 

to use them, their creativity doomed to perfecting menial chores 

and sucked out of their marrow by takers.  They did not express 

their opinions, so I assumed they didn’t have any.  They didn’t 

command respect or ask for personal privileges; they lived passively 

by the wants and demands of others, content to be patronized and 

mutely accepting cruelties.  

I assumed it was their choice.  I had no comprehension then 
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that they had no choice.  I never understood that independent 

thought and action are impossible in a subculture of obedience 

where all thoughts and behaviors are managed with authoritarian 

monologues that were packaged in threats and planted with great 

persuasion and exuberance by clerics, supported by society, and 

entrenched with compulsory rituals.  They were girls who were 

born into Catholicism, were taught subservience, and knew what 

awaited them if they sinned.  Not once did I recognize the impact 

of that imposed terror or imagine how they tormented themselves 

for their religious and personal failings — which were one and the 

same — even as I trudged the same path behind them.

Dearest, unless you believe without question that you will 

be damned to writhe in arcing flames should you fail the tenets 

of your faith, you cannot understand the control of a hair-trigger 

GOD dangling a blowtorch over your head.   And the enforcement 

power of the barricade of  “men in black dresses” keeping guard.   

No woman I ever knew would dare question the “men in black 

dresses,” much less sneak a peek under their finery.  But one day 

in the grip of such despair that Jesus didn’t look like much more 

than a plastic statue spit-stuck to a dashboard next to a Hawaiian 

lei and a pair of fuzzy dice, I figured I had nothing to lose.  I gritted 

my teeth, held my breath, lifted up the hem of that black dress, and 

peeked.  

The shock of what I saw landed me smack on my patooty, 

dazed as if I’d been walloped on the back of the head with the 

working end of a ball-peen hammer.  Except for a whiff of stink 

and a limp penis, nothing was there.  Nothing.  Nada.  Zip.  I expected 
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POWER—lightning bolts, strobe lights, the vibration and hum 

of important machinery, nuclear energy.  I expected GOD! God 

wasn’t there.  It was just a stupid penis.  All this time and all that was 

under that black dress was a stupid penis? My spirit, the spirits of 

the women I so loved, had been stolen by limp penises? Oh my 

God …  it was Oz behind the curtain.  

The holy clouds had been kicked out from under me.  If 

the devil had shown up offering me all the chocolate I could eat 

minus the calories in return for my emptied soul, I would’ve said, 

“Sounds good to me.”  Where’s a horse tranquilizer when you need 

one? Though I did have calming lavender spray: a few spritzes to 

induce soothing thoughts and elevated moods, as delightful as 

strolling through tranquil forests and babbling brooks — the claims 

are false.  A silver crucifix and rosary beads and some intense hymn  

chanting seemed like a good idea, or maybe a little sage burning.    

But I wasn’t convinced that voodoo practices were effective for 

scaring off the truth, anyway.

The truth petrified me.  Like it did all the women whose wake 

I drifted in.  And the truth, I thought, was that JESUS, GOD, and 

THE HOLY SPIRIT would be sending a plague my way for what 

I’d discovered under the black dress.  Sixty some years old and I 

was scared stiff that GOD was going to stick pins in me — first for 

peeking, then for spotting what I was not supposed to see: that the 

sacred authority of “the men in black dresses” existed only because 

I believed it; the only authority they possessed was what I granted 

them out of fear, out of loathing for myself, out of tradition.  Because 

they said, Jesus said.  Because I wanted what they professed to be true.   
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Because I’d earned my way to heaven, goddamn it.  I’d swallowed all 

their rhetoric and punished myself incessantly for my failures, and I 

was due a big payoff.  Goddamn it.  

I was instilled with a virulent form of Catholicism where grave 

consequences were dished out for not-so-grave sins.  For the mortal 

ones, the territory I was messing with, for poking around under the 

black dresses…? Dante’s imagination wasn’t fertile enough.  I figured 

I was swinging above the pit by a cord I’d wrapped around my own 

neck.  I expected severe consequences.  

Then the devil didn’t show up.  Neither did Jesus, flinging a 

curse of festering boils and oozing pustules my way.  I wasn’t clob-

bered with a heart attack, drowned in a flash flood, or sent to bed 

without dinner.  Though I flinched every time the phone rang, 

thinking, This is it; here it comes; some innocent has died because of 

me.   That didn’t happen either.  So there I was, reeling in a daze of 

amazement and confusion.  Never did I spend one day of my life 

without dreading harsh retribution for something or other.   At four 

years old, I avoided all cracks in the sidewalk.  One slip and my 

mother’s back would snap in half like a dried twig.   And if I acci-

dentally stepped on one — which I swear I never did — but if I 

thought I might have, I whipped myself up into a fever of prayer, 

begging GOD not to break my mother’s back because I stepped on 

a crack and didn’t mean to.  

So, what do you do when you realize you can stomp on every 

crack in every sidewalk from New Jersey to California and your 

mother’s spine won’t break in two? What do you do when the 

plague doesn’t show up?  When the world doesn’t end?  What do 
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you do when you see that you’ve been wrong all this time? 

There was no outrunning the light bulb now screwed into the 

empty socket in my head.  If visions count for anything, I saw empty 

white veils in silhouettes of women strewn out on strange sands 

before me — graceful, diaphanous husks fused to the shore, bil-

lowing in the flurry of each passing breeze.  Behind them, sudden 

dazzling daylight and colors so brilliant that I had to blink for the 

intensity.  And a maze of shapes I’d never noticed before.  The sheer 

simplicity and dizzying complexity of vision, of all that stretched 

beyond the ghost women and the black-dress barricade, was as 

astonishing as smog lifting and unveiling the ocean.  

Hidden by fog, the ocean is only thunder and roar, ominous 

and deadly, waiting to drown me should I dare tempt its depths.  But 

once it was illuminated, I saw its dance and sway; sunlight diamonds 

twinkling over its sky-blue water blushed with jade; waves frothing, 

pounding to climax against sand, shells, sea glass; receding in shiv-

ering ripples and contented gurgles; the sun shimmying across its 

horizon.  Beyond the black barricade of lies sat a bright, active world 

I never knew existed.  I guess I should’ve been joyful.  Instead, I was 

livid.  

A whole lifetime had lapsed…and now I see? And no, I don’t 

want to hear, “Better late than never.” Because mutilation of a 

woman’s spirit is unconscionable.  And not knowing that you’ve 

been mutilated is a death beyond death, a grief without ballast, 

dull heartache forced to wander pointlessly in the wind.  I’d been 

intentionally separated from my spirit; from rule of my body; from 

developing personal strength by a sly, acceptable clitoridectomy of 
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the female soul.  The crush of that covert amputation sat inside my 

chest as heavy as wet pneumonia strangling my breath.  How could I 

and the other undereducated women in my home world of house-

wives, waitresses, salesclerks, and secretaries have ever seen or under-

stood — much less fought — such veiled cruelty dispensed with so 

much casual abandon? 

The women I cherished always lived curled into a ball.  They 

did not make life choices.  They took desperate measures.  Broken 

women were scattered about me like dolls missing limbs, and I 

never noticed.  I noticed batty.  I noticed angry.  I noticed panic.   

I noticed gloom.  I noticed silence.  But I didn’t see broken sitting 

right in front of me.  The whole time, broken was there in the 

women tamed by misteachings; abused with fear to submit their 

bodies, their intellect, and their spirits to external “sacred” authori-

ties.  Women commanded to be breeders but forbidden any pleasure 

of the flesh because you know who was watching and didn’t approve 

of you know what.  Basically, it was Animal Training 101.  Women 

learned how to jump through hoops.  Not that the women I knew 

jumped — we just crawled through.  

Damn it! Abuse all along and I never saw it.  Never even saw it.   

I needed a bomb.   Matches.   And a long fuse.  And a buffed-up  

forearm that could sail exploding flames into the lair of the 

guilty.  Only there was no convenient hideout of evildoers and their 

cache of tommy guns.  This abuse flows in the mainstream, lives 

in the air, and thrives on silence.  How do you rage at the artfully 

invisible? How do you point to catastrophic abuse that deprives 

a woman of her rightful life when you can’t show bruises on her 
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skin? How do you explain that the sadistic tactics of sacrifice and 

servitude are rape of a woman’s life force, when every woman I ever 

knew, me included, believed that sacrifice and obedience were the 

epitome of being good ? 

Being good like The Blessed Mother, who, even as an adoles-

cent, didn’t have a problem with obedience and submission — now 

did she — when she mumbled “yes” to the muscled, twelve-foot-tall 

being who blinded her with light and bellowed out a direct sper-

matic proposition that was in her best interest to accept.  

How do you describe being lonely for yourself — an awareness 

of a maddening, wistful disconnection that has no name or form? 

Or convey in a way that makes sense the persistent weeping beckon 

of a vague longing, when on the outside you’re having a fine time 

laughing it up and searching out the perfect earrings to go with 

your new sweater? You can’t just shout, “Hey, I don’t work right;  

I’m crippled here,” even though you can walk on both legs and 

excel at many tasks, including vacuuming.  

What obedient woman sees herself as profoundly controlled?  

As naively obligated? Or realizes that she’s emotionally incapacitated, 

unknowingly entrapped in a mute void, hobbling across eggshells  

in a world controlled and defined by male demands and sexual 

aggression — aggression that she does not even recognize as 

aggression? 

Being whacked by that “what goes around comes around” 

two-by-four knocked me silly.  Since I prefer to do my learning by 

reading, quiet contemplation, and musing at the clouds, I was not 

pleased … at all. But that blow landed a soberness that began to 
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lean against my resentment of my mother.  For years I watched her 

submit to male dominance and aggression.  I saw her endure explicit 

sexual humiliations without complaint.  I witnessed her servicing men 

in exchange for security.  I wanted her to fight, to spit in their faces, 

to bite their vile penises off their thrusting groins with one snap of 

her vicious jaw.  But she didn’t.  She absorbed their meanness into 

her body and then meted out passive vengeance to onlookers with 

fierce, dedicated purpose, never blinking an eye at any spilled blood.  

Phil said, Your mother speaks loud and clear; she just doesn’t use words.  

Finally I began to hear — to listen to my mother’s voice calling out 

through the chaos of her urgent wounds.  And then I began to hear 

the silence of the other sad, desperate women I so loved…

They leave a prominent legacy of damage and longing, and a 

tight silence echoing in an eerie, hollow abyss that’s supposed to be  

overflowing with fond memories, according to Norman Rockwell.  

 I feel a nagging sense of guilt for bearing this knowledge of female 

damage, as if I should look away and pretend it doesn’t exist.  Gussy 

up their wounds in lace and satin.  Smear a dollop of color on their 

cheeks.  Invent epic stories of kin-women courage and triumphs, 

bragging that women I knew faced down all manner of hardships: 

from single-handedly lugging covered wagons across the Great 

Divide, to conquering the scourge of leprosy and turning it into a 

fashion statement, to being chopped up and left for dead in a gully 

only to rise up and win the gold at the Olympics.  In a world that 

accepts only winners, I want that kind of fierce respect for them.  I 

want that for me.  But not enough to spin elaborate fables.  

I’m a misfit in a culture of shakers and doers, traveling among a 
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procession of silent, timid women dragging mangled spirits.  Women 

whose authentic divine nature was forbidden to ever take shape 

and emerge.  Women cunningly suppressed by the covert measures  

of generated fear and the perpetuated lies that they assumed 

were — but in reality could never be — their own beliefs.  Women 

good for granny jokes and blue-hair ridicule, and a lot of roman-

ticized nostalgia when the aroma of roasted turkey and the scent of 

pumpkin pie leap out of a dried up Norman Rockwell painting just 

it time for Thanksgiving.  

But these are the same girls, the same women who suddenly 

disappeared.  Into locked wards.  Then abruptly reappeared as if 

a catastrophe hadn’t taken place.  Women for whom a noose and 

razor blades were familiar allies against throbbing agony.  Women 

who talked suicide at kitchen tables as easily as they recited 

recipes.  Detached women inoculated against outrage, floating in 

fuzzy headspace while they, their children, and their grandchildren 

endured obvious abuses.  Women who bowed in strange, unemo-

tional respect to suffering as if it were expected and personally 

deserved — an inalterable circumstance of life, and a fact they were 

helpless to fight.  Women who believed that others knew what was 

best for them.  Women who accepted suffering as a welcome gift 

bestowed by a deity who is dedicated solely to enriching their spiri-

tuality by beating them black-and-blue.  

~ ~ ~

She is a very old eighty-something, stooped by age and mostly 

washed away by dementia.  I am struck and saddened by my mother’s 
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toenails painted always brilliant red, now thick and yellowed, crumbling 

under the authority of age and disease.  Gone, too, is the vivid lipstick that 

was her calling card — long forgotten, the tube she squirreled away decades 

ago for her someday funeral, fearful that Revlon would discontinue her 

favorite shade.  She is moon-glow pale without the romance.  

This is not her home, though it is where she lives with my brother 

and sister-in-law.  It is clean and safe, and it holds nothing of her spirit.  I 

sit close to her on the couch, its pastel flowers covered with plump, fluffy 

padding to absorb urinary accidents because sometimes my mother yanks 

off her clothes.  With all my broken heart, I wish this were not her life.  

I speak to her, quietly, excitedly.  She looks directly into my eyes.  I 

see her.  She sees me.  She listens.  She allows me to love her.  I remind her 

of the quilts she created.  How I admired her grasp of color.  Her ability to 

combine patterns.  Her talent for detailed handwork.  I tell her how much I 

loved the dolls she stitched into life.  How they’ve graced my home.  She’s 

like a little bird looking into my eyes, listening intently.  

“Mom,” I tell her, “you were an artist.  If you had the opportunity, 

you could’ve been an artist.  You never had the opportunity.” She shakes 

her head slightly.  I don’t know if she understands.  “No,” she says, “I 

never had the opportunity.” I ask her, “Mom, if you could’ve been any-

thing — not including a wife and mother — what would you have been?” 

She looks at me, pausing as if she is wracking her brain for something that 

is not there.  “I don’t know,” she finally says in a frail, halting whisper, “I 

just want to be remembered.” 

~ ~ ~

Dearest, I don’t know about the women you come from, or 
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the woman you are today.  Or how you’ve mentored the girls in 

your life.  Or the legacy you will leave, or hope to leave.  Maybe 

Norman Rockwell is your hero.  An illustrator of all that’s fine.   

And the propaganda he painted lives in your daydreams as achiev-

able, commendable goals.  Maybe you believe that what’s done is 

done.  That bad stuff is all in the past.  Best forgotten.  Best glossed 

over.  Maybe you truly believe the darkness will stay forever buried.   

Perhaps you’re right…

But I know different.  Women surround me in dark, silent  

testimony.  To them I say, “I know your name.  I see your face.  I am 

your sister.  I am your witness.”

My promise is this: 

I will remember you.  
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LAST  WORDS_____________________

Sweet and tender heart,

You are still here.  After all these pages, you are still here.  That 

says so much about you, about your courage, about your willingness  

to see, to know.  Women know truth.  You know truth.  It is rooted 

deep within you, within us.  It survives indoctrination and rhetoric, 

survives the barrier of denial and the deluge of fear.  Woman-truth 

lives in the hurt and speaks from the pain.  And transcends death.

Women have been purposely silenced.   You see this.  You know 

this.  Yet the powerless, silenced women so dear to me found a way 

to break through silence — a way of being heard that scorns the 

words that silenced them.  That condemned them.  This astounding, 

primal female energy haunts infinity, roams the darkness, and is 

embedded in woman-history like stashed diamonds.  It is a silenced-

woman-underground-speak that defies time and space and man-

language.  It survives dismissal and burial.  It is a communication that 

would be ridiculed by every arch know-it-all who prays for advice 

from a deceased prophet and claims he gets it.

Forget about the Dead Sea Scrolls scribed by dusty men  

with gnarled fingers and dirty feet, cloaked in robes and reveling 

in the sandstorms of their own melodramatics. Instead, discover the 

clandestine, mid-century scribblings of insignificant background 

women, scrawled in pig Latin across crumbled dinner napkins, 

stuffed in the back of underwear drawers, hidden beneath worn-out 

bras and cotton underpants; then you’d be on to something.  Some-
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thing real, with teeth that bite down hard and draw emotional 

blood for the truth documented there on wrinkled, tear-stained 

paper, way more important than the esteemed visions plucked out 

of the crusty beards of the ancient opinionated.

Day after day, our sad, unrecorded history pulses in our shaking, 

laden hands even as we are too frightened to look, determined not  

to tell.  Our unspoken truth is as insistent as a lone call in abandoned  

woods that we strain not to hear.  A cry that rouses chills and stirs 

fear of the dried leaves crunching underfoot, of phantom mist rising 

from the loam.  Because suddenly a foot might step into something 

foul.   A swamp concealing our unmarked graves.  Where the stories 

of our secret deaths lurk, waiting to be told.   Yet, we do as directed 

and keep silent.  Even as our unspeakable experiences, the untold 

truths of our lives, linger about in a wordless language and, despite 

us, will themselves into voice, speaking in clues without our consent.

Dearest, silenced, obedient women like you and me — women 

broken by deeds and condemned by words — are powerless 

women, women driven by fear.    Yet, unknowingly, we encode our 

experiences in an unfamiliar tongue and weave them into that 

very silence, relegating our experiences to time.  This silence is its 

own restless entity perpetually searching and searching for ways 

to be translated and spoken.  Pinging this way and that in fevered 

energy, looking for a place to land.  Or looming in a dense, solemn 

hush.  Or acted out in complicated mime.  Always looking for a 

voice willing to speak it.  Time is patient.  Long-dead women found 

me.  I wonder who will speak for you.  I wonder if they will get it 

right.
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So, I’m not supposed to know, not supposed to see, that I and 

the women dwelling in my heart have been deliberately tamed.  I’m 

supposed to accept that we are created in the image and likeness of 

God when I know that’s not true.  When I know we are molded 

to the liking of those who purport to speak for God.  I don’t need 

to look any farther than the women surrounding me to see that 

our potent natural instincts — our intelligence, our intuition, our 

impulse to fight for our own boundaries, for our emotional survival, 

for the safety of our children — are belittled and are stigmatized as 

aggressive, impolite, overreactive.  Woman after woman betrayed by 

fixed, unachievable standards that keep us exhausted from trying and 

failing, that keep us in battle with our own intellect and wisdom.

I could’ve saved myself a lot of time and aggravation if only I’d 

learned earlier that forceful, persistent sermons do not equal truth.   

I could’ve skipped Mass without all the guilt if I’d known that the  

truth is not declared from outside — not from a pulpit, from a  

mountain, through myths, or from the mouths of “the authori-

ties”  —  that the truth is inherent within us; it resides in our under-

belly and connects with its spoken self from those seeds residing 

deep within.  Actually, I could’ve walked away a whole lot sooner 

without any guilt if only I’d fully recognized that the silencing of  

one woman by a religion is the silencing of every woman; that the 

sexual abuse of one child by a clergy is the sexual abuse of every 

child.  That it is the culture that is contaminated; it is the culture 

that permits injury of the uninformed, of the innocent.  That it is 

the culture that needs me to sustain it; I do not need the culture to 

sustain me.  I already have within me all I need.
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I mourn my strength, the strength of my mother, my grand-

mother; the strength of generations of kindred women weakened by 

imposed guilt, by the sentimental; by romantic, catch all terms like for-

giveness and healing.  Fantasy notions that keep us obedient, enmeshed 

in the tentacles of grave trauma; glib, arbitrary demands that over-

load us with pointless obstacles, forbidding us to gain understanding; 

preventing us from finding our own voices; incapacitating our 

true spirits within as we confront the real challenges of creating a 

thriving life.  Or in the saddest stories, while we fight to simply keep 

a razor blade away from a wrist.  Or to keep the pills in the bottle.

Dear reader, now you know that forgiveness is not a gift an 

abuse victim gives to herself.    Whoever started that lie was high on 

“happy” drugs, or an abuser looking to keep his free ride.  Forgiveness 

is a pardon.  Forgiveness evokes pity for the offender.  Worse, it robs 

the victim of her right to her anger, to her fury, to her grief, to her 

quest for justice.  It deprives her of choice.

In order to thrive emotionally, I had to learn how to value my 

truth and listen to and serve myself, not serve an “authority” of any 

type.  After an entire lifetime, I finally assumed control and evicted 

the perpetrators that were camped inside my head.  Which meant I 

had to stop dragging them back in.  I freed myself from my indoc-

trinated obligation to pray for them.  I gave up forcing myself to 

send them positive energy and the light of forgiveness.  And what 

do you know: resentment stopped growing its own obnoxious head, 

and that bitch called payback stopped flirting with me.  The dance 

was over.  The abusers and their supporters left the party.  And took 

their demands with them.  Forgiveness became a nonissue.
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Still, extending forgiveness  — even if it is a bold-faced lie 

clawing at our insides like a sweating infection — is the path of least 

resistance.  Committing to the truth requires action, an enforcement  

of nonnegotiable boundaries, and that requires authentic spiritual 

and emotional courage.   Which takes energy and self-loving, the 

very life force stolen by perpetrators and continually depleted by the  

la-la land do-gooders who demand a “declaration of forgiveness” 

and a “healing schedule” from what’s left of us.

Face it: perpetrators have cruelty to inflict and do-gooders 

have opinions to impose, and any resistance puts a serious crimp in  

their mission, so the pressure is on.  Plus, when we jump in and do  

the forgiveness dance, we get lavishly praised.  Jeez, we might even  

get invited to be guests on a talk show since only a saint or a freak  

of nature could forgive such deep, personal violations.  And there  

we are, enfolded in virtue — what a halo! — all that hero worship  

directed our way.  Pure ecstasy soaring us up to kiss the clouds. 

While down below, our muted, dirty selves lie curled up in 

hiding.  Soon enough, though, that halo slips and the exquisite high 

wears off like the bad street drug it is, and the night comes carting 

voices we don’t want to hear.  

Even Uncle Idiot who copped feels off you back when you were  

twelve knows forgiveness is a scam — on you.  And he appreciates,  

really appreciates, how you cooperate by inviting him to the family  

reunion every summer like you do.  Seeing to it that his hot dogs 

get grilled just the way he likes them.  Making sure he gets enough 

potato salad.  Uncle Idiot knows you know he deserves tending to,  

and he appreciates your sympathetic consideration of his needs and 
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cherishes how much you enjoy giving him attention.  That’s why, 

after a full belly, he scopes out the kids, searching for another little 

girl — or little boy, because it doesn’t matter, really — who will 

understand that poor Uncle Idiot needs tending and sympathy and 

who will take to him just like you did.  Uncle Idiot knows a free 

pass when he sees one.  He’s been getting them all his life.

Dearest, maybe it’s time for you to admit that Uncle Idiot is a 

sexual offender.  That is what he is.  That is what he does.  Maybe it is 

time for you to look at how Uncle Idiot corrupted your life — how 

he instilled you with corrosive fear and helplessness, forced you to 

cower inside the wet coat of shame and guilt.  Basically, Uncle Idiot 

yanked you off your own life path, bound you to him, and has been 

pulling you down his warped path ever since.  Maybe it is time for 

you to see that Uncle Idiot is never going to give up who he is or 

what he does.  Neither is any other abuser, perpetrator, rapist, con 

artist, or authority high on adulation.

It is up to us — women trained to be obedient — to bolster our 

courage and invalidate the misteachings for ourselves, to fully grasp 

that forgiveness is not a sacred deed, or a heroic feat, or an example 

of good moral character, or a beneficial spiritual lesson we are 

required to bestow on offenders as a blessing so we will be rewarded 

in return.  Forgive as you are forgiven? When was the last time you 

demanded forgiveness for raping a child?

Forgiveness, dearest, is a dark, naive obstruction that hampers 

victimizers — abusers, perpetrators, rapists, con artists, authorities 

high on adulation — from confronting and owning the full-blown 

gravity and consequences of their actions; it disrupts fundamental 
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lessons vital for even the possibility of their reform.  Plus, it grants a 

victimizer continued emotional connection to his victim that gives 

him an opening — a sense of entitlement to his victim’s life.  Again 

and again, the victimizer appears in some form or other, wanting 

more of what he feels entitled to.

The fantasy notion of forgiveness puts us, the unguarded 

naive, at immense psychological — and even physical — risk while 

giving abusers, perpetrators, rapists, con artists, and authorities 

high on adulation an excuse to continue to freely indulge them-

selves, to continue committing malignant abuses quietly along the 

edge of perception.  Where I was trapped.  Where my mother was 

trapped.  Generations of women trapped, unseen, unheard, destroyed 

at that edge of perception.  Where no one hears the cries of girls and 

women.  Where no one sees what is happening right before their 

eyes.  That void where so many women take their last breaths.

Forcing ourselves to forgive is an act of cruelty that we, as 

victims of violence — both covert and overt — innocently perpe-

trate against ourselves.  Forgiveness negates and diminishes the mag-

nitude of the violence perpetrated against us.  Do you understand, 

dearest, that violence committed quietly is still violence? Do you 

understand that the Uncle Idiots of the world and their supporters  

encourage us to sabotage ourselves with blame and responsibility not  

only for the offenses committed against us, but also for the welfare 

of those who committed the offenses? Do you understand that this  

is abusive? It does not take two eyes to see that forgiveness devalues 

the humanity of the abuse victim as it elevates the patronizing of 

the abuser.  Not to mention that forgiveness entraps a submissive, 
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obedient woman in an unending dance with Uncle Idiot.  Even if 

you don’t attend the family reunion, Uncle Idiot will visit you on 

the exact day your heart is too heavy to carry in your chest and 

your head aches from all the sins you believe you’ve committed.

There in the dark.  In the privacy of your own living 

wounds.  Uncle Idiot and you.  Uncle Idiot laughing, pooh-poohing 

your agony, calling you overdramatic.  You, polite, listening to him 

as if he were standing right before you smearing you with that 

smarmy grin of his and hands he can’t keep to himself.

Uncle Idiot will visit often.  He won’t stop visiting until you 

put a stop to it.  Until you decide he’s a nobody.  Until you distance  

yourself from all that is Uncle Idiot.  Until you make up your mind  

that Uncle Idiot’s feelings, opinions, and well-being are of no concern 

to you.

But healing from the harm he has caused you has nothing to do 

with your liberation from the clutches of Uncle Idiot.  Healing is 

another of society’s illusions.  That’s another thing I didn’t know.

~ ~ ~

I’m healed.  Or will be.  Any day now.  Any day now.  I’m over 

it.  I won’t pay attention to the flashbacks that still show up with a big 

wink and nod every now and then, like when I spot an innocent young 

girl with that haunting look in her eyes.  Because I remember.  Because I 

was her.  I am her.  I’ll ignore them, the flashbacks.  I am supposed to be 

healed.  After all, I’m in my sixties.  And a flashback is a big, fat, blinking 

signal that I am not healed.  But you see, I am healed.  Or will be.  Any 

day now.  Really, any day now.
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So what is banging my heart against my ribs while I am seated here 

watching a high school play? What is that rising in my throat? Wringing, 

squeezing my breath into a raggedy thread that I can’t seem to catch? I 

am sitting here perfectly still.  Actually, I am very near paralyzed.  Except 

for my heart and its Mack truck motor.  And my eyes.  Because they are 

darting up, down, sideways.  Everywhere except ahead to that kid on the 

stage.

That kid who is grabbing his girlfriend’s arm.  That kid and his vice 

grip.  That kid and his threats.  That kid with his sweaty, greasy hair.  I can 

smell that kid’s stink.  Stink that is lodged forever in my throat.  That kid’s 

thighs — thickset, stuffed inside too-tight dungarees — are tattooed inside 

my eyelids.  The girl on stage is not running.  She is not running.  The girl 

is frozen.  I am frozen.  Here in this seat.  Surrounded by an audience 

enjoying this high school play.  Surrounded by my family.  Safe.  But I am 

not safe.  I am trapped in a world that looks normal.  But isn’t.  Not for 

me.  I can’t breathe.  I can’t breathe.

I don’t know what a ramrod is, but I’m as stiff as one, fused to 

this auditorium chair, careening down a mental rollercoaster of contempt. 

God…I’m a crone…on Social Security.  What the hell is wrong with me? 

“Civilians” insist — shout — that I should be healed.  Argue that I should 

be over it, over the trauma, all of it.  It’s yesterday’s bad news.  I should be 

healed.  Instead, I’m rigid inside this mad itch, trying to hide whatever it  

is that is not supposed to be happening, now, here. But I am frantic with 

embarrassment.  Humiliated that something crept up and ambushed me.   

And now has its hands wrapped around my throat.  It’s so undignified.

I can’t let the“civilians” spot this unnatural creature leaking from 

my eyes, revealing itself in awkward, choppy gestures.  It’ll cause disrup-
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tion and confusion, and anger they’ll direct at me with raised eyebrows 

and stern admonishments.  As if I’ve intentionally wet my pants when I 

should’ve known better and could’ve at least had the decency to smile and 

hide the dripping mess until I got home.  Anyway, why didn’t I go to the 

bathroom before I left the house? Why did I drink so much water today? I 

could’ve avoided this pee debacle if I’d been more responsible.  Responsible 

women do not pee themselves.  Responsible women do not lose control.   

A responsible woman does not panic at a high school play.

Panic? Is that what is barreling inside my chest? Clamping my 

throat shut? Paralyzing me? It can’t be panic, because I’m healed.  Or 

should be.  Or will be.  Any day now.  Surely any day now.

~ ~ ~

So give me an ax! Because I’d like to hack that insipid term —  

heal — right out of the airwaves.  Slash it out of every book.  Chop 

it to shreds before it can reach any more lips.  On behalf of 

myself and all persons shattered by permanent injury, fooled into 

waiting for healing that never arrives.  Yay! So it’s a great come-on 

pitch for, say, a snake oil salesman hawking his cure-all guaranteed 

to heal all woes, from paper cuts to heart murmurs to catastrophic 

wounds of the emotional variety.  Or for a traveling tent evangelist 

who only needs to swat a poor soul on the forehead and pronounce 

HEAL!  And all’s well and Brother Fast Talker can get on with  

collecting the cash.

But remember: the blown-off leg doesn’t grow back.  Destroyed 

spirits don’t get healed — destroyed spirits have to be rebuilt from 

the truth up, by us.  And it’s a never-ending process of learning 
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and understanding, and of making new, bold, healthy choices.  And 

falling back.  And getting up again.  Healing is passive; it’s staring 

at the stump and waiting for it to pop a few toes.  Creating is 

action.  It’s fumbling to strap on the prosthesis and pushing that 

new leg into motion.  Recognizing trauma, standing up to it — as 

opposed to being held its captive — and creating an integrated,  

liberated life is an astonishingly gratifying process of connecting 

with our entire spirits; accepting all our experiences, including the 

darkest ones, as part of who we are; and using our entire selves to 

our best advantage.  It’s emotional weight lifting that builds incred-

ible strength and forges a path for who we were always meant to 

be.  But it’s just not a final destination kind of thing.

Dear patient reader, by this time your eyes are probably crossed 

and your brain’s yelling for mercy from overexposure to my relent-

less whacking-away at the fostered lies, convenient deceptions, and  

plain stupidity that society has erected into invisible, impenetrable 

walls.  I know: from all that hammering, I should have chiseled 

biceps beaming back at me from my bathroom mirror instead of 

a shock of silver hair asserting its dominance.  But I did unearth 

treasures.  I rejoice over the clear, haunting voices of precious dead 

women now riding an unconquerable wind.

And though somber warnings aren’t exactly my idea of found 

riches, those warnings highlight the stealth invasion of arthritis 

into fingers that once took buttons and shoelaces for granted as 

testimony to the lapse of unrecoverable decades — decades when  

I lived in the preventable, crippling grip of unresolved trauma. 

Those warnings also serve to caution that unless reincarnation 
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is in my future, dead and silenced is where I’m headed.  And if I 

don’t speak, society will continue to speak for me.  Yet society —  

“civilians,” “the authorities,” and the religious — do not speak for  

victims of abuse.  Society lectures us.  Passes laws to define us.  Ana-

lyzes us.  Talks about us.   Even condemns us.  But does not and can- 

not speak for us.  Society organizes and demands but does not know.

As a victim of violence, I have to speak for myself.  I have to 

label the undefined pain as a real, living wound.  I have to identify 

and accept its cause.  I have to recognize the damage, make it visible 

so society can learn from me.  When what my body has been trying 

to tell me over and over through its responses and reactions con-

nects with language — when the spoken voice of the profound truth 

plugs into that haunting knowing — it’s like hearing BINGO or 

GOTCHA! In my smoking days, it would’ve called for a long drag 

on a slim cigarette, followed by a satisfying exhale.

What I know does not fit into what society preaches.  So I 

waste no more time waiting around for society to grow courage and  

sprout thinking heads.  I quit the wholesale forgiveness business. I 

ditched the idea of healing.  “Civilians,”  “the authorities,” and the  

religious can yak on and on about sexual assault, debate until their 

pimples explode, compose lists, write books, and generally make 

fools of themselves.  Their opinions and determinations of traumatic  

experiences they know nothing about do not worry me anymore. 

 “Civilians,”  “the authorities,” and the religious are simply noise 

in the background where I no longer live.  What I can do is step 

forward and serve justice through speaking what I know to be true.

My want for you, dearest, is for you to understand the power 
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of truth.  To comprehend that truth is a force capable of melting 

away confusion and untangling the turmoil of misconception  

and personal condemnation.  That truth is a power capable of 

defeating fear.  A power that tenders individual choice over the tur-

bulence produced by the living damage of old wounds.  Should 

you give your dire truth an opportunity, it will instill emotional 

peace.  Plus — and I could never have predicted this benefit, which 

sounds as gooey as the drivel oozing out of a tacky romance 

novel — the power of truth deepens love and opens you up to receive 

it.  What I could have never imagined even in dreams continues to 

unfold for me, as it will for you.

Silenced women don’t speak.  But we can learn to.  No matter 

what our age, we can learn to stand up for ourselves, to face the 

terror and shame prowling the shadows and fight it by giving 

voice to that broken part of us that’s been destroyed by sexual, 

physical,verbal, and emotional violence.  In finally giving voice to  

the secret unspeakable, we silenced women take control of what 

haunts us.  With our own hands, we diminish the destructive com-

mand that the secret unspeakable lords over us.  When we stand up 

to our fear, we begin to awaken and to understand how much the 

trauma we suffered affects our lives, what it has robbed us of, and 

how it holds us in its grips even when we insist we are fine.

Connecting the agony of the secret unspeakable to our own  

personal expression of it paves the way to understanding. And 

understanding is the path to emotional freedom.   With under- 

standing, we begin to liberate ourselves from the power and 

control that violence has over our hearts and our lives.  When we 
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fight for our liberation, we are fighting for ourselves, for our lives, 

for the lives of other women; we are standing up and claiming our  

worthiness, declaring our right to blossom, to succeed and thrive, 

no matter what our age.  By standing up to the darkness, we take 

command of it.  As the darkness recedes and we become stronger, 

at long last we have the opportunity to become fully who we were 

meant to be.

My last words to you, dearest, are these:

You have the courage within you.   You’ve always had it.   Your courage will 

always be there, waiting for you to say, “OK, then; I can do this.  I’m 

breaking through my silence.  I will do this.  I will speak.” 

I can’t wait to hear your beautiful voice.

Most Sincerely,

Kathleen Hoy Foley

P.S.  OH! WAIT! Hold up a second.   Just one more thing before I 

go.  A few more words I need to say.   The words I’m going to stamp 

on a sweatshirt and engrave on my headstone.  The words I repeat 

like a sacred mantra.  The words I live by:

WHO THE FUCK ARE THEY? THEY’RE NOBODIES!
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Fly Away Lit t l e Bird 
by  

Kathleen Hoy Foley

Fly away little bird, 

parchment fronds whisper.

Fly away little bird, 

palmetto bugs sing in their papery scatter across terrazzo floors.

Do you see, little bird,

Pedro in his concrete sombrero?

Chipped and colorless now.

The peeling cement frogs 

all gray and mottled.

Richard’s gone, little bird.

The sod’s tangled and scorched.

Precious little bird

who never learned to fly.

Fly away.  Fly Away.

Oh sad little bird, good bye.

Good, good bye.  

Mary Patricia Evans Allen
1928 - 2013 
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Woman in Hiding:  
A True Tale of Backdoor Abuse, 
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ISBN-13:  978-0-9828558-0-5  (print)
ISBN-13:  978-0-9828558-1-2  (ebook)
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A non-fiction narrative detailing the destruction of a child's spirit by her 
stepfather; how that destruction beckons a sexual predator who devours her 
young life and impregnates her, resulting in a confidential adoption and a life-
time of fear and trauma.  And how at the hands of a stranger that haunting, 
catastrophic secret explodes inside an unsuspecting family and a marriage of 
30 years.

While Woman in Hiding reads like a gripping novel tinged with irrev-
erent humor, it also offers unparalleled insight into the lifelong consequences 
of child abuse and sexual assault.  Every reader, including book club members 
to social professionals, to adoptees and women in hiding themselves, will 
experience how political, cultural and religious beliefs perpetuate the suf-
fering of sexual abuse victims, keeping them from the most basic under-
standing: they are not to blame for the abuse; it was DONE TO them.

Woman in Hiding will challenge what you think you know about the 
myth of healing from sexual abuse and about the seemingly innocent cry of 
adult adoptees claiming their only interest is medical and historical informa-
tion regarding their biological origins.

Woman in Hiding: A True Tale of Backdoor Abuse, Dark Secrets and Other Evil 
Deeds is a profound testament to the power of love between a husband and a 
wife and the capacity of that love and its unfailing courage to transcend crip-
pling emotional pain.  It is a story of how unconditional love promotes deep 
understanding that allows a life, once not fully realized, to finally be reclaimed 
and rebuilt on the strongest foundation possible: the truth.

Woman in Hiding: A True Tale of Backdoor Abuse, Dark Secrets and Other Evil 
Deeds does not provide the obligatory fairytale ending.  Rather this story con-
cludes with an unexpected, late-in-life miracle; a miracle available to every 
woman hiding shame.

The blessing of genuine freedom.
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Kathleen Hoy Foley wrote Breaking Through 
Silence, A No-Nonsense Love Letter to 
Women for women — like she was — who 
do not recognize that they were sexually 
assaulted; who do not do not recognize the 
permanent, living consequences of physical, 
emotional and sexual abuse; and who do not 
recognize that they are profoundly silenced.  

Women
 in
   Hiding 
      p r e s s

Breaking Through Silence is for women whose lives are unknowingly dictated by 
corrosive, invisible fears and who do not understand that emotional freedom — an 
inherent spiritual birthright and an absolute spiritual necessity — is available to 
them, no matter what their age. Only when a woman discovers and accepts her 
authentic voice will she be able to accomplish her true destiny and reap the amazing 
rewards awaiting her.

Breaking Through Silence, A No-Nonsense Love Letter to Women is an invitation. 
It is a call to courage. It is a call to see a new way. It is a call to be a new way.  Breaking 
Through Silence is straight talk. For a woman willing to fully embrace its challenge, 
Breaking Through Silence offers her support as she struggles to discover her voice, 
repair her spirit, and fulfill the deepest longings of her soul.  

For every woman willing to fight for herself, Breaking Through Silence, A  
No-Nonsense Love Letter to Women, is a promise of transformation into wholeness.  

Kathleen Hoy Foley is the author of Woman In Hiding, A True Tale of Backdoor 
Abuse, Dark Secrets and Other Evil Deeds. She has been featured in newspapers and 
magazines and on television and radio shows across the country. Kathleen and her 
husband, Philip, give seminars on spirit repair.  
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